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PROPOSAL

LETTER

Ref.No: RIT/RESEARCH PROJECT/2021-22/01
Date: 02-06-2021

To

Krish IT Solutions,
Chennai.

RespectedSir,
Sub: Submission of Project Proposal for the Research Project-Reg.

We would like to introduce ourselves as one of the leading engineering institutes in
Tamil Nadu, offering U.G. degrees for various branches of Engineering. We have good
student’s strength, many of our senior faculty members with Ph.D. qualification in all the

- departments. Manyof the other faculty membersare also pursuing Ph.D. in various reputed
universities. Our Main objective is to impart in-depth knowledge in research-oriented
activities. We hope that only through research, the faculty members and students contribute
significantly in the technological developments happening in our country andalso at the
global level.

In this context, we would like to submit a proposal for a Research Project titled
“Analyzing and developing the software methodology for Moufil Ecommerce Website &

Tools” to your esteemed organization. We hope that with your financial support and
guidance, the research project will be completed successfully, which will make the faculty and
students communities benefited. The Proposal of the Research project and other details are
enclosed herewith for your perusal and consideration. Expecting yourfavorable reply.

Thanking You,

Yours faithfully,
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1. Name of the Institution : Rajalakshmi Institute of Technology,
Kuthambakkam,
Chennai.

2. Details of the Project Members

Faculty Coordinator : Dr.D.C.Joy Winnie Wise & Ms.N.Kanagavalli

Student Members:
1. SUJATHAK - Il Year/CSE
2. VIGNESHU - II Year/CSE
3. YUKESH RM - II Year/CSE

3. Research Project Details:
Moufil is an e-commerce platform where customers can get healthy and delicious

cuisine. The project will be started with obtaining information from the customer and
inquiring about the elements that must be featured on the website. The strategy is
developed in responseto the necessity. Following that, our team conducted research and
development, and as a result of that study, a prototype was created. Periodically the
website design was discussed with the customerand reviewed. The team works with the
inputs provided by our customer, and the website goes through numerous testing rounds,
each withan objective and test results that are personally validated to avoid mistakes.

The website is created with banners and sliders to provide extra area for displaying
items or marketing various culinary products. The theme includes various options such as
a Slider section with assorted Slider options, a Product Section, a Footer Option, a Right-
Sidebar, a Logo Resizer Option, Button Settings, Blog Settings, a Site Preloaded Option, a
Related Option, an Icon Changer Option, a full-width-template, Color combinations,
Widgets, Sidebar layouts, Header and Footer Customization, a Background image skin
option, Enable / Disable options, Woo commerce options, We deploya plugin called woo
commerce to make E-commerce websites more appealing. It also allows. affiliate
marketers to include external links. It is incredibly adaptable and faults are readily
corrected

ja. Ph.: 044-67181600. 044-67181601. Email : 1 Oritchennai.edu.in CITY
OFFICE : #69. New Avadi Road, Kilfauk, Chennai — 600 010. India. Ph : 044-26442 26461316.
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4. Objective of the Research Project:
Although the main goal ofthe project is to create an e-Business for IT employment, the

background report's goal is to examine the whole idea of e-Business in depth and look at
different issues that arise.

It does not focus on examining the technical and development side of building an e-
Business website. Furthermore it does not focus on literature work that deals solely with
employment e-Businesses. The reason that this approach was followed, is that the general
rules and the theoretical background that define the framework upon which, an e-
Business is built, are the same, despite the fact that the idea behind each e-Business may
differ. The report tries to analyze the methods and the strategies that lead to a successful
e-Business and the reasons behind this success. Examining the topic of e-Business as a
whole, could lead to more secure conclusions, regarding the characteristics ofa successful
employmente - Business.

5. Expected Outcome:

The software ‘Moufil Ecommerce Website’ reduces the considerable drawbackslike
burden of human labor, portable defect and errors. This software saves time
and provides 24 houraccessibility even from a remote place. Programs are
menu driven which help even anew comer to use the system with little training.
Testing has been done with actual data and system is muchbetterthan the existing one.
GUI makes the interface very muchuserfriendly.

) 6. DurationofProject: 1 Year (2021-2022)

7. Total anticipated expenditure:

S.No.|RESEARCH PROJECT AMOUNT (Rs.)
1. “Analyzing and developing the software methodology for 2,40.000.00

Moufil Ecommerce Website & Tools”
L

awoline J
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ANALYZING AND DEVELOPING THE SOFTWARE METHODOLOGY FOR
MOUFIL ECOMMERCE WEBSITE & TOOLS.

RESEARCH WORK
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PROFESSOR
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ABSTRACT

Moufil is an e-commerce platform where customers canget healthy and delicious cuisine.
The project started with obtaining information from the customer and inquiring about the
elements that must be featured on the website. The strategy is developed in responseto
the necessity. Following that, our team conducted research and development, and as a
result of that study, a prototype was created. Periodically the website design was
discussed with the customerand reviewed. The team works with the inputs provided by
our customer, and the website goes through numerous testing rounds, each with an
objective and test results that are personally validated to avoid mistakes. ‘The goal of the
Independent study is to develop a Ecommerce website, a web based application in Java
using Object Oriented Design in Unified Modeling Language (UML). UML is used for
developing projects in Object Oriented Design and helps in specifying, visualizing,
designing the structure of software applications meetingall the requirements of a project.
This web-based application that deals with maintaining sales by shopkeepers. This system
will be providing interfaces between customer and client. Also provides various media to
connect with different people in spite of geographic location. The GUI of the systemis very
user friendly.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Technological achievements always had agreat impact on every aspect of human society
and affected our everyday life in a variety of ways. It is a technological breakthroughthat,
overthe last two decades, revolutionized our communication, entertainment and business
methods and practices. Internet was created in the late 60s as a small network of
computers and has evolved into the main and most essential link between companies,
governments and individuals. Internet surpasses geographical boundaries, time limitations,
and cost restrictions, Furthermore,it is easily accessible by anyone,It is a low cost way for
pioneering technologies, business models andideas to reach a great number ofpeople and
provides the perfect environment for entrepreneurs.

Moufil is an e-commerce platform where customers can get healthy and delicious
cuisine. This is our client's project, which began onJuly 16, 2021. The project started with
obtaining information from the customerand inquiring about the elements that must be
featured on the website. The strategy is developed in response to the necessity. Following
that, our team conducted research and development, and as a result ofthat study, a
prototype was created. Periodically the website design was discussed with the customer
and reviewed. The team works with the inputs provided by our customer, and the website
goes through numerous testing rounds, each with an objective and test results that are
personally validated to avoid mistakes.

2. REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATIONIN USE CASES

Although the main goal of the project is to create an e-Business for IT employment, the
background report's goal is to examine the whole idea of e-Business in depth and look at
different issues that arise. It does not focus on examining the technical and development
side of building an e-Business website. Furthermore it does not focus on literature work
that deals solely with employment e-Businesses. The reason that this approach was
followedis that the general rules and the theoretical background that define the framework
upon which an e-Business is built, are the same, despite the fact that the idea behindeache-
Business maydiffer. The report tries to analyze the methodsand the strategies that lead to

a successful e-Business and the reasons behind this success. Examining the e-Business as a
whole, could lead to more secure conclusions, regarding the characteristics of a successful
employment e - Business (Fig.2.1).
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Client Registration

+Clientid
+clientname
+Aadhac
+Phone number
email
+Address
+debit
saender
+Registration() hy.

Supplier Registration

+Nit
+Name
+Phone number
Address
+visit date
+debit

+Registration()

4

User
sales

-suserid
+total price +password
+selling price ——quantity ja +Registration()
+Hom +Login()

+sale product(}}

Tnyentroy
ves ee +productid

sa +name |

+purchesprice i

+selling price
TYtat

Fig.2.1.Class Diagram

In the Fig.2.2 Use cases are a part of UML, a way of representing requirementsof a project
in an effective way. Analysis is an important step in the development of a project and UML
provides a better way of analyzing the requirements. There are many ways to draw UML
diagrams from the requirements. The method used to gather information and draw UML
diagramsis aneasier and effective way.
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i Sale Product =aFig.2.2.Use Case Diagram

Client Suppliers Inventory sales

eoi 2 select product{i

client Registration) | | gs product detsils(}= eee&)a i

5.4 suplise ragistration(}

64.creste or delete product{} ent

sald prod uct{}

Fig.2.3. Sequence Diagram
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Here the method consists of five phases with several steps in each phase was explained in the
above mentioned sequence diagram in Fig.2.3.

3. DESIGN PHASE

3.1 Phase One- Analysis

Deals with the development ofa webstrategy andananalysis of how a website may achieve
this strategy. The main objective ofthis phase is to reducethe risks of lack of top management
commitment and misunderstanding the system requirements. This phase consists of three
steps:

V Development of a web strategy, which means defining where the organization is now,
where the organization wishes to be and howit will get from the present state to the
desired one.
Defining the objectives.
Objective analysis, which involves: technology analysis, information analysis, skills
analysis, useranalysis, cost analysis and risk analysis.

Vv

Vv

3.2 Phase Two- Design

The website should be designed with the knowledge thatit is likely to have sections and
processes added to it during its lifetime, as requirements change and new technologies
emerge. It consists of two steps:

V Information and Graphics Design.
V Testing of Design, since testing in the early stages can help prevent future errors and

malfunctions of the website, making the whole development process moreefficient.

3.3 Phase Three - Generation

It consists of the four steps that lead the project from the design phase to the actual
generation of the website.

VY Resource selection
Y Design Review
VY Code generation and Installation
Y Testing

3.4 Phase Four - Implementation

This is an ongoing phase that does not stop after the development of the website. It involves:

V Implementation
Y Maintenance
V Objectives review ea)

—— DRRECTOR (IQAC)
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4, WEB DEVELOPMENT WORKFLOW

A web development workflow organizes the work of any development team. This approach
covers all pails of a web development project from start to finish. Following steps are
important for a successful process to build a web development workflow that matches your
organization was explained in the below diagram (Fig.4.1)

aesL.,
Milestone Meeting 1

Fig.4.1. Web Development Phases

\W
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4.1 TESTING

Website testing is an umbrella term for processes which test websites and other software
applications for unwanted defects and issues across a broad rangeof devices. It includes
funclivnialily, usability, accessibility and performance testing ete, were shown in below
schematic diagram Fig.4.1.1.

es Functionality Testing “4

f \’
UI Main site >(seisAlhpentad|

;Pesictamuasincumenneusenasacy Security Testing
| ifae Speed Test >[EeeReiaae Leer MySeki io

Saff ioes: Web Traffic and Load Test » |eei Milestone Meeting 2 >
oe

Fig.4.1.1. Testing Phases

A. Functionality Testing

Test for - all the links in web pages, database connections, formsused for submitting or
getting information from the user in the web pages, Cookie testing, etc.

\e
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B. UI Main site
Usability testing is the process by which the human-computer interaction characteristics of a

system are measured, and weaknesses are identified for correction. In web testing, the server-
side interface should be lested. This can be done by verifying that the communication is done
properly. The compatibility of the server with software, hardware, network, aud dalabase
shouldbe tested.
C. Security Testing

> Test by pasting the internal URL directly into the browser address bar without login.
Internal pages should not open.

> Try some invalid inputs in input fields like login username, password, input text boxes, etc.
Check the system’s reaction toall invalid inputs.

» Web directories and files should not be accessible directly unless they are given the
downloadoption.

~ Test the CAPTCHA to automate script logins.
~

Test if SSL is used for security measures. If used, the proper message should get displayed
when users switch from non-secure HTTP:// pages to secure HTTPS:// pages and vice
versa.

D. Speed Testing

» Tested on various networks like Dial-Up, ISDN,etc.
E. Load

>» Whatis the no.of users per time?
» Checkfor peak loads and how the system behaves,
» Large amount of data accessed by the user.

E. Stress

» Continuous Load
» Performance of memory, CPU, files handling, etc.
F. Web Traffic and Load Test

You need totest if many users are accessing or requesting the same page. Can the systemsustain peak load time? The site should handle many simultaneous user requests, large inputdata from users, simultaneous connection to DB, heavy load on specific pages, etc. Generally
stress means stretching the system beyond its specified limits. Web stress testing is performed
to breakthe site by giving stress and it’s checked as to how the systemreacts to stress and how

9 \e
~—
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it recovers from crashes. Stressis generally giventoinput fields, login, and sign-up areas.

4.1 OUR WEBSITE FEATURES

The website is created with bannors and sliders to provide extra areafor displaying items or
marketing various culinary products, The theme includes various options such as a Slider
section with assorted Slider uplivns, a Product Sectivn, a Fuuler Opliun, a Right-

Sidebar, a Logo Resizer Option, Button Settings, Blog Settings, a Site Preloaded Option, a
Related Option, an Icon Changer Option, a full-width-template, Color combinations, Widgets,
Sidebar layouts, Header and Footer Customization, a Background image skin option, Enable /
Disable options, Woo commerce options, We deploy a plugin called woo commerce to make E-

commerce websites more appealing. It also allows affiliate marketers to include external links.
It is incredibly adaptable and faults are readily corrected.

This website is developed using HTML, CSS and JavaScript. We have officially launched this
project in Play store, Apple store. The pictures used in our website are captured by our team
membersby physically meeting at the client’s place. This kind of gesture makes the food more
realistic and attracts customer.

The home pageis where most first impressions are made. It’s a user’s first look at who you are and
what you're about. Don’t mince words here. Be concise and effective with your communications,
and makeit a quick placefor users to understand your business.
1. Domain Name

The URL forthe website that appearsin the navigation bar. This is the address where visitors are
able to find it, or the address they are taken to after search leads them to your site. Domain name
creation is one of the first steps to website creation, and you cannot have a functioning site
without one.

Make the domain simple and easy to spell so visitors may find you without trouble. If yourideal
domain name is taken, think outside the box and get creative. Domain names are registered for
brands, so you will either need to find an unregistered domain or acquire a domain that is owned
by someone else.
2. Company Name

Company's name should appear pretty high up somewhere on the homepage, reassuring visitors
they've come to the website they were looking for. Users should not have to scroll to find your
company name.

\e
DIRECTOR ((GAC)
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3. Search Bar

Some users knowexactly what they want from yoursite, and just need help navigating to that
page. Including a search bar on your homepage, andevery othersite page, allows visitors to take
control of their site experience.

4. Logo

Logos should also appear high up on the homepage. Logos are small, easy-to-remember graphics
that create a link in a customer’s brain between your company and that image. While they may not
always rememberyour company name, they may recognize youby logo.
5. Description
A short description or company tagline should appear somewhere near the company name or
logo. This is especially true of smaller businesses whose workis not so easily understood. A short
phrase that outlines who you are and what youdo will set the scene quickly for first-time visitors.
6. Navigation Bar

Whether to the side or across the top of the page, a navigation bar should be positioned to
empower usersto explore your site and find their desired productsorinformation.
7.CTAs

A CTA, or call to action, can be anything from “create a login,” to “book a demo,” to “get on our
mailing list.”It’s a convincing plea to users, begging they take some kind of action onyour site that
would involve later contact, and it is often coupled with some sort of incentive.
8. Images

Your website should be accompanied by some sort of header image or body image to provide
visitors with a visual. These visuals can be ads for your new springline, or a graphic designed
specifically for your site. Images help retain attention as they are easier to process than an
overwhelming amount of text. Images can be a slideshow or video; any visual media is better than
a page of plain text.

9. Internal Links

The purpose of a website isn’t just to get people to your homepage. Rather, use your homepage to
spurvisitors to other parts of the site. Advertise relevant spring styles, or provide links to recent
blog posts. Internal links get users to stay on your page longer, which increases the odds they'll
become a customer.

10. Testimonials
Consider including some of the wonderful things users and/or previous clients have said about
you on your homepage. Review sites such as Yelp or G2 Crowd havea plethora of data from which
to pull. If you don’t have enoughdata, seek out administrative rights to your company profile and
ask users to write customer reviews. In the meantime, consider reaching out personally to people
and askingif they don’t mind saying some kind words to be included in your testimonial section.

11 \ \5
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11. Subscriber Opt-in

Although newsletter forms canreally be located anywhere on yoursite, they should start on the
homepage. A lot of orgs will opt for a pop-up that encourages visitors to sign up for the email
newsletter in exchange for an incentive, such as a discount. Newsletters can be set to appearasvisitors are hovering over the X button, prompting themto action before they close out the page.
12. Tabs and Options

At the very bottom of your homepage, and every page, should be a hyperlinked list of places where
visitors commonly wish to navigate. Examples of these site locations are the blog, press stories,
the company’s “about” page, careers, customersupport, the FAQ, and whatever other site-specific
links are pertinent to yourusers’ experience.
13. Social Media Icons

() The power ofsocial media marketing cannot be overstated. In order to get visitors over to your
Twitter and Facebook pages, include social media icons on the homepage, oronthe footerat the
bottomofeach page.

14, Website About Page Features
An aboutus page leads visitors to learn more about your organization. Although many of these
elements can go on the homepage, you may prefer a page dedicated to users who wish to learn
more about the organization. This can be agreat place for a company to utilize brand storytelling.
15. Map to Your Business

A map and address leads users to your office or store location. This helps them understand where
to find you. A larger company with multiple storefronts may also include a searchforusers to find
a location nearest them. A smaller business just needs to include the one or two addressesit has.

16. Business Hours

If you have a physical storefront, orif you're only reachable at certain times, include this on yourabout page. Having hours clearly listed helps people know when you're more likely to answer
their calls or process returns.

17. Contact Info

Contact information gives users a way to get in touch with you. Include a phone number and
potentially a support or informational email address on your about page. This way, anyone who
has further questionsor who is experiencing issues with your productor service can make contact
quickly.

18. Contact Form

A contact form is another way of making your company available to users. Contact forms gather an
individual's information while giving them a message box where they can voice their concerns.

12 \v
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19. Biography
A biography for your organization and its founders helps visitors better understand who they are
doing business with. People love familiarity and feeling good about where they invest their time
and money. A company bio can brighten up your about page with some storytelling and personal
anecdotes.

20. Other InnerPage Features For Your Business Website
The other internal links on your site will vary largely depending on what you're selling and what
tactics you enact to drive traffic. Below are some examples of internal pages and the types of
features you'dneed to include in a website update to make them successful and navigable

21. MEDIA

A lot of companies will include a video component to their team or careers page that includes‘J interviews with real employees. This serves as great marketing collateral for when your company
goes onahiring spree. Video components also improve SERPrankings.
22. Feature Page
If you're a SaaS company, you'll likely want to include a features page to show visitors how you
stand out against your competitors.
23. Functionality
This is, quite literally, just a list of features your product has. What canit accomplish for other
professionals? Be sure to organize features according to the specific categories they fall under. If
your software product can update and organize customer contact information, list that under a
contact management category.
24, Integrations
Users are always wonderingif a certain software tool is compatible with something they already
use. Including integrations on the features page is a good way to address these questions early, as
well as increase traffic to your website by including the namesof populartools.
25. Author Pages

Readers occasionally want to know more about the professionals writing blog posts. By adding a
hyperlink to blog bylines, you can navigate readers toward that employees’ bio. This creates
familiarity with certain writers, potentially encouraging readers to return specifically for their
content. These also can establish credibility for authors with relevant experience.
26. Comments

Blogs are meant to be conversation starters, are they not? Including a comments section after
blogs allows readers to participate in a forum-like discussion that shows how engaging your
content is.

DIRECTOR ((QAC)
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27. Blog Internal Links

Ifa visitoris interested in yourblog, it’s possible they wouldbe interestedin a different blog of
similar devices. Take this opportunity to include a bar or list of recommendedcontent that could
potentially keep them onyour site for longer.

28. Knowledge Base or FAQ

These pages help visitors find answers to questions that have been asked before. This reduces
your team’s need to respond to the same questions repeatedly, and also makesvisitors feel more
self-sufficient.

29. Questions and Answers

Questions are the building blocks of a forum. Once questions are asked, other people can start to
offer up their answers and uly begin a cumimiunily of shared knowledge. Organize the questions

\ Jand answers of your furuin or FAQ by topic, much Ike you organized your blog, As with the blog,
make these questions searchable.

5. MILESTONE 1 MEETING

Everything we've discussed so far has been customer-facing, whichis helpful in creating a
wonderful user experience. But what are some ofthe elementsthat should consider on the other
end, in the control room?.

5.1 CONTENTS

Home
Shop
Franchise
About Us
Contact Us

Login

VVVVV

Vv
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5.2 HOME PAGE

Pe
4 (Eeee tm neeee es

The Home page hasahighly personalized logo onthe left side of the headeras well asalist of
the website's various sites. In the Fig.5.2.1 shows the cart on the right side of the header
displays a list of things that the user has selected. Below the header is a slide that displays the
most recent product and the best-selling item in the store. Following that is a picture from a

yt

etre

= 8

i, Minimize your cooking time

with our readymade healthy food

products
Tap to order

Fig. 5.2.1.Home Page

) paid website. Along with a "Tap to Order" button
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Fig. 5.2.2. Explaining the features of website

The product is displayed along with its name and price (Fig.5.2.2). Above the footer, we
include the company's purpose and expertise. This type of functionality is critical. In the footer,
we include the company's logo, as well as the relevant links and contact information.

5.3 SHOP
This page offers a listing of all the products for sale in Moufil. This page is updated at regular
intervals. Next to the image, we cannotice the product and its important details. By clicking on
the photo, we may execute actions such as add to basket, wish list, and fast view.
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Banana Cove Mond Holt

£10.00£20.00
drown Bread

Fig. 5.3.1. Category Display in website

We may sort the items by several categories was mentioned in above Fig.5.3.1, which are
provided in the upper right corner as a drop down menu. We have a linkin the header that allows
us to simply navigate to the previous and next page.

5.4 FRANCHISE

eer eres
c) ¢ DR ettener eryereeere eneFranchise

fron

Fig. 5.4.1. Other branch details in website
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In the Fig.5.4.1 described the brand intends tostartits franchise in the nearfuture. This web page
has a custom-made graphic.

5.5 ABOUT US

eer erry

Moufil is an entity which is a part of Capital Cullnary which is registered under Prahalad
is and Beverages Limited, Our home va
OY TO EAT Food Produc

products in today’s fast pa

8 at Alwartirunagar, Chennai, We currently focus on
Our Vision is to spread the and era ready to eat food

ymises in lity and Customer
Now cutrentiy operating I B+ Zones atound Chennai and soon be opening in 2

§. Our services are currently available in Porur, Egmore, Parrys, Park Station, Beach S
Stidevikuppam and Saligramam. We are currently supplying to

them are our own, We also practice to promote Make in India Scheme a
4 in Moufil Products are purely manufactured In india, Our Motto is to spread the mindset of “Just

and Eat. We use preservatives within the limit set by FSSAI only when it is needed. Moutil is
currently not invioved in mass production, so that every product will be of same quality. We arecurrentlyfe ng on3different categories, Half-Cookea, Cutted-Foods, and Ready to Serve. We
currently ) our products only in the retail market. We also a t wholesale orders upto certair
limit. Our pr ates would also look very reasonable compared to the external market. You can also
order the app through our website as well as our app "MOUFIL LITE

vd world while making Zero Comp
Satisfaction, Wwe

more 2

Tamba Outlets out of whict
ach of the raw mater

Fig. 5.5.1. About us page details in website

This page includes the company name, logo, and tagline "Just Heat and Eat," as well as an
explanationof their mission, branches, and the value they bring through the cuisine they provide
was explained in the Fig.5.5.1. We have successfully created an app called MOUFIL LITE.

5.6 CONTACT US

(Chennai
GIVE caren cor

natit.con YG6O0 1907

Fig.5.6.1. Location page details in website
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In this Fig.5.6.1 the outlets are shown across the city. It helps the user to reach the
destination easily. Below that we canfinda strip of information such as the store address,
Email and contact numberit is given here to make user feel flexible on accessing it.

pea
Bo fod

Leave a Question

| Sobmit

Cirudu} pearsLec Danan itedCreu) CnnstyLO CRMartShop Now ETLaeaa
Fig.5.6.2.Query page details in website

We have a query box (Fig.5.6.2) where the user may select one. The question will not be made
public until it has been approvedbythe administrator. We do not recommend that people disclose
their email addresses for their own protection. Then there's a submit button. All queries will be
directed to the admin staff, which will examine them and notify the firm.

)Code inspection isa type of Static testing which aims in reviewing the software code and
examining for any errors in that. It helps in reducing the ratio of defect multiplication and avoids
later-stage error detection by simplifying all the initial error detection processes (Fig 5.6.3 & Fig
5.6.4.). The stages in the inspections process are: Planning, Overview meeting, Preparation,
Inspection meeting, Rework and Follow-up. The Preparation, Inspection meeting and Rework
stages mightbe iterated. A defect is any part of the work product that will keep an inspector from
approving it. It refers to peer review of any work product by trained individuals who look for
defects using a well-defined process .
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Latest In Store
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Fig.5.6.3. Sample Coding
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Fig.5.6.4. Code Inspection Process
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5.7 LOGIN

aeett at

ome

Remember mo

Fig.5.7.1. Login Page Details

The login screenis straightforward, featuring a text area for the user to input their username
and password shown in the Fig.5.7.1. Users who are logging in for the first time can join up, and
then simply login using their credentials on subsequent visits. If a person forgets their
password, they can get it reset through email.

5.8 A PRODUCT ON VIEWING

QO At the top of this page, you'll see the product name, ratings, number of items sold, and user~ reviews. Price, quantity, adds to cart and purchase now buttons are located on the right side
(Fig.5.8.1.). Then comes the productdescription, category, and pertinent tags.

5.9 WEB DESIGN: CHARACTERISTICS OF A USER-FRIENDLY WEBSITE

Usability is critical for the success of any website and should never be overlooked. Good
usability can improve the performance of your website and increase your chances of success. It
can also boost sales and revenue for your business.
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Bombay Khari

# Reviews

Be the first to review“BombayKhari

Fig.5.8.1. Cart Page Details

A. Mobile Compatibility

As more and more people use their mobile phones to access the Internet, creating a mobile
optimized website has becomea necessity. The first step is to check how your existing
website appears on mobile. You can use Google mobile site tester to find this out. If your
website cannot currently be accessed on mobile, you can create a mobile version of your
website for free with the help of web-based mobile website builders.

B. Accessible to All Users

A user-friendly website should also be accessible to everyone including blind, disabled or
the elderly. These users typically use screen-readers to access the Internet. The 508
website accessibility guidelines highlights simple web design techniques that can be
applied to make sure your website canbe accessed easily on-screen readers, making your
website available to a larger audience.

C. Well Planned Information Architecture

How information is organized and presented on your website is vital for good usability.
However,it is often neglected. It has become even more important today as websites offer
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a wide range of information and resources to attract their target market. Plan your
website sections and categories carefully and present information in a way that it is easy
for users to find. Always think from the perspective of your users. This is particularly
important if you offer a lot of content on your company’s website.

D. Well-Formatted Content That Is Easy to Scan

The average Internet user skims through the content on a web page instead of reading
each and every wordfrom top to down. Users tend to scan through key parts of the page
quickly to determine ifit is relevant to their needs.
It is important to format your content with this in mind. Correct use of headings, sub-
headings, paragraphs,bullets or lists help to break up text, making it easy for readers to
scan.

E. Fast Load Times

Nothing is more annoying for website visitors than a website that takes long to load. In
fact, slow speed is one of the main reasons why visitors leave a website. Making sure your
website loads within 4 to 6 seconds is important for good usability. It also affects your
search engine ranking.

You can use free tool such as Pingdom to test the speed of your website and to get
suggestion on what you can do to improve your speed. I have found third-party website
plugins and widgets including website tracking, social media, to be one of the most
commonfactors that affects website speed. Try to limit their use and only use the ones
that are absolutely necessary. It is also one of the main reasons visitors leave your site.
Customer expectations have changed significantly in recent years. A typical customerwill
only wait for a few seconds for yourpage to load, after which they will most likely navigate
away to a competitor’s site neverto visit again.

F. Browser Consistency

Browser compatibility can be easily overlooked. Even the websites of some of the most
reputable companies suffer from this problem due to neglect. This is bad for branding and
has a negative affect the website usability. Although modern browsers have evolved and
become more efficient, some inconsistencies still exist in how a website is interpreted by
different browsers. It is important to ensure your website appears and behaves
consistently acrossall major browsers such as Chrome, Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari
and Opera. Simple things like this set a professionally designed website apart from the
rest.
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G. Effective Navigation

Good navigation is one of the most important aspects of website usability. Simple HTMLor
JavaScript menus tend to work best and appear consistent on all browsers and platforms.
It is equally important for the navigation to be clutter-free, Try to limit the number of
menu items as far as possible. A drop-down menu or sub-navigation may workbetter on
large site with many sections and pages. Advancement in DHTML, andJavaScript libraries
such as MO tools and Ajax also opened the doors to many new possibilities for creating
innovative navigation systems. Take a look at Mashable’s example below.

There is more to navigation than menu. Here are some otheraspects to consider:

Goodsearch feature.
Multiple ways to explore content e.g. top 10, most rates, most popular, etc.
Custom 404Page.
Good Internal Linking
Informative header and footer

VVWVNV

V

H. Good Error Handling

Good error handling and description on-screen messages are very important for good
usability. However it is often overlooked. Correct handling of errors at a code level ensures
the website is robust and free from bugs. Displaying the right error message improves the
user experience and overall usability affect the website usability.

Although modern browsers have evolved and become more efficient, some inconsistencies
still exist in how a website is interpreted by different browsers. It is important to ensure
your website appears and behaves consistently across all major browsers such as Chrome,
Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari and Opera. Simple things like this set a professionally
designed website apart from the rest.
When you try to order something from the website, this page appears. This is the cart
page, which comprises the customer's basic information and displays the list of products
in the cart on the right side of the page. The mode of payment and the amountfor the
specific order are then listed.
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I. PAYMENT PAGE:

Total

Payment method

ViSAQe SO

Fig.5.9.1. Payment Page Details

A hosted payment page (also known as External Checkout, Third-Party Checkout, External
Payment Page or Checkout page) is one of the most common ways to accept online payments
shown in the above Fig.5.9.1. It is a third-party checkout web form that handles electronic
transactions (payments made with credit and debit cards).

J. Next Steps for Your Business Website

There are certainly more elements to consider, but there’s no need to bog you down as you're
just getting set up. The aforementioned thoughts and advice should get you started on what we
hope will turn into a beautiful, functional and successful website. You can then begin to consider
web design trends and overall user experience to breathe life into your business website's
essential features. It’s all about making a website that will get you in front of as many potential
customers as possible, and then making it as easy as possible for those people to find what
they're looking for.
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6.10 OUTPUT SCREENSHOTS

The outputs of Moufil E-Commerce Mobile Application is shown in below Fig.6.10.1, 6.10.2,
6.10.3, 6.10.4
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Delivery in 1 Hour

 o
Value for Money

Support Services from 10 AM
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Fig. 6.10.2. Home page and Item Display Page
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Fig. 6.10.3. About us Page and Item Display Page
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Fig.6.10.4. Application Installation from Play Store
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6.11 MOUFIL MOBILE APPLICATION

Presently handheld devices such as smartphones are using very huge. In short, we are using
them too easy to solve our work. One application that falls into this category is Moufil
developed for Android phones. This application will help salespersons in managing the
various types of Records suchas client details, supplier details, product list and helpto easily
sell the product. The salesperson recording the details of the clients, suppliers, profit on
paper is a time-consuming process. Also difficult to retrieve the previous records of clients,
suppliers, and product details.

This Moufil Android Appwill solve the problem. The user can add a new product into the list
by name, price or delete any product fromthe list which is not available in the market.It
allowed changing the price of the product not affect the price registered in the catalogue of
products. It shows how muchthe quantity of each product present in the inventory. It has an
option to filter the products. It allows recording the customer details and showing when he
last came, what products he bought that day, the total price of the products. It records and
shows the supplier details like the name ofsupplier, last visit, and amount. It also displays
how much profit he/she earn that day and how muchis initial money at the opening of day
and total moneyat the closing of the day.

The project “Moufil” is developed withthe objective of making the system reliable, easier,fast,
and more informative.

Advantages

e Easy to maintain data.
e Less time-consuming.

Moufil is a mobile application used by the shopkeeper to record and manage the details of
their shop like sales money.It is used to easily manage the details of the inventory and sell the
product easily.

This application developed in android technology can install in any smartphones devices. This
application contains various pages as clients, suppliers, sales, inventory etc. By logging in into
the application shopkeepercan go to any page without recording in books.

A. Scope

To develop a product called “Moufil” which is composed by an application for Mobile Devices
and other Web management roles, users and information providers

B. The perspective of the product

Easy Market in a solution that will allow trade settlements through mobile devices like the
Tablet, manage the operation of its business.
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C. Product Functionality

The features that must have the applications are:

For mobile devices

Login
Home Page
Product Details
Inventory
Sales
Cart
Contact Details

D. Assumptions and Dependencies

It should be developed for Android devices.

E. Predictable System Evolution

The system must be portable and scalable so that support users increased significantly and
can be adapted to any type of establishment e.g. neighborhood or shop etc. Nowadays in
general shopkeeper who used to record their shop details like client, product selling price,
product purchase price, what is the discount on that product on paper and searching in the
book. He/she used to search in books whetherthe client has to pay any amount in past and
how much quantity of material still remaining in the shop. He uses a calculator to calculate the
total amountof the bill.

F. Proposed system

The proposed system aim is to reduce the difficulty of remembering the details and manage
the shop details easily.

Advantages of the proposed system

Less time-consuming.
No paperwork.
No use of Calculator.
Reduce human effort

29
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G. Specific Requirements

|. Hardware Interfaces

* Input and output data are stored on the SQL Server 2014 database server.

« Development must support at least version 4.0 af Android

ll. Functional Requirements

Images of an example ofwhat should be the requirements are attached in the next chapter.

H. Login

The application will ask for a username andpassword, previously created in the Database.
The system must ensure that the username and password are valid, which otherwise will be
left to the user in the login sereeu

I. Login Details

The time when the user last login details saved details as follows Username, Date, Time.

J. Client Module

¢ Enterthis module list clients created with the value of the debt.

¢ Youwill have an option of creating customers where would deploy the user a screen where
it will ask the following information.

K. Inventory Module

e Upon entering this moduleit lists the products created in the store. The following will show
code of the product, the product description, quantity in the inventory, the price of sale and
utility value.

* You will have a choice of creating the product. Selecting this option show the user a window
where will ask for the following information

1. barcode: mandatory, to enter this field the system must validateif the product exists in the
teacher’s products, if any product, you must bring the following information: name, group
and line
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Unit of measure: optional field. This field is for fruit and vegetable products. It allows
selecting the type of measurement that will be used for the product (Kg and G) none for
soap orothers.It is not a mandatoryfield.
Purchase price: required field. It is the purchase price ofthe product.

Sale price: required field. It is the selling price of the product.

Quantity: required field. It is the amount that is the product.

VAT: optional field. It is the value of VAT onthe product. To create the productare:

Vv

Youwill have an option to edit the product. Selecting this option will display the
product data and allows to edit the following details: price sale, purchase price,
taxes and supplier.

You will have an option to search for products, search filters are as follows:
barcode, name, internal code and provider.

You will have an option to filter the list of products. The filters that you can
arrange Products.

Uponcreating the product user need to arrange the product into his inventory.
The first shop does not have any goods or productsso the user needs to transfer
his data from product module to the inventory module. Upon clicking the
inventory module userwill able to see his products whichare present in his shop
but not in the storeroom. He able to sell the items which are present in the
inventory because the sales module navigate screen to inventory module only. So
he needsto transfer shop products from storeroom to inventory.

From product module userable to transfer products to inventory by entering the
following data

6.12 Software Architecture

The architecture used in the project is MVC Architecture [3]. The model object knowsaboutall
the data that need to be displayed. It also knows about all the operations that can be applied to
transform that object. However, it knows nothing whatever about the GUI, the manner in
which the data are to be displayed, nor the GUI actions that are used to manipulate the data.
The data are accessed and manipulated through methods that are independentof the GUI. A

simple example of a model would bea clock object. It has intrinsic behavior wherebyit keeps
trackof time by updating an internal record of the time ever second.
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The object would provide methods, which allow view objects to query the current time. It
wouldalso provide methods to allow a controller object to set the current time. The view
object refers to the model. It uses the query methods of the model to obtain data from the
model and then displays the information. The display can take any form,in the clock example,
one view object could display the time as an analogue clock, and another could show it as a
digital clock. The different displays would have no bearing whatsoever onthe intrinsic
behavior of the clock. The controller object knows about the physical means by which users
manipulate data within the model. In a GUI for example, the controller object would receive
mouse clicks or keyboard input which it would translate into the manipulator method, which
the model understands. For example, the clock could be reset directly by typing the current
time into the digital clock display.

The view object refers to the model. It uses the query methods of the model to obtain data
from the model and then displays the information. The display can take any form,in the clock
example, one view object could display the time as an analogue clock, and another could show
it as a digital clock. The different displays would have no bearing whatsoeveron the intrinsic
behavior of the clock.

6.13 FEASABILITY STUDY

All projects are feasible when given unlimited resources and infinite time. It’s both necessary
and prudent to evaluate the feasibility of a project at the earliest possible time. The efforts and
resources spent in developing the system will be a waste if the end solution does not offer
timely and satisfactory solutionto its users. Feasibility study is a test of system proposed
regarding workability, impact on the organization ability to meet user needs, and effective use
of resources. Thus when a__ new application is proposed, it normally goes through a
feasibility study before it is approved for development All projects are feasible when given
unlimited resources and infinite time. It’s both necessary and prudent to evaluate the
feasibility of a project at the earliest possible time. The efforts and resources spent in
developing the system will be a wasteif the end solution does notoffer timely and satisfactory
solution to its users. Feasibility study is a test of system proposed regarding workability,
impact on the Organization ability to meet user needs, and effective use of resources. Thus
when a_ new Application is proposed, it normally goes througha feasibility study beforeit is
approved for development

All projects are feasible when given unlimited resources and infinite time. It’s both necessary
and prudent to evaluate the feasibility of a project at the earliest possible time. The efforts and
resources spent in developing the system will be a waste if the end solution does not offer
timely and satisfactory solutionto its users. Feasibility study is a test of system proposed
regarding workability, impact on the organization ability to meet user needs, and effective use
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of resources. Thus when a new application is proposed, it normally goes through a
feasibility study beforeit is approved for development. Feasibility and risk analysis are related
in many ways. If project risk is great, the possibility of producing quality software is reduced.

6.14 CONNECTING THE DATABASE WE HAVE FOLLOW THE FOLLOWING STEPS

1) Loading the Driver
Class. For Name (“sun,jdbc.odbe.JdbcOdbcDriver’);
2) Create the Connection object.
Connection con = Driver Manager.GetConnection(“jdbc:odbc:dsn”);
3) Create Statement object
Statement stmt = con.createStatement();
4) Execute the SQL query
ResultSet rs=Stmt.executeQuery(“select * from login”);
5) Navigate through the records
While rs.next()
6) Close the Connections
Con.close()

6.15 CONNECTING THE DATABASE

we havefollow the following Steps:

1) Loading the DriverClass. For Name (“sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver’);
2) Create the Connection object.Connection con = Driver

Manager.GetConnection(“jdbc:odbe:dsn”);
3) Create Statement objectStatement stmt = con.createStatement();
4) Execute the SQL queryResultSet rs=Stmt.executeQuery(“select * from login”);
5) Navigate through the recordsWhile rs.next()6) Close the ConnectionsCon.close()

All projects are feasible when given unlimited resources and infinite time. Its both necessary
and prudent to evaluate the feasibility of a projectat the earliest possible time. Theefforts and
resources spent in developing the system will be a waste if the end solution does not offer
timely and satisfactory solution to its users. Feasibility study is a test of system proposed
regarding workability, impact on the organization ability to meet user needs, and effective use
of resources. Thus when a__ new application is proposed, it normally goes through a
feasibility study beforeit is approved for development
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6.15.1. DATABASE DESIGN

Database files are the key source of information into the system.It is the process of designing
database files which are the key source of information to the system. The files should be
properly designed and planned for collection, accumulation, editing the required
information. The objectives of the file design are to provide effective auxiliary storage and to
contribute to the overall the efficiency of the computer program component of the system. In
conceptsofdatabase design, there are two types ofdata - physical data and logical data

6.15.1.1 INTRODUCTION TO WEB SERVER

Tomcat is the servlet containerthat is used in the official Reference Implementation for
the Java Servlet andJava Server Pages technologies. The Java Servlet andJava Server Pages
specifications are developed by Sun underthe Java CGammunity Process. Tameat is develaped
in an open and participatory environment and released under the Apache—Software
License. Tomcat is intended to be a collaboration of the best-of-breed developers
from around the world. We invite you to participate in this open development project. To
learn more about getting involved. Tomcat 4.1 Tomcat 4.1 is the current focus of
development. While it supports the same Servlet and JSP Specification versions as Tomcat
4.1, there are significant changes in many areas under the hood, resulting in improved
performance, stability, and total cost of ownership.

Please refer to the Tomcat 4.1 Change log for details. The objectives of the file design are to
provide effective auxiliary storage and to contribute to the overall the efficiency of the
computer program component of the system. In concepts of database design, there are two
types of data - physical data and logical data. Physical data is that which is written on those
pieces of paper. Logical data are those, which are calculated based on some of the retrieved
data in a certain sequence in summary form. In a computer-based data processing system,
separation of physical and logical data provides the same advantages.

7. CONCLUSION

The software ‘Moufil Ecommerce Website’ reduces the considerable drawbacks like burden
of human labor, portable defect and errors. This software saves time and
provides 24 hour accessibility even from a remote place. Programs are menu
driven which help even anew comer to use the system with little training. Testing has
been done with actual data and system is much betterthanthe existing one. GUI makes the
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interface very muchuser friendly. The systemis highly user friendly andis well efficient to
ease interactions withthe users of the system. Reports generate with live data are proved to
be informative and also helpful in making important decisions. The system is tested and
implemented with high degree of accuracy. The system is done with aninsight into the
necessary modification that may require in the future. Hence the system can be maintained
successfully, without much rework.

7.1. SCOPE FOR FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

As changes are always necessary in future it applies to software development also but these
changes should be appreciable in nature. These appreciable changes will make the software
to fight for Its survival in the competitive market. Hence it is necessary to think about the
future enhancements at present. The system ‘Moufil Online Store’ will fulfill the entire
requirement ofthe clients. The systemis developed according to the present requirements of
the company. The systemis developed as easy as possible for the sake ofend users.

By the next time I would like to add two more modules: Purchase Module and Accounting
Module. Purchase Module deals with purchasing activities of food related items. Accounting
Module deals with all accounting activities such as billing, ledger preparation, balance sheet
preparation, profit and loss account preparationetc.,

The developed softwarefor the organization is flexible and it can be made to run onall kinds
of platforms. The system is error free and highly portable. It can be implemented in any
servers in the Internet providing an easy accessto the clients. It also has more options ofthe
future developments. The developed software for the organization is flexible and it can be
made to run onall kinds of platforms. The systemis error free and highly portable. It can be
implemented in any servers in the Internet providing an easy accessto the clients. It also has
more options of the future developments.

\Wwo

— DIRECTOR (IQAC)

RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
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| Krish IT Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

Date: 02-05-2022

To

Dr.P.K.NAGARAJAN, M.E., Ph.D
Principal,
Rajalakshmi Institute of Technology

Sir,

Sub: Release a sumof Rs.2, 40,000/- [Rupees Two Lakh Forty Thousand Only] for
the Research Project.

This is to convey the sanction for Rs.2, 40,000/- [Rupees Two Lakh Forty
Thousand Only] for the Research Project from 15,06,2021 to 22.02.2022 tn
Rajalakshmi Institute of Technology.

‘This tund is being released in conformity with the terms and conditions as well
as the instructions are already communicated, and also being communicated in this
letter.

1. |Name and address of the|RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.
Beneficiary Institution

2.|Title of Research Project “Analyzing and developingthe software
methodology for Moufil Ecommerce Website &
Tools”

Sh Name of the Coordinator Dr.D.C.Joy Winnie Wise & Ms.N.Kanagavalli
4. Duration of the Project 1Year (2021-2022)
S, Total fund sanctioned Rs. 2,40,000.00

Mode of Release of funds: BY CASH/CHEQUE

1s: PAYMENT- 07.08.2021 - 1, 60,000/-
2 PAYMENT- 01.09.2021 - 60,000/-

3« PAYMENT- 05.01.2022 - 20,000/-

Copy forwarded for information:

1. Dr.D.C.Joy Winnie Wise- Principal investigator Yours sincerely,
2. The HOD- CSE - RIT

DIRECTOR (IQAC)
RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY

710, 7th Floor, Spencer Plaza, Phase Il, No 768 & 769, Anna Saiai, Chennai - 600002.

| +91-44-66742900 BS info@krishit.com <f www.krishit.comPage 39 of 240
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|

CHEQUE WDLKUMARAN, V TRANSFER
05/08/2021|05/08/2021|MANGADU TO 585028633 /KUMARAN.V. 00850852 45000.00} $620421.06CR

BY CHO/TT TFR TRANSFER FROM
444889425 /VANAJA SELVASEKARAN

05/08/2021|05/08/2021|PADI RIT 110000.00] _5730421.06CR
05/08/2021

_|
05/08/2021|PADI CREDIT 00460037 700000.00] _6430421.06CR

BY TRANSFER IDIBH21217390795 T
Arokiapu ACCOUNT DOES NOT E

05/08/2021_| 05/08/2021|MUMBAI FORT TRANSFER FROM 89634000124 12000.00 248846.06CR
05/08/2021|05/08/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 8213.00 240633.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850855 INW_CLG
06/08/2021|06/08/2021|(CHENNAI) :PONRAJ S 105610.00 135023.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 05/08/7202
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS

06/08/2021_|06/08/2021|(CHENNAI) CHQ:364371_ SBOI 00364371 140000.00 275023.06CR
RIGSTINWRTIGS
ESFBR52021080651249591
RAJALAKSHMI INST/ESFB TRANSFER

06/08/2021|06/08/2021|MUMBAI FORT. FROM 94957000128 §00000.00 775023.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 05/08/2021
06/08/2021_|06/08/2021 |(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:118730/SBOI_SBOl 00118730 210000.00) 985023.06CR
06/08/2021|06/08/2021 CASH WDL CHRGS OTHER 132.00) 677576.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH TINWARD CHQ 00850863 INW_CLG (A

07/08/2021_|07/08/2021 _|(CHENNAI) GNANAVEL 35000.00 642576.06CR
SERVICE BRANCH [INWARD CHQ 00850856 INW_CLG

07/08/2021|O7/N8/2N21_| (CHENNAI) iKARUNAKARAN R 76064.00 666612.060R
TOT ARAL TRIER ae

) SATHISHKUMAR S
NDIBH21219184687/NEFT TRANSFEREE
BANK PUNB TRANSFER TO

07/08/2021_|07/08/2021|PADI 89634001151 93305.00 472307.06CR
“WITHDRAWAL TRANSFERT

AROKIAPUSHPARAIJIDIBH21219190517/
NEFT TRANSFEREE BANK TMBL

07/08/2021_|07/08/2021|PADI TRANSFER TO 89634001151 12005.00 460302.06CR

CHEQUE WDLLA VERGE TRANSFER
07/08/2021_|07/08/2021|PADI TO 6864569129/LA VERGE 00850874 193001.00 267301.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 06/08/2027
Va SERVICE BRANCH |CANARA BANK 1233 CLG:785272/CB

07/08/2021_| 07/08/2021 |(CHENNAI) CB 00785272 160000.00 427301.06CR
VWITHORAVWAT TRANSFER Deposit Dy

M/s Sabari foundation Professional fe
TRANSFER TO 428032834
SUMATHY.S.R (ADVOCATE) & R

07/08/2021_|07/08/2021|PADI MOHAN 2200.00) 425101.06CR
WITHURAVWAL TRANSFER Deposit Dy

M/s Sabari Foundation professional fee
TRANSFER TO 428032834
SUMATHY.S.R (ADVOCATE) & R

07/08/2021_|07/08/2021|PADI MOHAN $500.00) 419601.06CR
07/08/2021|07/08/2021 CASH WDL CHRGS OTHER. 146.00. 419455.06CR)

CHEQUE WDLVANITHA V TRANSFER
) TO 600390292 /VANITHA V/ SHANKAR

vv/08/2021_| 09/08/2021|PADI KUMAR 00084205 9800.00, 409655.06CR)
09/08/2021_|09/08/2021|PADI CREDIT 00059447 260000.00 669655.06CR:

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
09/08/2021|09/08/2021|PADI DEP/PADI 78456.00| _748111.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 07/08/2021
SERVICE BRANCH ICICI BANKING CORPORATION 0115

09/08/2021_|09/08/2021|(CHENNAI) CTS CHQ:178162_IBCL 00178162 100000.00 848111.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 07/08/7202

SERVICE BRANCH |INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 0115 CTS
09/08/2021|09/08/2021 |(CHENNAI) CHQ:459114_10B 00459114 110000.00 958111.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 07/08/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS

09/08/2021|09/08/2021 |(CHENNAI) CHQ:871642_ SBOI! 00871642 70000.00| 1028111.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 07/08/2021
09/08/2021|09/08/2021 |(CHENNAI) 240 0115 CTS CHQ:000022 HBL. 00000022 123750.00] 1151861.06CR
10/08/2021 10/08/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00084202 900000.00 251861.06CR

CIAT FEES NEFT/HDFC TATA CAPITAL
FIN/N22221 1596875310 TRANSFER

10/08/2021 10/08/2021|MUMBAI FORT FROM 94966000128 342574.00 594435.06CR
CHEQUE WOLtr rajalakshmi to

sivasankaran TRANSFER TO 822827673
10/08/2021 10/08/2021|VADAPALANI /N_SIVASANKARAN 00850859 » _100000.00 494435.06CR'

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 10/08/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233 \11/08/2021 11/08/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CLG:061065/SBOI_SBOI 00061065 \) 55000.00 549435.06CR
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WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER TP ACH
SERVICE BRANCH |CHOLAMANDALAMIDIB00000000045076

28/08/2021

_|
28/08/2021 |(CHENNAI) 84 TRANSFER TO 94164011642 42297.00! 1382411.06CR|

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850876 INW_CLG <Mr

30/08/2021|30/08/2021

_|
(CHENNAI) Surya Charan P. 92000. 00) 1290411.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 27/08/2021
SERVICE BRANCH ICICI BANKING CORPORATION 0115

30/08/2021|30/08/2021_|(CHENNAI) CTS CHO:411963_ IBCL 00411963 20000.00] _1310411.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 27/08/2027 Uj

SERVICE BRANCH |TI BANK LTD 0115 CTS CHQ:899895
30/08/2021_|30/08/2021|(CHENNAI) ABL. 00899895 $5000.00] 1365411.06CR

BY CHOITT TFR TRANSFER FROM
6044120143/NAGAJOTHI N

RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF
31/08/2021_| 31/08/2021|AYAPAKKAM TECHNOLOGY $0000.00] _1415411.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
31/08/2021|31/08/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM $0000.00] 1465411.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
31/08/2021_|31/08/2021_|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 125000.00} 1590411.06CR

BY CHO/TT TFR TRANSFER FROM
6044120143/NAGAJOTHI NN

31/08/2021_|31/08/2021|VALARPURAM NAGArajalaksh 60000.00} 1650411.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

31/08/2021_|31/08/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 105000.00} 1755411.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

31/08/2021_| 31/08/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM. 85000.00} 1840411.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

294108/2021|31/08/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM $4000.00] 18944 11.06GR’
¢ CHO TRANSFEILAYAPERUMAL K

/DIBH21243132819/NEFT TRANSFEREE
31/08/2021|31/08/2021|AYAPAKKAM BANK ESFB 00084217 70907.00 1823504.06CR
31/08/2021_|_31/08/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 435.00 1823069.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 31/08/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |KARUR VYSYA BANK LTD. 0588 CTS4 01/09/2021_|01/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) CHQ:000004_KVBL 00000004 60000.00| _1883069.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 37/08/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 0588 CTS

01/09/2021_|01/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CHQ:932096 SBOI 00932096 110000.00| _1993069.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 31/08/2021
01/09/2021_|01/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) 240 0588 CTS CHQ:000208 HBL 00000208 25000.00} 2018069.06CR|

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 31/08/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |ANDHRA BANK 0588 CTS CHQ:000014

01/09/2021_|01/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) AB 00000014 90000.00} 2108069.06CR!

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 31/08/2021
SERVICE BRANCH |MADRAS CENTRAL CO OP. BAN 0588

01/09/2021|01/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) CTS CHQ:764389 CCCBL 00764389 110000.00/ _2218069.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 31/08/2021
01/09/2021_|01/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) 240 0588 CTS CHQ:000114_ HBL 00000114 50000.00] _2268069.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 31/08/2021
| 1/09/2021_|01/09/2021|(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:742310/SBOI_ SBOI 00742310 66000.00} 2334069.06CR:

) CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 37/08/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |BANK OF BARODA 1233

01/09/2021_|01/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:003422/B0B _BOB 00003422 65000.00] _2399069.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 37/08/2027

SERVICE BRANCH |FEDERAL BANK LTD. 1233
01/09/2021_|01/09/2021|(CHENNAI) CLG:211449/FBL__FBL 00211449 120000.00] _2519069.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 31/08/2021
01/09/2021_|01/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 259 1233 CLG:002229/IBL__IBL 00002229 90000.00} 2609069.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850881 INW_CLG
01/09/2021_|01/09/2021|(CHENNAI) :PONRAJ S 311330.00) 2297739.06CR

CHEQUE WDLSABART FOUNDATION
TRANSFER TO 6198175244/SABARI

01/09/2021_|01/09/2021|PADI FOUNDATION A/C RAJA 00084218 150000.00 2147739.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

01/09/2021_| 01/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 185000.00} 2332739.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

01/09/2021_|01/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 40000.00] 2372739.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

01/09/2021|01/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 30000.00} 2402739.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

01/09/2021
_|

01/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 53000.00} 2455739.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

01/09/2021

_|
01/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 160000.00| 2615739.06CR

01/09/2021|01/09/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 493.00 2615246.06CR
SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850880 INW_CLG -SRI

02/09/2021|02/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) GANESH AGENCIES 17354.00 2597892.06CR
SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 01/09/2021

02/09/2021|02/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 00155573 Yh \2 $0000.00} 2647892.06CR
xX
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WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER
SERVICE BRANCH|TATACAPITALFINANCIALIDIBO00000000

04/01/2022|04/01/2022 |(CHENNAI) 4494675 TRANSFER TO 94164011642 166258.00 §80416.06CR
BY TRANSFER NEFT/SBIN Mr.
MURUGAN V_ /SBIN422004180743

04/01/2022|04/01/2022|MUMBAI FORT TRANSFER FROM 94962000122 89000.00|

__
669416.06CR|

BY TRANSFER UPI

TRANSFER/200508809297/Surya Prakash
05/01/2022|05/01/2022|ONLINE TRANSFER |J 2019 TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 10000.00 679416.06CR

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER
SERVICE BRANCH |TATACAPITALFINANCIALIDIB000000000

05/01/2022|05/01/2022 |(CHENNAI) 4494675 TRANSFER TO 94163011643 166258.00) 513158,06CR
BY TRANSFER RTGS
ESFBR52022010551615384

RAJALAKSHMI INST/ESFB TRANSFER
05/01/2022|05/01/2022|MUMBAI FORT. FROM 94957000128 450000.00; 963158.06CR
05/01/2022|05/01/2022|VALARPURAM BY CHO/TT TFR 40000.00} _1003158.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 04/01/2022
SERVICE BRANCH |CANARA BANK 1060 CTS CHQ:602443

05/01/2022|05/01/2022 |(CHENNAI) CB 00602443 35000.00} 1038158.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 0470172022

SERVICE BRANCH |INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 1060 CTS
05/01/2022|05/01/2022 |(CHENNAI) CHQ:000020_IOB 00000020 30000.00| _1068158.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 04/01/2022

| 6401/2022|05/01/2022|(CHENNAI) 002 1060 CTS CHO:446681_SBOI 00446681 40000.00|__1108158.06CR
4 J CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 0470172022 U

SERVICE BRANGH |T1 BANK LTD 1060 CTS GHQ:251174
05/01/2022|05/01/2022|(CHENNAI) ABL 00251174 40000.00]__1148158.06CR
05/01/2022|05/01/2022|PADI CREDIT 1500000.00} 2648158.06CR
05/01/2022|05/01/2022|PADI CREDIT 3200000.00] 5848158.06CR
05/01/2022|05/01/2022|PADI CAS SINGLESALARY 00850191 303167.00 5544991.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPI

Ke. TRANSFER/200547286597/UPI
05/01/2022_|05/01/2022|ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 20000.00} 5564991.06CR

BY TRANSFER IDIBH22005407134 A
Clement Account Does Not E TRANSFER

05/01/2022|05/01/2022|MUMBAI FORT FROM 89634000124 28167.00 436438.06CR
BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/200520536277/MOBLT050120

4/ISARANYA G TRANSFER FROM
05/01/2022|05/01/2022|ONLINE TRANSFER |97157001153 6600.00 443038.06CR

BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/20061 1803121/Roll No
2019/MAHARAJAN TRANSFER FROM

06/01/2022|06/01/2022|ONLINE TRANSFER [97157001153 $5000.00 498038.06CR)
BY TRANSFER RTGS
ESFBR52022010651618483

RAJALAKSHMI INST/ESFB TRANSFER
06/01/2022|06/01/2022|MUMBAI FORT. FROM 94957000128 300000.00. 798038,06CR.

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
6/01/2022|06/01/2022|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 110000.00 908038.06CR

/01/2022|06/01/2022|VALARPURAM CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 71.00) 907967.06CR'
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

06/01/2022|06/01/2022|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 90000. 00} 997967.06CR
06/01/2022|06/01/2022|VALARPURAM CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 106.00 997861.06CR

CHEQUE WDLLA VERGE TRANSFER
06/01/2022|06/01/2022|PADI TO 6864569129/LA VERGE 00850193 184383.00, 813478.06CR
06/01/2022|06/01/2022|PADI CREDIT 575000.00} 1388478.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 05/01/2022
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS

06/01/2022|06/01/2022 |(CHENNAI) CHQ:386558_ SBOI 00386558 65000.00| _1453478.06CR'
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 06/01/2022

SERVICE BRANCH |CANARA BANK 0115 CTS CHQ:266176
07/01/2022|07/01/2022 |(CHENNAI) CB 00266176 140000.00 750774.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 06/017202
SERVICE BRANCH |INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 0115 CTS

07/01/2022|07/01/2022 |(CHENNAI) CHQ:985422 IOB 00985422 50000.00 800774.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 06/07/2022

SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OFINDIA 1233
07/01/2022|07/01/2022|(CHENNAI) CLG:280129/SBOI_SBOI 00280129 40000.00 840774.06CR)

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 06/01/2022
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OFINDIA 1233

07/01/2022|07/01/2022 |(CHENNAI) CLG:984412/SBOI_SBOI 00984412 30000.00) 870774.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 06/01/2022 \\ \07/01/2022|07/01/2022 |(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:388011/SBOI_ SBOI 00388011 1 60000. 00) 930774.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 06/07/2022

}
7 tSERVICE BRANCH |PUNJAB NATIONAL BANK 1233

07/01/2022|07/01/2022 |(CHENNAI) CLG:305760/PNB_ PNB 00305760 30000.00 960774.06CR|
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ABSTRACT

Dilip Caterer is an Elite catering Service website that allowsits users to book catering
service for their events and special occasions.. The project began with information
gathering from the client and enquiring furtherly about the features that must be
present in the website. The plan is established according to the need. After that our
team underwent Research and development with that study a prototype was developed.
After that the website will be discussed withthe client and after the review session. The
team works on the inputs given by ourclient and the website undergoes several testing
phases where each andeverytest has an objective and test resultsare verified manually to
avoid errors. The website is designed with banners and sliders to create more space for
showing products or promoting different food products. The theme contains different
options like slider section with different slider options for selecting menu, Service section,
Footer option, right-sidebar, Logo resizer option, Button settings, Blog Settings, Site
preloaded option, Related option, Icon changer option, full-width-template, color options,
widgets, sidebar layouts, headerand footer customization, Background image skin option,
Enable / Disable options, Woo commerce options, custom-menu, Post and single post page
option,testimoinials.

yi
DIRECTOR (IQAC) :RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOC
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1. INTRODUCTION

Technological achievements always had a great impact on every aspect of human
society and affected our everyday life in a variety of ways. It is a technological
breakthrough that, over the last two decades, revolutionized our communication,
entertainment and business methods and practices. Internet was created in the late 60s as

a small network of computers and has evolved into the main and most essential link
between companies, governments and individuals. Internet surpasses geographical
boundaries, time limitations, and cost restrictions. Furthermore, it is easily accessible by
anyone. It is a low cost way for pioneering technologies, business models and ideas to
reach a great numberof people and provides the perfect environment for entrepreneurs.

With Internet’s popularity onthe rise, it became clear that the business world could not
overlook this phenomenon. Nowadays companies need to find a way to implement all
these new electronic ways of communication and transaction into their traditional
business procedures. An industry that has been transformed by Web technologies is the
employment industry. Information and Communication technologies have transformed
the traditional methods and practices applied in the employment sector. Online
applications, online psychometric tests, huge databases of candidates and vacancies,
online communication, are some of the most important changes that Internet has
introduced in the employment field.

Dilip Caterer is an Elite catering Service website that allowsits users to bookcatering
service for their events and special occasions. This is our client project which was initiated
on 16th July, 2021. The project began with information gathering from the client and
enquiring furtherly about the features that must be present in the website. The plan is
established according to the need. After that our team underwent Research and
development with that study a prototype was developed. After that the website will be
discussed with the client and after the review session. The team worksonthe inputs given
by ourclient and the website undergoes several testing phases where each and everytest
has an objective and test results are verified manually to avoid errors.

2. REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION IN USE CASES

Although the main goalof the projectis to create an e-Business for IT employment, the
background report’s goal is to examine the whole idea of e-Business in depth and look at
different issues that arise. It does not focus on examining the technical and development
side of building an e-Business website. Furthermore it does not focus on literature work
that deals solely with employment e-Businesses. The reason that this approach was
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followed, is that the general rules and the theoretical background that define the
framework upon which, an e- Businessis built, are the same, despite the fact that the idea
behind each e-Business may differ (Fig.2.1) . In the Fig.2.2 report tries to analyze the
methods and the strategies that lead to a successful e-Business and the reasons behind
this success.

Client Registration

+Clientid Supplier Registration

+client name +Nit
+4adhar +Name
+Phone number +Phone number
email +Address
Address +visit date
+debit +debit
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+Registration() by
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Fig.2.1..Class Diagram
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Fig.2.2. Use Case Diagram
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Use cases are a part of UML, are a way of representing requirements of a project in a
effective way. Analysis is an important step in the development of a project and UML
provides a better way ofanalyzing the requirements, There are many ways to draw UML
diagrams from the requirements. The method used to gather information and draw UML
diagrams is an easierand effective was
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) |

|
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Fig.2.3. Sequence Diagram

Here the method consists of five phases with several steps in each phase Fig.2.3. An
overview of the main points of this methodology is presented below.

3. DESIGN PHASE

3.1 Phase One - Analysis

Deals with the development of a web strategy and an analysis of how a website may
achieve this strategy. The main objective of this phase is to reduce the risks of lack of top
management commitment and misunderstanding the system requirements. This phase
consists of three steps:

v Development of a web strategy, which means defining where the organization is
now, wherethe organization wishes to be and howitwill get from the present state
to the desired one. \
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v Defining the objectives.
Y Objective analysis, which involves: technology analysis, information analysis, skills

analysis, useranalysis, cost analysis and risk analysis.

3.2 Phase Two- Design

The website should be designed with the knowledge thatit is likely to have sections and
processes addedto it during its lifetime, as requirements change andnew technologies
emerge. It consists of two steps:

v Information and Graphics Design.
vy Testing of Design, since testing in the early stages can help prevent future errors

and malfunctions of the website, making the whole development process more
efficient.

3.3 Phase Three - Generation

It consists of the four steps that lead the project from the design phase to the actual
generation of the website.

v Resource selection
v Design Review
Y Code generation and Installation
Y Testing

3.4 Phase Four - Implementation

This is an ongoing phase that does not stop after the development of the website. It
involves:

v Implementation
vY Maintenance
Y Objectives review

4. WEB DEVELOPMENT WORK FLOW

A web development workflow organizes the work of any development team. This
approach covers all parts of a web development project fromstart to finish. Following
steps are important for successful process to build a web development workflow
(Fig.4.1) that matches your organizati \\o
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Before starting your web development build,it is important to have a statement of
requirements or a detailed list of expectations for the project and this phase,all design

and technical processes should start taking shape. A well-structured web development
workflow brings together all design and technical teamsto align on responsibilities. The
design team will present any insights regarding graphic or UX designs. They should
discuss what they're doing to make the site user-friendly and accessible for all parties.
This phase encompasses the chunk of developing a website. It’s where the developers are
writing the code, the engineers are putting together the architecture, and so on.

The majority of this phase is spent testing all of the functionalities and features that
your team set outto build. Through QA and performance testing, your team will be able
to find any small bugs that need to be fixed before launch and deployment. Once
everything has been tested,it is time for your website to launch. Before giving the go-
ahead,it is important to have a launch plan in place. A launch plan includes all of the
steps needed to launch the website to its full potential. This includes a marketing
campaign, tracking SEO performance, and an exit strategyif anything goes wrong.

Fig. 4.1. Web Development Phases
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Even if your website launch is successful, the work isn’t done yet. As your website’s journey
continues, it is important to think ofareas for improvement in advance. The best place to
start with a web development workflow is to find what best works for your business.

Knowing where youstand there will makeall of the difference during each phase. In the
end, your business will have a visually appealing and highly functional web platform that
meets internal and external expectations.

5.TESTING

Website testing is an umbrella term for processes which test websites and other
software applications for unwanted defects and issues across a broad range of devices. It
includes functionality, usability, accessibility and performance testing etc., were shownin
below schematic diagram Fig.5.1.

Testing

Functionality Testing

UI Main site

Security Testing

Speed Test

Web Traffic and Load Test

Milestone Meeting 2

Fig.5.1. Testing Phases
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A. Functionality Testing

Test forall the links in web pages, database connections, forms used for submitting or
getting information fromthe userin the web pages, Cookie testing,etc.

B. UI Main site
Usability testing is the process by which the human-computer interaction
characteristics of a system are measured, and weaknesses are identified for correction,
In web testing, the server-side interface shouldbe tested. This can be doneby verifying
that the communication is done properly. The compatibility of the server with
software, hardware, network, and database shouldbe tested.

C.

Vv

Vv

mi

Vv

Vv

Security Testing

Test by pasting the internal URL directly into the browseraddress bar without login.
Internal pages should not open.
Try some invalid inputs in input fields like login username, password, input text
boxes, etc. Check the system’s reaction toall invalid inputs.
Web directories and files should not be accessible directly unless they are given the
download option.
Test the CAPTCHA to automate script logins.
Test if SSL is used for security measures. If used, the proper message should get
displayed when users switch from non-secure HTTP:// pages to secure HTTPS://
pages and vice versa.

Speed Testing

Tested on various networks like Dial-Up, ISDN, etc.

Load

What is the no.of users per time?
Checkfor peak loads and howthe system behaves.
Large amount of data accessed bytheuser.

Stress

Continuous Load
Performance of memory, CPU,files handling,etc.
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G. Web Traffic and Load Test

You need to test if many users are accessing or requesting the same page. Can the
system sustain peak load time? The site should handle many simultaneous user
requests, large input data from users, simultaneous connection to DB, heavy load on
specific pages, etc. Generally stress means stretching the system beyondits specified
limits. Web stress testing is performed to break the site by giving stress andit's
checked as to how the system reacts to stress and howit recovers from crashes. Stress
is generally givento input fields, login, and sign-up areas.

5.1 OUR WEBSITE FEATURES

The website is created with banners and sliders to provide extra area tor
displaying items or marketing various culinary products. The theme includes various
options suchas a Slider section with assorted Slider options, a Product Section, a Footer
Option, a Right-Sidebar, a Logo Resizer Option, Button Settings, Blog Settings, a Site
Preloaded Option, a Related Option, an Icon Changer Option, a full-width-template, Color
combinations, Widgets, Sidebar layouts, Header and Footer Customization, a Background
image skin option, Enable / Disable options, Woo commerce options, We deploy a plugin
called woo commerce to make E-commerce websites more appealing. It also allows
affiliate marketers to include external links. It is incredibly adaptable and faults are
readily corrected.

This website is developed using HTML, CSS and JavaScript. We have officially
launched this project in Play store, Apple store. The pictures used in our website are
captured by our team membersby physically meeting at the client’s place. This kind of
gesture makes the food more realistic and attracts customer. The home page is where
most first impressions are made.It’s a user’s first look at who you are and what you're
about. Don’t mince words here. Be concise and effective with your communications, and
makeit a quick place for users to understand your business.
1. Domain Name

The URL for the website that appears in the navigation bar. This is the address
wherevisitors are able tofind it, or the address they are taken to after search leads them to
your site. Domain name creation is one of the first steps to website creation, and you
cannot have a functioning site without one. Make the domain simple and easy to spell so
visitors may find you without trouble. If your ideal domain name is taken, think outside the
box and get creative. Domain names areregistered for brands, so you will either need to
find an unregistered domain or acquire a domain that is owned by someone else.
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2. Company Name

Company's name should appear pretty high up somewhere on the homepage,
reassuring visitors they've come to the website they were looking for. Users should not
have to scroll to find your company name.

3. Search Bar

Some users know exactly what they want from your site, and just need help
navigating to that page. Including a search bar on your homepage, and every other site
page, allowsvisitors to take controloftheir site experience.

4. Logo

Logos should also appear high up on the homepage. Logos are small, easy-to-
remember graphicsthat create a link in a customer’s brain between your company and that
image. While they may not always remember your company name, they may recognize you
by logo.

5. Description

A short description or company tagline should appear somewhere near the
company name orlogo. This is especially true of smaller businesses whose workis not so
easily understood. A short phrase that outlines who you are and whatyoudo will set the
scene quickly for first-time visitors.

6. Navigation Bar

Whether to the side or across the top of the page, a navigation bar should be
positioned to empowerusers to explore your site and find their desired products or
information.

7. CTAS

A CTA, or call to action, can be anything from“createa login,” to “book a demo,” to
“get on our mailinglist.” It’s a convincing plea to users, begging they take some kind of
action on your site that would involve later contact, andit is often coupled with some sort
of incentive.

8. Images

Your website should be accompanied by some sort of header image or body image
to provide visitors with a visual. These visuals can be ads for your new spring line, or a
graphic designed specifically for yoursite. Images help retain attention as theyare easier to
process than an overwhelming amountof text. Images can be a slideshow or video; any
visual media is better than a page of plain text.
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9. Internal Links

The purpose of a website isn’t just to get people to your homepage. Rather, use your
homepageto spur visitors to other parts of the site. Advertise relevant spring styles, or
provide links to recent blog posts. Internal links get users to stay on your page longer,
which increases the odds they'll become a customer.

10. Testimonials

Consider including some ofthe wonderful things users and/or previous clients have
said about you on your homepage. Review sites such as Yelp or G2 Crowd have a plethora
of data from whichto pull. If you don’t have enoughdata, seek out administrative rights to
your cumpany profile and ask users to write customer reviews. In the meantime, consider
reaching out personally to people andaskingif they don’t mind saying some kind words to
heincludedin your testimonial section.

11. Subscriber Opt-in

Although newsletter forms canreally be located anywhere on your site, they should
start on the homepage. A lot of orgs will opt for a pop-up that encourages visitors to sign up
for the email newsletter in exchange for an incentive, such as a discount. Newsletters can
be set to appearas visitors are hovering over the X button, prompting them to action before
they close out the page.

12. Tabs and Options

At the very bottom of your homepage, and every page, should be a hyperlinked list
of places where visitors commonly wish to navigate. Examples of these site locations are
the blog, press stories, the company’s “about” page, careers, customer support, the FAQ,
and whateverothersite-specific links are pertinent to yourusers’ experience.

13. Social Media Icons

The powerof social media marketing cannot be overstated. In orderto get visitors
over to your Twitter and Facebook pages, include social media icons on the homepage, or
on the footer at the bottom of each page.

14. Website about Page Features

An about us page leads visitors to learn more about your organization. Although
manyof these elements can go on the homepage, you may prefera page dedicated to users
who wish to learn more about the organization. This can be a great place for a companyto
utilize brand storytelling.
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15. Map to Your Business

A map and address leads users to youroffice or store location. This helps them
understand whereto findyou. A larger company with multiple storefronts may also include
a search forusers to find a location nearest them. A smaller business just needs to include
the one or two addresses it has.
16. Business Hours

If you have a physical storefront, orif you're only reachable at certain times, include
this on your about page. Having hoursclearly listed helps people know when you’re more
likely to answer theircalls or process returns.

17. Contact Info

Contact information gives users a way to get in touch with you. Include a phone
number and potentially a support or informational email address on your about page. This
way, anyone who has further questions or who is experiencing issues with your product or
service can make contact quickly.

18. Contact Form

A contact form is another way of making your company available to users. Contact
forms gather an individual’s information while giving them a message box where they can
voice their concerns.

19. Biography

A biography for your organization andits foundershelps visitors better understand
who they are doing business with. People love familiarity and feeling good about where
they invest their time and money. A company bio can brighten up your about page with
some storytelling and personal anecdotes.

20. Other Inner Page Features For Your Business Website

The other internal links on your site will vary largely depending on what you’re
selling and what tactics you enactto drive traffic. Below are some examples of internal
pages and the types of features you'd need to include in a website update to make them
successful and navigable

21. MEDIA

A lot of companies will include a video component to their team or careers page that
includes interviews with real employees. This serves as great marketing collateral for when
your company goes ona hiring spree. Video components also improve SERP rankings.
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22. Feature Page

If you're a SaaS company, you'll likely want to include a features page to show
visitors how you stand out against your competitors.

23. Functionality
This is, quite literally, just a list of features your product has. What canit accomplish

for other professionals? Be sure to organize features according to the specific categories
they fall under. If your software product can update and organize customer contact
information, list that under a contact management category.
24. Integrations

Users are always wonderingif a certain software tool is compatible with something
they already use. Including integrations on the features pageis a good way to address these
questions early, as well as increase traffic to your website by including the names of
popular tools.

25. Author Pages

Readers occasionally want to know more about the professionals writing blog posts.
By adding a hyperlink to blog bylines, you can navigate readers toward that employees’ bio.
This creates familiarity with certain writers, potentially encouraging readers to return
specifically for their content. These also canestablish credibility for authors with relevant
experience.

26. Comments

Blogs are meant to be conversation starters, are they not? Including a comments
section after blogsallows readers to participate in a forum-like discussion that shows how
engaging your content is.
27. Blog Internal Links

If a visitor is interested in your blog, it’s possible they would be interested in a
different blog of similar devices. Take this opportunity to include a bar orlist of
recommended content that could potentially keep them on your site for longer.

28. Knowledge Base or FAQ

These pages help visitors find answers to questions that have been asked before.
This reduces your team’s need to respond to the same questions repeatedly, and also
makes visitors feel more self-sufficient.
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29. Questions and Answers

Questions are the building blocks of a forum. Once questions are asked, other people can
start to offer up their answers and truly begin a community of shared knowledge. Organize
the questions and answers of your forum or FAQby topic, much like you organized your
blog. As with the blog, make these questions searchable.

6. MILESTONE 1 MEETING

Everything we've discussed sofar has been customer-facing, which is helpful in creating a
wonderful user experience. But what are some ofthe elements that should consider on the
otherend, in the control room?.

6.1 CONTENTS

Home
Our Services
Events
Blog
About Us
Contact

VVVVVV

6.1.1 HOME PAGE

ing Ete Cater

Dilip Caterers
rr} i CTa TTeC)sd

Best Elite caterers in India!

Fig.6.1.1.Home Page
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In the Fig.6.1.1 Home page was designed with highly personalized logo on the left side
of the headeras well as a list of the website's various sites. The cart on the right side of
the header displays a list of things that the user has selected. Below the header is aslide
that displays the most recent product and the best-selling item in the store Fig 6.1.2.
Following that is a picture from a paid website. Along with a "Tap to Order" button

Lael Menu

Doliciouw meals Traditional taste Boot Sorving Froshly Prepared Hygenic Preparation
Food|= nee °° Bae 5+ Mec A oeMw arn 2

Fig.6.1.2. Explaining the features of website

The productis displayed along withits name and price. Above the footer, we include the
company's purposeand expertise. This type of functionality is critical. In the footer, we
include the company's logo, as well as the relevant links and contact information.

6.1.2 SERVICE PAGE

This page offers a listing of all the products for sale in Moufil. This page is updated at
regular intervals. Next to the image, we can notice the productand its important details. By
clicking on the photo, we may execute actions such as add to basket, wish list, and fast view.

We maysort the items by several categories, which are provided in the upper right corner
as a drop down menu. We have a link in the header that allowsus to simply navigate to the
previous and next page.
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FRANCHISE PAGE
The brand intends tostartits franchise in the near future. This web page has a custom-
made graphic Fig.6.1.2(a) & Fig.6.1.2(b).

Our Services

Wedding Catering Dr Uecnm aCortese Pre Wedding Events

MAAR GE eretet }
Cocktail Parties Gala Dinners

emotanita yehcerees seenPl

Fig.6.1.2(b). Other branch details in website
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6.1.3 Events

Fig.6.1.3(a). Explaining the Event Handled Details

In the Fig.6.1.3(a) contains the images and video ofprevious events with a side bar optionto
enquire with the firm about their queries. By clicking on the option it navigates to contact us
page which showsa form to type the query or feedback. It asks to fill name, phone number,
type ofevent they need service for and detail about it or a message Fig.6.1.3(b).

Name"

Fig.6.1.3.(b) Customer Enquiry Page Details

By completing the formit allows the user to submit the form with a responsive button
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6.1.4 BLOG

APRIL 29, 2022 byadmin | D0
As we continueto learn new trends from western countries and find new ways to enjoy
ourselves, partying outdoors has become the new normal. In wake of the pandemic era, people
feel safer and more relaxed partying in open-air spaces thanindoor...

Fig.6.1.4. Blog Detailed Page Details
The website also posts blogs on regular basis for viewers about an event, function
planning etc., Fig.6.1.4. This page is reached byselecting the “BLOG” option on top in the
menu bar with a drop down options named “Article”, “Post”. After arriving on the page it
showsrecently posted blogs with date and option at the bottom of the blog named “READ
MORE” this option displays the full content of the blog.

6.1.5 ABOUT US

About us page starts with the title “ABOUT US” followed by the firm’s logo
displaying “DC”, the first two letters of Dilip caterers. And at the bottomit has the text box
with the story of their journey through years since 1975, description about their
objectives, vision, mission and the value that they provide via the food they serve
Fig.6.1.5.. With gallery carousel of few food images.
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Ekko Food

Cee€ ¢ ioeey
Caer)
Ekko Food

NOME OURSERVICES + EVENTS

©
LOO CONTACT «

ABOUTUS

$eSEAT
De

.

}

CaerCE @ xx

Cr Oneaang
ceeee otSee a ed

Reach Us
DO enue tokieeedy

We're here for you! Have any questions? Get more info quickly.
Just ask and get answers. Reach us by phone. Most popular help topics.

Fig.6.1.6. Reach Us Page Details
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6.1.6 Contact us

Contact us page is reached from the menubar on header, The page starts with the
title “Reach Us” with a background image followed by three logo text boxes namely with
descriptions stating to call, ask questions and frequently asked questions as options
Fig.6.1.6. This provides the user an interactive UI and makes them feel alive. They can
convey their queries through these options which navigate to a form. This form appears
after selecting any of the reach us through options mentioned above. This form contain,

« Text field with name.
« Mail id field.

¢ Text field for message.
« Button

The button allows the user to submit their message. These messages are
acknowledged by the users immediately with a mail to the entered mail id mentioning
“Thank you” contacting them and will be responded or reached soon. This page includes
the company name, logo, and tagline "Just Heat and Eat," as well as an explanation of their
mission, branches, and the value they bring through the cuisine they provide. We have
successfully created an app called DILIP CATERER.

Ideally, a contact page should include both an email address and a contact form for
visitors to fill out. You may also chooseto include a business address, phone number, or
specific employee/department contact information Fig.6.1.6(a).

(= PTeae
BLOG~ AuoUTUS~ coNTAcTS

Contact us
Have som suggestions or just want to say hi? Contact us

orapete iliacCSeehee
Fig.6.1.6(a). Contact Us Page Details
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A location page, also known asa city landing page orservice area page,is a highly
focused web page that encompasses all of your business location's key information for
customersand search engines. Fig.6.1.6.(b)

etee
ees

sGhennai
tol F651 60601

Vellore arcotBQ anno

info@moftil.com 66001327

Fig.6.1.6(b). Location Page Details

Our Process
This page contains the mission of the firm and dedication towards their work an customer.
It starts witha title “Our Process” followed by 3 task block

1. Customer choice menu
2. Hygienic and Tasty food Preparation
3. Satisfied customers

4. With a description of each task.

Platforms such as Google and Facebook also have Shopping specific platforms. These allow
you to reach the hundreds of millions of people shopping online each day across their
platforms. Food Storm integrates with Google for Retail to streamline the listing process for
you, and allows for consistent product offering no matter where your customers find you.
description of each task Fig.6.1.6(c)
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& ear 40043e © Mon-Fu 1090-1800 QW
Ekko Food WOW OURSERVICRS = VENTS BLOG ABOUTUS CONTACT ~

Our process
» Our process

Customer choice Menu Hygenie and Tasty food Prepration Satisfied Customers

aye p

omPE rarer ey)TeeLi Oe ee | cua Sr.a
Fig.6.1.6(c). Process Page Details

6.2 WEB DEVELOPMENT

After collecting the information and needs of the customer we organized the basic
information structure by categorizing the content and organizing it according to user
needs. Each category named with a concise and descriptive title that will become a linkon
the website. Planning for the site's content we ensured that the wants or needs of the
target audience and the purpose of thesite will be fulfilled.
<html
dir="It

:
lang="
en-
us"

prefix="og: https://ogp.me/ns#" >
<head>
<meta charset="UTF-8">
<meta name="viewport"
content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">

<link rel="profile" href="http://gmpg.org/xfn/11">
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<link rel="pingback" href="https;//dilipcaterer.com/xmirpc.php"
/>

<title>Home Catering - Elite Catering Chennai |Premium&amp; Budget Food Service</title>

In computing, a hyperlink (or link) is a reference to a document that the reader can
directly follow,or that is followed automatically. A hyperlink points to a whole document
or to a specific element within a document. Hypertext is text with hyperlinks, and is
commonly viewed with a computer. A software systemfor viewing and creating hypertext
is a hypertext system, and to create a hyperlinkis to hyperlink (or simply to link). A user
following hyperlinks is said to navigate or browse the hypertext. Hyperlink has an anchor,
whichis the location within a document from which the hyperlink can be followed; the
document containing a hyperlink is knownas its source document. The target of a
hyperlinkis the document, or location within a document, to which the hyperlink leads.

Users can activate and follow the link when its anchor is shown, usually by touching
or clicking on the anchor with a pointing device. Following the link has the effect of
displaying its target, often with its context. The most common example of hypertext today
is the World Wide Web: Web Pages contain hyperlinks to Web Pages. For example, in an
online reference work such as Wikipedia, many words and terms in the text are
hyperlinked to definitions of those terms. Hyperlinks are often used to implement
reference mechanisms, such as tables of contents, foot notes, bibliographies, indexes and
glossaries.

<meta name="robots" content="max-image-preview:large" />

<link rel="canonical" href="https://dilipcaterer.com/" />

For linking with other sites, essential guidelines are as follows: Keep your links
simple Fair use allows small quotes, and as long as you keep things short you should be
fine. Know What Kind of Web sites Will Compliment Yours Look for web sites that
compliment yours but does not directly compete with you. This is actually a very time-
consuming task. It does not mean blasting out requests for swapping links to everysite
you see. A web site full of links with little content doesn't "make sense" because what
benefit is it to you or your visitors? Link to sites that are of interest to or help your
visitors. You are adding value to your own web site in this manner. Get permission where
possible or feasible Request a Link with web site's Webmaster. Keep in mind that web
site owners may get several link requests every day. Make your request stand out by
personalizing your request.
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Include the site owner's name, Comment on something you've seen on their web
site. This showsthat you have actually visited the site and taken the time and effort to
look around. No control over content of links Include a section of your own which
explains to your visitors that you have no control over external links. You think they
might be of interest, but you don't have any responsibility for their content. Link only to
HTML and text style pages Donot link to multimedia files (images, sounds and videos).
Linking to these types of media files is called bandwidth stealing andis highly unethical.

Writing and preparing content for the Web requires a different approach from
writing and preparing content for print documents and publications, In addition, writing
copy for the Web that grabs attention andgets the results you want takes special skill and
attention, whether you're trying to sell products or services at a business or commercial
site orif you just want to let people know thelatest at your personal site. The art of content
writing is not 'rocket science’ and you don't haveto be Einstein to master it. Writing a good
content is very easy and anybody who is proficient in English can become a good content
writer. It is a simple procedure but it involves intricate details. There is a fixed set ofrules
and regulations, which are meant entirely for the purpose of content writing:

4.

Su

Title: The title of any content speaks volumes about what the content is going to be
about. A good title mustbe catchy as well as informative. It should give the readers a
fair idea about the topic of the content. It should be attractive enough to grab the
attention of the readers.

- Inverted Pyramid: Now you must be wondering what an‘inverted pyramid’ is.It is a
simple technique where, the most important information is placed first. This
technique must be kept in mind while writing for any web resources, because your
readers have a very short attention span,

Language: Any content must be written in simple language which can be easily
understood byall the readers. Using jargons or verbosities is a bad idea andit should
be avoided once and for all. Simple sentences made up of familiar words,is the best
wayto go about it. Your sentences should have a flow in them. Each paragraph should
lead to another.

- Originality: Writing original content is the most important part of being a good
content writer. You must write authentic content. Copy and paste will not get you
anywherein the field of web-writing. Your web articles or web blogs should be an
extension to your personality. You must write as you speak.
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5. Connect With The Readers: Goodcontent writers must connect with their readers.
The readers should get a feeling that they are talking out their queries to a reliable
person, Stating personal experiences and speaking in direct speechis the correct way
to do so.

<meta property="og:locale” content="en_US" />
<meta property="og:site_name" content="Elite Catering Chennai
Premium &amp; Budget Food Service -" />
<meta property="og:type" content="Wwebsite" />

<meta property="og:description" content="Dilip Caterers

Tiffen MenuExplore Our Menu Lunch MenuExplore Our Menu Dinner
MenuExplore Our Menu Delicious meals Traditional taste Best Serving
Freshly Prepared Food Hygenic PreparationClick to elect a menumessage
from usWe

accommodatea variety of dietary preferences and ourentire menuis free
of gluten and peanuts.Westrive to elevate the food experience to" />

Web designis a relatively new area of study compared to other formsofdesign. As with
any design discipline, there are aspects of the Web design process that are unique to the
medium, such as screen resolution, additive color spaces and image compression. But too
often these more unique details over-ride our sense of the bigger picture. We focus on the
fact that it is Web design and push aside core design concepts—concepts that can that
make any project stronger without interfering in the more technical considerations. Web
design may be defined as being one of many disciplines within the larger field of design. To
step back even further, we can explain designas a discipline within the field of art (like
painting, illustration, sculpture, etc.) The point is that in order to start with a discussion
about the fundamentals of design as they relate to Web design we need to understand that
there is a good degree of inheritance that design has received over the years from other art
forms. These art forms, such as lithography, typography, painting/illustration and
industrial design, evolved over many centuries, and a number ofbasic ideas have emerged
as providing universal guidance to any artistic endeavor. When talking about fundamental
concepts we inevitably look outside out discipline and adopt a slightly larger perspective.

<link rel='stylesheet' id='wp-block-library-css' href='https://dilipcaterer.com/wp-
includes/css/dist/block-library/style.min.css?ver=6.0.2' media='all' />

<link

—
rel="stylesheet’

—_
id='wc-blocks-vendors-style-css' href='https://dilipcaterer.com/wp-
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content/plugins/woocommerce/pa
ckages/woocommerce-blocks/build/we-blocks-vendors-style.css?ver=
7.4.3' media="all' />
<link rel='stylesheet' id='contact-form-7-css' href='https://dilipcaterer.c 2

/includes/css/styles.css?ver=5,.5,6' media='all' />

Color is the response ofthe eyeto differing wavelengths of radiation within the
visible spectrum. The visible spectrum is what we perceive as light. It is the part of the
electromagnetic spectrum that we can see. The typical human eye will respond to
wavelengths between 400-700 nanometers (nm), with red being at one end (700 nm),
violet at the other (400 nm) and every other color in between these two. There are manydifferent kinds of color systems, and many different theories on color. We will focus on the
basics, using a color wheel for illustration purposes, There are three main components of
color: Hue: Wherethe color is positioned on the color wheel. Terms such as red, blue-
green, and mauveall define the hue of a given color. Value: The general lightness or
darkness ofa color. In general, how close to black or white a givencolor is. Saturation: The
intensity, or level of chrome, ofa color.Ifthe coloris showing more grayin its presentation,
it shows thatit has included the less chrome in its color calibrations.

Weadded menus can create multiple menus foryoursite. A secondary menu could be
used on a specific page, or to provide additional navigation on yourpagefooter.

7 Inyour advanced menus tool, click + Add menu.
y Enter a name for your new menu.

, Click Create menu. Then complete the steps above to create a new
advancedmenu.

You can view and restore previously published versions of your menuin the revisions
history. Each version includes a date and timestamp. For any versions of the menu
published, you'll also see which user created the revision. Fig.6.2.1.
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“mego-menu menuitem menu-iten-type-custom menu-item-object-custom menusitemshas-children menu-item-5636 dropdown")<a
fe"a™ Our Services</a

enu-iten-type-custom manu-item-object-custom menu-iten-has-childran eanueitem-5642 dropdour
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object 5780" )<a tage menu: item
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Fig.6.2.1..Sample Coding Page Details

7 Inyouraccount,click the settings icon in the main navigation bar.
7 Inthe left sidebar menu, navigate to Website > Navigation.
» Use the dropdown menu at the topto select the menu you want to review.

y Click the Actions dropdown menu and select Show revisions to open a
preview ofall previously published versions of this menu

It is a general practice to include information about their products or services on the index
page(the front or home page), but it's important to also dedicate separate section of your
site to your products. This will help your customers find your products and services easily,
and allow them to research and assess your quickly

The best way to go about creating organization specific sections for your website is to
follow the same general structure as above by creating logical subsections for each
section. The first page of a subsection should contain general information on the subject,
as well as links to more detailed informationif your visitors require it.
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As far as designing Website navigation is concerned the key to intuitive navigation is
consistency. Take a look at any large commercial Website and you'll find very similar
elements in very similar places. Why? Because that's what users expect. Here are a few
guidelines to bear in mind when considering yoursite's navigation: a. Place major
section/category links horizontally, near the top of every page. Most sites will place these
links beneath the logoin the top left corner.If this doesn't immediately make sense, think
about how you read a page of text: from topleft to bottomright. Right? Also, limit your
major categories to a maximumofabout eight. Give them too many choices, and your
users won't makea choice atall.

Wherever appropriate, use contextual links to lead your users to related
information. And don't be afraid to link to outside content: contextual links to outside
sources add value to your own information, and well-chosen links lend validity to your
authority on a given subject. If your information is of interest to yourvisitor he'll come
back, andif he doesn't, then you never had him anyway. The fact is that this section is not
aimedat those developing artistic, non-commercial Websites.

It's aimed at small to mediumsized organization designing sites that need 125 to be
accessible to a wide variety of users -- and this is most certainly not an in-depth
discussionof this topic. Commonsense dictates that we should base our navigation on
whatusers expect, makingit as simple for yourdearold granny, or your key customers,
as it is for you or I. If your artistic flair has been a little blunted by my rather strictly
worded guidelines, then don't be too disheartened, style is most definitely not dead!

Withalittle thought and planning you can havebothagreat looking, and superbly
functional Website. Web design has always been about compromise, and those that learn
to blend artistic considerations with practical restrictions will find that the restrictions
themselves will breed creativity.

We have a query box where the user may select one. The question will not be
made public until it has been approved by the administrator. We do not recommend
that people disclose their email addresses for their own protection. Then there's a
submit button. All queries will be directed to the admin staff, who will examine them
and notify the firm.

6.3 Web Design: Characteristics of a User-Friendly Website

Usability is critical for the success of any website and should never be overlooked.
Good usability can improve the performance of your website and increase your
chances of success.It can also boost sales and revenue for your business.
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A. Mobile Compatibility

As more and more people use their mobile phones to access the Internet,
creating a mobile optimized website has becomea necessity. The first step is to
check how your existing website appears on mobile. You can use Google mobile site
tester to findthis out. If your website cannot currently be accessed on mobile, you
can create a mobile version of your website for free with the help of web-based
mobile website builders.

B. Accessible to Ali Users

A user-friendly website should also be accessible to everyone including blind,
disabled or the elderly. These users typically use screen-readers to access the
Internet. The 508 website accessibility guidelines highlights simple web design
techniques that can be applied to make sure your website can be accessed easily
on-screen readers, making yourwebsite available to a larger audience.

C. Well Planned Information Architecture

How information is organized and presented on your website is vital for good
usability. However, it is often neglected. It has become even more important today
as websites offer a wide range of information and resourcesto attract their target
market. Plan your website sections and categories carefully and present
information in a way that it is easy for users to find. Always think from the
perspective of your users. This is particularly important if you offer a lot of content
on your company’s website.

D. Well-Formatted Content That Is Easy to Scan

On a web pageinstead of reading each and every word from top to down.
Users tend to scan through key parts of the page quickly to determine ifit is
relevant to their needs.It is important to format your content with this in mind.
Correct use of headings, sub-headings, paragraphs, bullets or lists help to break
up text, makingit easy for readers to scan.

E. Fast Load Times
Nothing is more annoying for website visitors than a website that takes long to
load. In fact, slow speed is one of the main reasons why visitors leave a website.
Making sure your website loads within 4 to 6 seconds is important for good
usability. It also affects your search engine ranking.
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Youcanuse free tool such as Pingdom totest the speedof your website andto get
suggestion on what you can do to improve your speed. | have found third-party
website plugins and widgets including website tracking, social media, to be one of
the most commonfactors that affects website speed. Try to limit their use and only
use the ones that are absolutely necessary. It is also one of the main reasons
visitors leave yoursite. Customer expectations have changed significantly in recent
years. A typical customer will only wait for a few seconds for your page to load,
after which they will most likely navigate away to a competitor's site never to visit
again.

F. Browser Consistency
Browser compatibility can be easily overlooked. Even the websites of some of

the most reputable companies sutter trom this problem due to neglect. 'I'his is bad
tor branding andhas a negative affect the website usability.

Although modern browsers have evolved and become more efficient, some
inconsistencies still exist in how a website is interpreted by different browsers. It is
important to ensure your website appears and behaves consistently across all
major browsers such as Chrome, Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari and Opera.
Simple things like this set a professionally designed website apartfrom the rest.
G. Effective Navigation

Good navigation is one of the most important aspects of website usability.
Simple HTML orJavaScript menus tend to workbest and appear consistent onall
browsersand platforms. It is equally important for the navigation to be clutter-free.
Try to limit the number of menu items as far as possible. A drop-down menu or
sub-navigation may work better on large site with many sections and pages.
Advancement in DHTML, and JavaScript libraries such as MO tools and Ajax also
opened the doors to many new possibilities for creating innovative navigation
systems. Take a look at Mashable’s example below.

There is more to navigation than menu. Here are some otheraspects to consider:

Good searchfeature.
Multiple waysto explore content e.g. top 10, most rates, most popular, etc.
Custom 404 Page.
Good Internal Linking
Informative header and footer
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H. Good Error Handling

Good error handling and description on-screen messages are very important for good
usability. Howeverit is often overlooked. Correct handling of errors at a code level
ensures the website is robust and free from bugs. Displaying the right error message
improvesthe user experience and overall usability affect the website usability.

Although modern browsers have evolved and become more efficient, some
inconsistencies still exist in how a website is interpreted by different browsers. It is
important to ensure your website appears and behaves consistently across all major
browsers such as Chrome,Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari and Opera. Simple things
like this set a professionally designed website apart from the rest.

6.4 FEASABILITY STUDY

All projects are feasible when given unlimited resources and infinite time. Its both
necessary and prudent to evaluate the feasibility of a project at the earliest possible time.
The efforts and resources spent in developing the system will be a waste if the end solution
does not offer timely and satisfactory solution to its users. Feasibility study is a test of
system proposed regarding workability, impact on the organization ability to meet user
needs, and effective use of resources. Thus when a_ new application is proposed, it
normally goes through a feasibility study beforeit is approved for development.

All projects are feasible when given unlimited resources and infinite time. Its both
necessary and prudent to evaluate the feasibility of a project at the earliest possible time.
The efforts and resources spent in developing the system will be a wasteif the end solution
does notoffer timely and satisfactory solution to its users. Feasibility study is a test of
system proposed regarding workability, impact on the organization ability to meet user
needs, and effective use of resources. Thus when a_ new application is proposed, it
normally goes throughafeasibility study before it is approved for development

All projects are feasible when given unlimited resources and infinite time. It’s both
necessary and prudent to evaluate the feasibility of a project at the earliest possible time.
The efforts and resources spentin developing the system will be a waste if the end solution
does not offer timely and satisfactory solution to its users. Feasibility study is a test of
system proposed regarding workability, impact on the organization ability to meet user
needs, and effective use of resources. Thus when a_ new application is proposed, it
normally goes through a feasibility study beforeit is approved for development. Feasibility
and risk analysis are related in many ways. If project risk is great, the possibility of
producing quality software is reduced.
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6.5 CONNECTING THE DATABASE

Wehave followed the following Steps:

1) Loading the Driver Class. For Name (“sun,jdbc.odbe.JdbcOdbcDriver");
2) Create the Connection object.Connection con = Driver

Manager.GetConnection(“jdbc:odbc:dsn”);

3) Create Statement objectStatement stmt = con.createStatement();
4) Execute the SQL queryResultSet rs=Stmt.executeQuery(“select * from login”);

5) Navigate through the recordsWhile rs.next()6) Close the ConnectionsCon

Database files are the key source of information into the system. It is the process of
designing database files which are the key source of information to the system. The files
should be properly designed and planned forcollection, accumulation, editing the required
information. The objectives of the file design are to provide effective auxiliary storage and
to contribute to the overall the efficiency of the computer program component of the
system. In concepts of database design, there are two types of data - physical data and
logical data

6.5.1 INTRODUCTION TO WEB SERVER

Tomcat is the servlet container that is used in the official Reference Implementation for
the Java Servlet and Java Server Pages technologies. The Java Servlet and Java Server Pages
specifications are developed by Sun under the Java Community Process.

Tomcat is developed in an open and participatory environment and released under
the Apache Software License. Tomcat is intended to be a collaboration of the
best-of-breed developers from around the world. We invite you to participate in this
open development project. To learn more about getting involved. Tomcat 4.1 Tomcat 4.1 is
the current focus of development. While it supports the same Servlet and JSP Specification
versions as Tomcat 4.1, there are significant changes in many areas under the hood,
resulting in improved performance, stability, and total cost of ownership.

Please refer to the Tomcat 4.1 Change log for details. The objectives of the file design are
to provide effective auxiliary storage and to contribute to the overall the efficiency of the
computer program component of the system. In concepts of database design, there are two
types of data - physical data and logical data.
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Physical data is that which is written on those pieces of paper. Logical data are those, which
are calculated based on some of the retrieved data in a certain sequence in summary form.
In a computer-based data processing system, separation of physical and logical data
provides the same advantages.

The software ‘Online music store’ reduces the considerable drawbacks like burden of
human labor, portable defect and errors. This software saves time and provides
24 hour accessibility even from a remote place. Programs are menu driven
which help even anew comer touse the systemwith little training. Testing has been
done with actual data and system is much better than the existing one. GUI makes the
interface very muchuser friendly.

The system is highly user friendly andis well efficient to ease interactions with the users of
the system. Reports generatewith live data are provedto be informative andalso helpful in
making important decisions. The system is tested and implemented with high degree of
accuracy. The system is done with an insight into the necessary modification that may
require in the future. Hence the system can be maintained successfully, without much
rework.

7. CONCLUSION

The software ‘Food Info & Blogging Site’ reduces the considerable drawbacks like
burden ofhuman labor, portable defect and errors. This software saves time and
provides 24 hour accessibility even from a remote place. Programs are menu
driven which help even anew comerto use the systemwithlittle training. Testing has
been done with actual data and system is much better than the existing one. GUI makes the
interface very muchuser friendly.

The system is highly user friendly andis well efficient to ease interactions with the
users of the system. Reports generate with live data are proved to be informative and also
helpful in making important decisions. The system is tested and implemented with high
degree of accuracy. The system is done with an insight into the necessary modification that
may require in the future. Hence the system can be maintained successfully, without much
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7.1. SCOPE FOR FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

As changes are always necessary in future it applies to software development also
but these changes should be appreciable in nature. These appreciable changes will make
the software to fight for its survival in the competitive market. Hence it is necessary to
think about the future enhancements at present. The system ‘Ebook in vategr Online Store’
will fulfill the entire requirement of the clients. The system is developed according to the
present requirements of the company. The systemis developed as easy as possible for the
sake ofend users.

By the next time I would like to add two more modules: Purchase Module and Accounting
Module. Purchase Module deals with purchasing activities offood related items. Accounting
Module deals with all accounting activities such as billing, ledger preparation, balance sheet
preparation, profit and loss account preparation etc. The developed software for the
organization is flexible and it can be madeto runonall kinds of platforms. The system is
error free and highly portable. It can be implemented in any servers in the Internet
providing an easy accessto the clients. It also has more options of the future developments.
The developed software for the organization is flexible and it can be made to runon all
kinds of platforms. The systemis error free and highly portable. It can be implemented in
any serversin the Internet providing an easy access to the clients. It also has more options
of the future developments.
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BALA AATRAL SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
"PADMA VILAS",

DOOR NO. 3/233, SURVEY NO. 34/1B MANAPAKKAM MAIN ROAD, MANAPAKKAM, CHENNAI
Chennai, Tamil Nadu — 600125, India.

Email ID: balabss2016@gmail.com

To Date: 30.06.2022
Dr. P.K.NAGARAJAN, M.E., Ph.D
Principal,
Rajalakshmi Institute of Technology.

Sir;

Sub: Release a sum of Rs, 2, 25,000/- [Rupees Two Lakh Twenty Five Thousand
Only] for the Research Project.

This is to convey the sanction for Rs, 2, 25,000/- [Rupees Two Lakh Twenty
Five Thousand Only] for the Research Project from 15.07.2021 to Lb.Ub6.2U22 to
Rajalakshmi Institute of Technology.

This fund is being released in conformity with the terms and conditions as well
as the instructions are already communicated, and also being communicated in this
letter.

1.|Name and address of the Beneficiary|RAJALAKSHMI ——sINSTITUTE —OOF-”
Institution TECHNOLOGY.

2.|Title of Research Project ‘Investigating probe for Food Info &

Blogging Site”
3.|Name of the Coordinator Dr. R.LALITHA
4.|Duration of the Project 1Year (2021-2022)
5.|Total fund sanctioned Rs.2,25,000/-

Modeof Releaseof funds: BY CASH/CHEQUE

1st PAYMENT - 29.07.2021 - 60,000/-
2nd PAYMENT- 04.09.2021 - 6,000/-
3™d PAYMENT- 26.10.2021 - 4,000/-
4th PAYMENT- 21.12.2021 -1,05,000/-
5th PAYMENT - 07.03.2022 - 50,000/-

Copy forwarded for information: Yours sincerely,

1. Dr. R.LALITHA- Principal investigator
2. The HOD- CSE - RIT

For BALA AATRAL SOLUTIONS PRIVATE

\ > Chairperson / Director
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INDIAN BANK
PADI
971 MAIN RD OPP.AIEMA TOWERS,AMBATTUR IND, ESTATE CHENNAI ,
CHENNAI (TAMIL NADU)
Branch Code :00115
Account Number ; 778346422
Product type ; CA-GEN-PUB-

METRO/URBAN-INR:
RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

NO.- 69 NEW AVADI

KILPAUK CH-10
CHENNAI
Cleared Balance :2224688.06CR
Uncleared Amount :0.00
Drawing Power :0.00
Interest Rate ; 14.700
Statement of Account from 01/04/2021 to 31/03/2022

Value Date|Post Date Remitter Branch Description Cheque No.|Debit Amount|Credit Amount Balance
BALANCE B/F 468882.06CR

03/04/2021_|_ 03/04/2021|PADI CREDIT 400000.00 868882.06CR
ECS MANDATE

SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004583813
04/04/2021_| 04/04/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 303911. 564971.06CR

ECS MANDATE
SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004494675

°™04/2021_|_05/04/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 392406.00) 172565.06CR
04/2021_|_ 19/04/2021|PADI BY CHQ/TT TFR RIT 25000.00 197565.06CR

CHQ TRANSFEEQUITAS SMALT
19/04/2021|19/04/2021|PADI FI/IDIBH21109153223/NEFT/ESFB. 00851085 184593.00| 12972.06CR|
21/04/2021_| 21/04/2021|PADI BY CHQ/TT TFR RIT 0000.00 62972.06CR

ECS MANDATE
SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004507684

28/04/2021_|_28/04/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 42297.00! 20675,06CR
30/04/2021_| 30/04/2021|PADI CREDIT 300000.00. 320675.06CR|
03/05/2021_| 03/05/2021|PADI CREDIT 400000.00 720675.06CR|

ECS MANDATE
SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004583813

03/05/2021_| 03/05/2021 |(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 303911.00 416764.06CR
ECS MANDATE

SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004494675
05/05/2021_| 05/05/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 392406.00) 24358.06CR

RTGS INW RAJALAKSHMI ENGG RTGS
PUNBR52021060211694376 TRANSFER

02/06/2021_| 02/06/2021_|MUMBAI FORT FROM 94957000128 300000.00 324358.06CR|
WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH TP

SERVICE BRANCH |ACH MAGMAFIN—630261527
03/06/2021_| 03/06/2021 _|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 94167011649 303911.00| 20447.06CR
04/06/2021_| 04/06/2021|PADI CREDIT 580000.00 600447.06CR|

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH
TATACAPITALFINANCIAL

SERVICE BRANCH |TCFBL0478000010 TRANSFER TO.

| 5/06/2021_|_05/06/2021_|(CHENNAI) 94167011649 392406.00} 208041.06CR:

| 96/2021|08/06/2021[|PADI CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF 875000.00] _1083041.06CR
U8/06/2021_| 08/06/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00851124 875000.00) 208041.06CR.
08/06/2021_|08/06/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 1829.00 206212.06CR|

CHQ TRANSFEEQUITAS SMALL
19/06/2021_|19/06/2021|PADI FI/IDIBH21170170582/NEFT/ESFB 00851125 121713.00, 84499.06CR)

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH TP
SERVICE BRANCH |ACH CHOLAMANDALAM 642823901

28/06/2021_| 28/06/2021 _|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 94163011643 42297.00, 42202.06CR
02/07/2021_|02/07/2021|PADI CREDIT 700000.00 742202.06CR

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH TP
SERVICE BRANCH |ACH MAGMAFIN
—

650225537
03/07/2021_| 03/07/2021 |(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 94163011643 303911.00) 438291.06CR'

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH
TATACAPITALFINANCIAL

SERVICE BRANCH |TCFBL0478000010 TRANSFER TO
05/07/2021|05/07/2021 |(CHENNA) 94167011649 392406.00 45885.06CR
08/07/2021|08/07/2021|PADI CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF 4185000.00| 4230885.06CR|

DEBIT SABARI FOUDNATION TRUST
08/07/2021|08/07/2021|PADI PROC AND DOCUMENTATON CH 4116350.00 114535.06CR
08/07/2021|08/07/2021|PADI CREDIT 600000.00) _714535.06CR

DEBIT mil 7034832713 PROG AND
08/07/2021|08/07/2021|PADI DOCUMENTATION CHARGES 660800.00 53735.06CR

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER Deposit by
TFRD FROM RIT/EM CREATION \\ ;

08/07/2021|08/07/2021|PADI CHARGES TRANSFER TO 778099888 X 29500.00 24235.06CR
08/07/2021|08/07/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 9405.00 14830.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
12/07/2021|12/07/2021|PADI DEP/PADI 1000000.00] _1014830.06CR
12/07/2021|12/07/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00 (900.00 14830.06CR
12/07/2021|12/07/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER eLe6Y 12942.06CR

¥
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SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 27/07/2021
28/07/2021 28/07/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 060 0356 CLG:654261/TMBL_TMBL 00654261 75000,00 747270.06CR
28/07/2021 28/07/2021|VALARPURAM CREDIT 00039645 DD NO 050837 33000.00 780270.06CR

CHQ TRANSFERTGS/CIUB VANSOM
28/07/2021 28/07/2021|PADI TECHNOLOG/IDIBR52021072824317503|00851128 234942.00 545328.06CR
28/07/2021 28/07/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 30.00 545298.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 28/07/2027
KA SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS

A 29/07/2021 29/07/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CHQ:160039 SBOI 00160039 60000,00 605298.06CR
CHEQUE WDLCARMEL INFOTECH

SERVICE BRANCH |SOLUTIONS TRANSFER TO 716650322
30/07/2021 30/07/2021|(CHENNAI) ICLG clot DDP (PAYABLE) 00850849 290000.00 315298.06CR

CHEQUI
WDLSOUTHERNENERGYDEVELOPMEN

SERVICE BRANCH |T TRANSFER TO 716650322 /CLG ADJ
30/07/2021 30/07/2021_|(CHENNAI) DDP (PAYABLE) 00850847 85130.00 230168.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 29/077202T
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

30/07/2021 30/07/2021_| (CHENNAI) CLG:732601/SBOI_ SBOI 00732601 55000.00 285168.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

30/07/2021 30/07/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 25000,00 310168.06CR
BY CHOITT TFR TRANSFER FROM
6558079267/G VIMALA FOUNDATION

TRUS RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF
30/07/2021 30/07/2021|VALARPURAM TECHNOLOGY 25000.00 335168,06CR
30/07/2021 30/07/2021|ARAKONAM CAS SINGLEd natarajan 00850853 0000.00 285168.06CR

BY CHQ/TT TFR TRANSFER FROM
97/2021 30/07/2021 PADI 5041960013/PHEBE 778346422 100000.00} 385168.06CR

CHEQUE WDLNET WORK DIESELS
SERVICE BRANCH |TRANSFER TO 753192671 /INWARD.

31/07/2021 31/07/2021_|(CHENNAI) RECIVABLE 00850843 34220.00) 350948.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 30/07/202T U

SERVICE BRANCH |T1 BANK LTD 0115 CTS CHQ:083737
31/07/2021 31/07/2021_|(CHENNAI) ABL 00083737 100000, 00} 450948,06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 30/07/202T
SERVICE BRANCH |CANARA BANK 0115 CTS CHQ:924139

31/07/2021 31/07/2021 _|(CHENNAI) cB 00924139 110000.00 560948.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 30/07/2027

SERVICE BRANCH |BANK OF BARODA 1233
31/07/2021 31/07/2021_|(CHENNAI) CLG:952744/BOB BOB 00952744 87000.00) 647948.06CR

CREDIT BY SABART FOUNDATION
31/07/2021|31/07/2021|PADI TRUST 3300000.00| _3947948.06CR

BY CHQ/TT TFR TRANSFER FROM
471429737 JKANNAN V RAJALAKSHMI

02/08/2021 02/08/2021|VALARPURAM INSTITUTE //KANNAN V. 110000.00} 4057948,06CR
CHEQUE WDLSKY WATER

SERVICE BRANCH |TECHNOLOGIES TRANSFER TO
02/08/2021 02/08/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 716650322 /CLG ADJ DDP. (PAYABLE) 00850850 25000.00 4032948.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
02/08/2021 02/08/2021|VALARPURAM. DEP/VALARPURAM 110000.00] 4142948.06CR
02/08/2021|02/08/2021|PADI DEBIT int 3185000.00 957948.06CR

[02/08/2021|02/08/2024 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 71.00) 957877.06CR
) CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 02/08/2027

SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233
03/08/2021 03/08/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CLG:894796/SBOI SBOI 00894796 110000.00} _1067877.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 02/08/2021
03/08/2021 03/08/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 020 1233 CLG:075251/IOB 1OB 00075251 70000.00} _1137877.06CR

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER TP ACH
SERVICE BRANCH |MAGMAFIN IDIB0000000004583813

03/08/2021 03/08/2021|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 94164011642 303911.00 833966.06CR,

CHEQUE WDLMACRO ENTERPRISES
SERVICE BRANCH |TRANSFER TO 716656562 /MCR I/W.

04/08/2021 04/08/2021 _|(CHENNAI) DDP (RECEIVABLE) 00850854 41480.00 792486.06CR
BY CHO/TT TFR TRANSFER FROM
6198175244/SABARI FOUNDATION A/C

o4/og/2021|04/08/2021|PADI RA RIT 200000.00] _992486.06CR’
CHEQUE VWDLFRM RAJALAKSHMIT

INSTITUTE TO THE ROYAL TRANSFER
TO 5009843431/THE ROYALE

04/08/2021 04/08/2021 CHENNAI PORUR _|ASSOCIATES 00850870 80000.00 912486.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

04/08/2021 04/08/2021 PADI DEP/PADI 1075000.00] 1987486.06CR
04/08/2021 04/08/2021 CASH DEP’CHRGS OTHER 2065.00) 1985421.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH \05/08/2021 05/08/2021 PADI DEP/PADI ae 780000.00| 2765421.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH NX

05/08/2021 05/08/2021 PADI DEP/PADI 2300000.00] 5065421.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH ¥

08/08/2021|05/08/2021|PADI DEP/PADI
DIRECTOR NQAC) 600000.00) 5665421.06CR
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SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 01/09/2021
02/09/2021_| 02/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:364864/SBOI_ SBOI 00364864 54500.00] _2702392.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 01/09/2021
SERVICE BRANCH |FEDERAL BANK LTD, 1233

02/09/2021

_|
02/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:134584/FBL__FBL 00134584 60000.00] _2762392.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 01/09/2021
02/09/2021 |

02/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:450432/SBOI_SBOI 00450432 102000,00] _2864392.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 01/09/2021
02/09/2021_|02/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) 020 1233 CLG:719896/I0B_1OB 00719896 85000.00] _2949392.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 01/09/2021
02/09/2021|02/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:237537/SBO!_SBOI 00237537 $0000.00] _2999392.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
02/09/2021_|02/09/2021|PADI DEP/PADI 4355000.00] _7354392.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
02/09/2021_|02/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 40000.00] _7394392.06CR)

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
02/09/2021_| 02/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM. 275000.00| __7669392.06CR
02/09/2021_|02/09/2027|VALARPURAM CREDIT TRFS 20000.00] 7689392.06CR
02/09/2021|02/09/2021|SERVICE BRANCH|DEBIT SPD CHG:450432=02/09/2021 175.00 1948784.06CR'
02/09/2021_|02/09/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 313.00 1948471.06CR
02/09/2021_|02/09/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 9806.00 1938665.06CR

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER TP ACH
SERVICE BRANCH |MAGMAFIN  1D1B0000000004583813

03/09/2021_| 03/09/2021|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 94167011649 303911.00 1634754.06CR
3

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 02/05/2021() SERVICE BRANCH |KARUR VYSYA BANK LTD. 0115 CTS
03/09/2021_|_ 03/09/2021|(CHENNAI) CHQ:000218 _KVBL 00000218 50000.00] _1684754.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 02/09/2021
03/09/2021_| 03/09/2021|(CHENNAI) 211 0115 CTS CHQ:000023_ABL 00000023 50000.00| _1734754.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 02/09/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 0115 CTS

03/09/2021_|_ 03/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) CHQ:000001_10B 00000001 110000.00| _1844754.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 02/09/2021
03/09/2021_| 03/09/2021|(CHENNAI) 015 1233 CLG:769554/CB__CB 00769554 100000.00| _1944754.06CR

CHEQUE WDLSABARI FOUNDATION
TRANSFER TO 6198175244/SABARI

03/09/2021_|03/09/2021|PADI FOUNDATION A/C RAJA 00084222 200000.00) 1744754.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

03/09/2021_|03/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 252350.00] _1997104.06CR,
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

03/09/2021|03/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM. 70000.00] _2067104.06CR’
CHO TRANSFET ARILANDESWART
/DIBH21246131898/NEFT TRANSFEREE

03/09/2021|03/09/2021|PADI BANK _HDFC 00084224 85005.00| 1982099.06CR
CHO TRANSFER ASHWIN
/IDIBH21246133109/NEFT TRANSFEREE

03/09/2021_|03/09/2021|PADI BANK SBIN 00084221 100005.00 1882094.06CR
03/09/2021_|03/09/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 322.00, 71418068.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 03/09/2027
) SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS

v109/2021_| 04/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) CHQ:391655_SBO! 00391655 87000.00} _1505068.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 0370972021

SERVICE BRANCH |BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS CHQ:098707
04/09/2021_|04/09/2021|(CHENNAI) Bol 00098707 70000.00] _1575068.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 03/09/2021
04/09/2021_| 04/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) UCO BANK 0115 CTS CHQ:00008 UB
__|

00000018 50000.00] _1625068.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 03/09/2021
04/09/2021_|04/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:742318/SBOI_SBOI 00742318 62500.00] _1687568.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 03/09/2021
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

04/09/2021_|04/09/2021|(CHENNAI) CLG:206878/SBOI_SBOI 00206878 50000.00] _1737568.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 03/09/2021
04/09/2021 _|_04/09/2021_|(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:742330/SBOI_SBOI! 00742330 92500.00] _1830068.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 03/09/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |CANARA BANK 1233 CLG:550628/CB

04/09/2021|04/09/2021|(CHENNAI) cB 00550628 65000.00| 1895068.06CR’
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 03/09/2027

\~ SERVICE BRANCH |CITY UNION BANK LTD. 1233
04/09/2021|04/09/2021|(CHENNAI) CLG:001167/CUBL_CUBL 00001167 6000.00] 1901068.06CR
04/09/2021[04/09/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00084223 500000.00 1401068.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
04/09/2021|04/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM VV 140000.00] _1541068,06CR
04/09/2021[04/09/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER Sk 406.00 1540962.06CR

RECTOR (IQAC)
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UV

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22/10/2021 U

SERVICE BRANCH |T1 BANK LTD 1060 CTS CHQ: 108914
25/10/2021

_|
25/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) ABL 00108914 14000000] _2874171,06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCTEARING 22/10/2021
SERVICE BRANCH |INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 1060 CTS

25/10/2021|25/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) CHQ:537637_10B 00537637 120000.00| _2994171.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22/10/2021
25/10/2021 25/10/2021_|(CHENNAI) 259 1060 CTS CHQ;000503 _IBL 00000503 40000,00] _3034171,06CR)

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22/10/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |CANARA BANK 1060 CTS CHQ:614957

25/10/2021

_|_
25/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) CB 00614957 20000.00} 3054171.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22/10/2021
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1060 CTS

25/10/2021|25/10/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CHQ:341320 SBOI 00341320 40000.00| 3094171,06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22/10/2021

SERVICE BRANCH |INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 1060 CTS
25/10/2021_| 25/10/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CHQ:000003_|OB 00000003 70000.00| _3164171.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22/10/2027
25/10/2021_|25/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 00155574 $0000.00| _3214171,06CR

CREDIT Deposit by TRF S ARJUNAN
25/10/2021_|25/10/2021|VALARPURAM CHO NO 438591 70000,00} _2874133.06CR

CREDIT TF RANGASAMY CHO NO
25/10/2021_|25/10/2021|VALARPURAM 237059 60000.00} 2934133.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|OUT CHQ RET 00614957 Charges
25/10/2021|25/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) Drawer signature differs 20000.00 2914133.06CR
25/10/2021_|_25/10/2021|SERVICE BRANCH|CHO DISHONOUR 236.00 2913897.06CR)

BY TRANSFER UPI

- ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/129909750501/UPI

| Yor2021 26/10/2021 _|BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 2000.00] _2915897.06CR
7 BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/129966137152/Payment from
ATM SERVICE PhonePe TRANSFER FROM

26/10/2021|26/10/2021 [BRANCH 97216001158 $0000.00} 2965897.06CR
BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/129944 143640/Payment from
A ATM SERVICE PhonePe TRANSFER FROM

26/10/2021 26/10/2021_|BRANCH 97216001158 4000.00] __2969897.06CR,
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 25/10/2027

SERVICE BRANCH |UNION BANK OF INDIA 1233
26/10/2021|26/10/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CLG:041862/UBOI_UBOI 00041862 120000.00] 3089897.06CR:

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 25/10/2021
26/10/2021_|26/10/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:561873/SBOI_SBOI 00561873 180000.00| _3269897.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPT

ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/129979781277/UPI
26/10/2021|26/10/2021 [BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 2.00] 3269899.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPT

ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/129979838949/UPI
26/10/2021|26/10/2021 |BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 60000.00} 3329899.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPI
ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/12991 1844385/UPI

26/10/2021|26/10/2021 [BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 60000.00} 3389899.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPI
) ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/129980343950/keshav kumar

20/10/2021|26/10/2021 [BRANCH fees TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 20500.00] 3410399.06CR
BY TRANSFER UPI

ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/129912857077/UPI
26/10/2021|26/10/2021 |BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 60000.00] 3470399.06CR

BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/129912416487/Dinesh N

ATM SERVICE hos/MURUGESAN TRANSFER FROM
26/10/2021_|26/10/2021|BRANCH 97157001153 60000.00} 3530399.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPI
ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/1299744467 18/NA

26/10/2021_|26/10/2021 |BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 10000.00} 3540399.06CR)
BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/129912490798/Hostel fees

ATM SERVICE /MADHU VASU TRANSFER FROM
26/10/2021_|26/10/2021 |BRANCH 97157001153 60000.00} 3600399.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/129936079273/Payment from
ATM SERVICE PhonePe TRANSFER FROM

26/10/2021|26/10/2021 |BRANCH 97216001158 6500.00} 3606899.06CR
BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/129912554167/KARUNYA 1

ATM SERVICE YE/MATHANCHAN TRANSFER FROM
26/10/2021|26/10/2021 |BRANCH 97157001153 a 60000.00} 3666899.06CR

BY TRANSFER RTGS
ESFBR52021102651444057 ieRAJALAKSHMI INST/ESFB TRANSFER

26/10/2021

_|
26/10/2021|MUMBAI FORT. FROM 94957000128 1400000.00) 5066899.06CRx

DIRECTOR (IQAC)
RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOG!
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BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/135146193308/s
ATM SERVICE sathishkumar roll TRANSFER FROM

17/12/2021 17/12/2021_|BRANCH 97216001158 21600.00} _1330397.06CR'

ONUS BNA DEP BNA SEQ NO8328
ATM ID HIT011951 TRAN DATE (MMDD)

18/12/2021_|_ 18/12/2021|OOMACHIKULAM___|1218 TRAN TIME (HHMMSS) 102350 29000,00] _1359397.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

18/12/2021 18/12/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 108500.00| _1467897.06CR
18/12/2021 18/12/2021|VALARPURAM CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 70,00) 1467827.06CR

CHEQUE WDLtr TRANSFER TO
18/12/2021 18/12/2021|HARBOUR 6395489564/V_KARTHICK 00850177 33120.00 1434707.06CR

BY TRANSFER NEFT/AOBA
KUMARAGURU R_ /IOBAN21352565968

48/12/2021

_|_
18/12/2021|MUMBAI FORT TRANSFER FROM 97162000120 6500.00] _1441207.06CR)

BY TRANSFER UPT
ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/135344300826/UPI

19/12/2021|19/12/2021 |BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 11600.00| _1452807.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPI
ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/135422642778/vishwa hostel

20/12/2021 20/12/2021 _|BRANCH fees TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 6600.00} 1459407.06CR
BY TRANSFER UPI

ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/135451316388/Hostel Fees
20/12/2021 20/12/2021 _|BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 6600.00] 1466007.06CR

BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/135411387104/Vijayan

) ATM SERVICE 2020/VIJAYAN A TRANSFER FROM
20/12/2021 20/12/2021 |BRANCH 97157001153 6600.00] _1472607.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPI
ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/135487438550/UPI

20/12/2021 20/12/2021 |BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 3000.00] 1475607.06CR|CHO TRANSFERTGS/IBRE
SUPERINTENDING

20/12/2021 20/12/2021|PADI E/DIBRS2021 122026247125 00850470 430726.00 1044881.06CR.
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

20/12/2021 20/12/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 20000.00} 1064881.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

20/12/2021 20/12/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 43000.00} 1107881.06CR
20/12/2021_|20/12/2021|VALARPURAM CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 30.00 1107851.06CR
20/12/2021 20/12/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00850479 §00000.00 607851.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPT
TRANSFER/135599923637/UPI

21/12/2021 21/12/2021_|ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 6600.00 614451.06CR|
SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850954 INW_CLG

21/12/2021_| 21/12/2021 _|(CHENNAI) :BANUMATHYELECTRICALSANDEN 111833.00 502618.06CR|
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 20/12/202T

SERVICE BRANCH |CATHOLIC SYRIAN BANK LTD. 0115
21/12/2021 21/12/2021|(CHENNAI) CTS CHQ:100063 _CSBL 00100063 $0000.00 552618.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 20/72/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 0115 CTS

21/12/2021 21/42/2021_|(CHENNAI) CHQ:034805 iOB 00034805 70000.00 622618.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 20/72/202T

) SERVICE BRANCH |UNION BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS.
2/12/2021 21/12/2021|(CHENNAI) CHQ:040051_UBOI 00040051 6600.00 629218.06CR|

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 20/72/202T
SERVICE BRANCH |CITY UNION BANK LTD. 0115 CTS

21/12/2021 21/12/2021|(CHENNAI) CHQ:000002_CUBL 00000002 40000.00| 669218.06CR
SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850180 INW_CLG :Dr

21/12/2021 21/12/2021|(CHENNAI) PK SCIENTIFIC 56453.00 612765.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 20/12/2021
21/12/2021 21/12/2021|(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:217010/SBO!_ SBOI 00217010 105000.00 717765.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 20/72/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

21/12/2021 21/12/2021_|(CHENNAI) CLG:894797/SBOI_SBOI 00894797 30000.00) 747765.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 20/12/202T

SERVICE BRANCH |CANARA BANK 1233 CLG:848373/CB
21/12/2021 21/12/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CB 00848373 10000.00 757765.06CR)

CHEQUE WDLS V TRADERS (TRANSFER TO 403964854 /S V
21/12/2021 21/12/2021|PADI TRADERS (PROP: N SIVAS 00850460 100000.00 657765.06CR

BY TRANSFER RTGS
ESFBR52021122151575371
RAJALAKSHMI INST/ESFB TRANSFER

21/12/2021 21/12/2021|MUMBAI FORT FROM 94957000128 480000.00| 1137765.06CR

CHQ TRANSFERTGS/UTIB SABARI
21/12/2021 21/12/2021|PADI FOUNDATIO/IDIBR52021122126271372|00850466 248239.00 \ hy 889526.06CR

CHQ TRANSFESRT
BALAGANAPATHIIDIBH21355139534/NE \M \b21/12/2021 21/12/2021|PADI FT TRANSFEREE BANK IOBA 00850461 55255.00! 834271.06CR'
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03/03/2022 03/03/2022 MUMBAI FORT.

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER MACANT

ELECRICAL/IDIBH22062145909/NEFT
TRANSFEREE BANK IOBA TRANSFER
TO 89634000124 100459.00} 1420640,06CR

03/03/2022 03/03/2022 ONLINE TRANSFER

BY TRANSFER UPT
TRANSFER/206239390085/college fees

TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 45000.00 1465640.06CR

03/03/2022 03/03/2022

CHEQUE WDLBALAJT HARDWARES
TRANSFER TO 6495111204/BALAJI
HARDWARES 00850654 60800.00) 1404840,06CR

03/03/2022 03/03/2022
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

DEP/VALARPURAM 140000.00) 1544840.06CR
03/03/2022 03/03/2022 VALARPURAM CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 106.00) 1544734,06CR

03/03/2022 03/03/2022 MUMBAI FORT

BY TRANSFER NEFT/CNRB SC OL
RTGS NEFT /P062220156320149
TRANSFER FROM 97166000126 100000.00 1644734.06CR

03/03/2022 03/03/2022 ONLINE TRANSFER

BY TRANSFER UPI
TRANSFER/206218378098/UPI

TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 50000,00 1694734,06CR

04/03/2022 04/03/2022 ONLINE TRANSFER

BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/206312266631/ /SHARADHA

TRANSFER FROM 97157001153 20000,00 1714734.06CR

04/03/2022 04/03/2022
SERVICE BRANCH

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 03/03/2022
CANARA BANK 0115 CTS CHQ:389760
CB 00389760 100000,00 1814734,06CR

04/03/2022
SERVICE BRANCH CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 03/03/2022

026 1233 CLG:080026/UBOI_UBOI 00080026 30000,00 1844734.06CR04/03/2022
FaeJ

04/03/2022 04/03/2022
SERVICE BRANCH

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 03/03/2022
ICICI BANKING CORPORATION 1233
CLG:111858/1BCL_IBCL 00111858 30000.00 1874734.06CR'

04/03/2022 04/03/2022
SERVICE BRANCH

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 03/03/2022 U

TI BANK LTD 1233 CLG:517033/ABL
ABL 00517033 70000,00 1944734.06CR

04/03/2022 04/03/2022

BY CHO/TT TFR TRANSFER FROM
410975969 /M.SENGUTTUVAN & S
MIJAYA s brindha 201901025 30000,00 1974734.06CR'

04/03/2022 04/03/2022 VALARPURAM
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
DEP/VALARPURAM $0000.00 2024734.06CR

05/03/2022 05/03/2022
SERVICE BRANCH CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 04/03/2022

240 0115 CTS CHQ:000459_ HBL 00000459 70000.00 2094734.06CR

05/03/2022 05/03/2022 ONLINE TRANSFER

BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/206412757792/UPI
TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 500.00, 2095234.06CR

05/03/2022 05/03/2022 MUMBAI FORT

BY TRANSFER RTGS
ESFBR52022030551759179

RAJALAKSHMI INST/ESFB TRANSFER
FROM 94957000128 1350000.00. 3445234. 06CR

05/03/2022 05/03/2022 CREDIT REC 6850000.00 10295234.06CR,

05/03/2022 05/03/2022 MUMBAI FORT.

BY TRANSFER IDIBH22064101745
Vinod G_ Invalid Account TRANSFER
FROM 89634000124 182064.00 3557306.06CR

05/03/2022 05/03/2022 MUMBAI FORT

BY TRANSFER IDIBH22064101746
‘Vinod G Invalid Account TRANSFER
FROM 89634000124 48888.00| 3606194.06CR.

06/03/2022 06/03/2022 ONLINE TRANSFER

BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/206597174698/Ranjith R
201801117 TRANSFER FROM
97216001158 40000.00 3646194.06CR

06/03/2022 06/03/2022 ONLINE TRANSFER

BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/206509109771/NA/MANIKAND

AN A TRANSFER FROM 97157001153 $0000.00 3696194.06CR.

06/03/2022 06/03/2022 ONLINE TRANSFER

BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/206521649553/MOBUA045832|

5/Mrs MAHAR TRANSFER FROM
97157001153 5000.00) 3701194.06CR|

07/03/2022 07/03/2022 VALARPURAM.

BY CHQ/TT TFR TRANSFER FROM
616549281 /MALLIGA G RAJALAKSHMI
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, 90000.00 3791194.06CR|

07/03/2022 07/03/2022 VALARPURAM.
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
DEP/VALARPURAM 65000.00 3856194.06CR

07/03/2022 07/03/2022 VALARPURAM. CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 30.00 3856164.06CR)

07/03/2022 07/03/2022 ONLINE TRANSFER

BY TRANSFER UPT
TRANSFER/206658228063/UPI

TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 A hy 1.00 3625184.06CR)a 07/03/2022

BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/206648563382/NA
TRANSFER FROM 97216001158ONLINE TRANSFER \p

50000.00, 3675184.06CRNY
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Ref.No: RIT/RESEARCH PROJECT/2021-22/03
Date: 11-08-2021

To

Accuro Auto Components Industries
Chennai.

RespectedSir,
Sub: Submission of Project Proposal for the Research Project-Reg.

We would like to introduce ourselves as oneof the leading engineering institutes in
Tamil Nadu, offering U.G. degree for various branches of Engineering. We have good student's
strength, manyof our senior faculty members with Ph.D. qualification inall the departments.
Manyofotherfaculty membersare also pursuing Ph.D. in various reputed universities. Our
Main objective is to impart in-depth knowledge in research-oriented activities. We hope that
only through research, the faculty members and students contribute significantly in the
technological developments happeningin our countryand alsoat the global level.

In this context, we like to submit a proposal for Research Project titled “Defect
Inspection of casting product surface using CNN for Industry 4.0” to your esteemed
organization. We hope that with your financial support and guidance, the research project will
be completed successfully, which will make the faculty and students communities benefitted,
The Proposalof the Research project and other details are enclosed herewith for your perusal
and consideration. Expecting your favorable reply.
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Yoreerving
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eS RAJALAKSHMI
Le @ INSTITUTE OF& TECHNOLOGY
Accredited by NBA, Approved by AICTE & Govt. of Tamil Nadu, Affiliated to Anna University - Chennai.

1. Nameof the Institution Rajalakshmi Institute of Technology,
Kuthambakkam,
Chennai.

2. Details of the Project Members

Faculty Coordinator :;—Dr.O.Pandithurai

Student Members:
1. ADITIS - Ill Year/CSE
2. DHANUSH UII Year/CSE
3. MOHANA V III Year/CSE

3. ResearchProject Details:
A molten substance is placed into a mould, and the solidified material is expelled or

broken out of the mould as the completed product. This procedure is also known as
casting or melting. The researchers in this study are working on a method for evaluating
surface quality using cast photos. The present technique employs a novel methodology
that employs memory-augmented adversarial auto encoders for surface defect
identification and localization, enabling real-time defect detection and localization from
defect-free samples.

A simple algorithm model may be developed to identify end-to-end threats. An
accurate and automated imageanalysis of the surface cast is one of the best approaches
for finding flaws in cast goods such as sand castings and die castings. In this work, a
defect-free casting was identified by evaluating several casting photos of the same
product. The next stage was to use convolutional neural network models to see if the
casting was accurate. For instance, when examining the colours and textures of cast,
neural networks were shown to be capable of mimicking human decision-making. Using
the Django framework we studieda variety of surfaces as inputs for convolutional neural
networks in order to analyse surface faults in a robust manner. Using our suggested
method, we achieved a maximum accuracyof 98-99 percent.
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4. Objective of the Research Project:
The goal is to develop a deep learning model for Surface defect classification by

convolutional neural network algorithmfor potentially classifying the results in the form
ofbest accuracy by comparing the CNN architectures.

> Load the data

e Loading the given dataset i

}

e Import required libraries packages

> Pre-process the data

e Reshape, data augmentations

> Define model

e Sequential or Functional

e Number of layers to be used, Numberof nodes to be used in the model,
Evaluation metrics

> Compile the model

e Define loss function, optimizer, weights and bias

> Fit the model

e Train data, Test data, epoch, Batch size.

5. Expected Outcome:

In this research, an image defect processing method based on CNNis
applied to the situation of casting castings, and the dependability of the CNN
architecture is assessed as a result. Experiments show that a CNN
architecture integrating artificial intelligence techniques with historical
science and engineering disciplines is possible and efficient for detecting
casting problems. The use of CNNsin this study is pretty simple, and the
detection performance is fairly broad, but it meets thecriteria.

COLLEGE : Poonamallee, Chennai — 600 124. India. Ph.: 044-67181600. 044-67181601. Email : mail@ritchennai.edu.inCITY
OFFICE: #69, New Avadi Road, Kilpauk. Chennai — 600 010. India. Ph : 044-26442472, 26461316.
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ALEXNET, an improved CNN object detection model, was combined with the
improved LENET model for the best results.

6. Duration of Project: 1 Year (2021-2022)

7. Total anticipated expenditure:

S.No.|RESEARCH PROJECT = | AMOUNT (Rs.)|‘le “Defect Inspection of casting product surface using CNN for 350000
Industry4.0” =
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ABSTRACT

A molten substance is placed into a mouldand the solidified material is expelled or
brokenout of the mould as the completed product. This procedure is knownas casting
or melting. This work deals with the method for evaluating surface quality using cast
photos. The present technique employsa novel methodology that employs memory-
augmented adversarial auto encoders for surface defect identification and localization,
enabling real-time defect detection and localization from defect-free samples. A simple
algorithm model may be developedto identify end-to-end threats, An accurate and
auluinaled iinage analysis of the surface cast Is one of the best approaches for finding
flaws in cast goods such as sand castings and die castings. In this work, a defect-free

casting was identifiedby evaluating several casting photosof the same product. The next

stage wasto use convolutional neural network models to seeif thecasting was accurate.
For instance, when examining the colours and textures of cast, neural networks were
shownto be capable ofmimicking human decision-making. Using the Django frameworka
variety of surfaces are given as inputs for convolutional neuralnetworks in order to
analyse surface faults in a robust manner. Using the suggested method, maximum

accuracy of 98-99 percent is achieved.

Keywords: CNN, Deep-learning, defect-detection, Django.
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1. INTRODUCTION

According to the global production and manufacturing sector, after completing the
manufacturing programme on a large production line, quality control and inspection
processes are crucial for assuring dimensional correctness and disclosing surface
flawssuchas cracks, dents, and scratches. As competition in the manufacturing business
heatsup, producers must raise production rates while maintaining strong quality
control requirements. According to statistical research, around 20-30%of defective
items are generatedas a result of the manufacturing industry every month. Ifthis trend
continues,the manufacturing sectorwill continue to produce substandard products on
a daily basis. This is a significant setback for the manufacturing industry. Many
approaches have beenapplied globally to tackle this. Since everything in the twenty-
first century has hecomeautomated, we decided to automate the defect detection
process by employing artificialintelligence and deep learning algorithms to replicate
the way a humanbrain thinks in orderto solve problems quickly and professionally.
This work constructed a mathematical model to calculate the cutoff based on the
successful examples in the training set. In manufacturing output, the proportion of
genetic flaw datais typically great, although the proportion of input that is defective
is typically tiny around 5 percent for therout computerized manufacturing systems.
In average, the criterion adaptation efficiency increases as the data increases. The
calculated result of certified production lines is also greater, showing that the
supervised learning is regular throughout.

To meet the increased requirement for elevated products,a freshclass of intelligent
machine vision equipment is growing in manufacturing plants. It will generate many
different sorts of faults impacting the wear resistance and toughnessof steel due to
the steel rolling process environment, the manufacturing method, and other
constraints. When steel is heated, it can generate fractures in rare circumstances
owing to incorrectprocessing or low steel quality. Inclusion flaws on the steel surface
can be caused by a numberof nonmetallic inclusions or an unclean rolling mill
environment. Plaque flawscan emergeif there is corrosion, emulsification, or other
conditions on the surface of thesteel. Because of the high temperatures and extensive
exposure period, theywill producepitted surfaces, i.e., coarse grains and other defects.
Steel manufacturers and end users may pay significant financial and reputational
consequences if surface flaws are not addressed in a timely manner. Image
segmentation may be used to compare the fault detection process.
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1.1 AIM OF THE PROJECT

Thegoal is to develop a deep learning model for surface defect classification byconvolutional
neural network algorithm for potentially classifying the results in the formofbest accuracy by
comparing the CNN architectures.

Project Goals:

> Loadthe data

e Loading the given dataset
e Import required library packages

> Pre-process the data
e Reshape, data augmentations

> Define model
e Sequential or Functional
e Number of layers to be used, Numberofnodes to be used in the model,

Evaluation metrics

> Compile the model
e Define loss function, optimizer, weights and bias

> Fit the model
e Train data, Test data, epoch, Batchsize.

1.2 PROJECT DOMAIN

A. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Artificial intelligence (AI)refers to the simulation of human intelligence in machines that are
programmed to thinklike humans and mimic their actions. The term mayalso be applied to
any machine that exhibits traits associated with a human mind such as learning and
problem-solving.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is intelligence demonstrated by machines, as opposed to the
natural intelligence displayed by humansor animals. Leading AI textbooks define
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the field as the study of “intelligent agents” any system that perceives its environment
and takes actions that maximize its chance of achieving its goals. Some popular
accounts use the term “artificial intelligence” to describe machines that mimic
“cognitive” functions that humans associate with the human mind, such as “learning”
and “problem solving”, however this definition is rejected by major AI researchers.

Artificial intelligence is the simulation of human intelligence processes by machines,
especially computer systems. Specific applications of Al include expert systems,
natural language processing, speech recognition and machine vision.
Al applications include advanced web search engines, recommendation systems (used
by Youtube, Amazonand Netflix), Understanding human speech (suchasSiri or
Alexa), self-driving cars (e.g. Tesla), and competing at the highest level in strategic
game systems (such as chess and Go), As machines become increasingly capable, tasks
considered to require “intelligence” are often removed from the definitionof Al, a
phenomenon known as the Al effect. For instance, optical characterrecognition is
frequently excluded from things considered to be Al, having become a routine
technology.

B. MACHINE LEARNING

Machine learning is to predict the future from past data. Machine learning (ML)is a
typeof artificial intelligence (Al) that provides computers withthe ability to learn
without being explicitly programmed.

Machine learning focuses on the development of Computer Programs that can change
when exposed to new data and the basics of Machine Learning, implementationof a
simple machine learning algorithm using python. Processof training and prediction
involves use of specialized algorithms.

It feed the training data to an algorithm, and the algorithm uses this training datato
give predictions on a new test data. Machine learning can be roughly separated in to
three categories. There are supervised learning, unsupervised learning and
reinforcement learning.

Supervised learning program is both given the input data and the corresponding
labeling to learn data has to be labeled by a humanbeing beforehand. Unsupervised
learning is no labels.It providedto the learning algorithm. This algorithm hasto figure
out the clustering of the input data. Finally, Reinforcement learning dynamically
interacts withits environment andit receives positive or negative feedback to improve
its performance. The process of machine learning is shownin the Fig.1.2.1.

\WP
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Analyses

Past Dataset :

Me

Machine Learning ——>
Trains Predict

Fig.1.2.1 Process of Machine Learning

C. DEEP LEARNING

Deep learning is a branch of machine learning which is completely based on artificial
neural networks,as neural network is going to mimic the humanbrain so deep learning
is also a kind of mimic of humanbrain.It is on hype nowadays because earlier we did not
have Uhal much processing power anda lot of data, Deep learning Is a particular kind of
machine learning that achievesgreat power and flexibility by learning to represent the
world as a nested hierarchy of concepts, with each concept defined in relation to simpler
concepts, and moreabstract representations computedin termsof less abstract ones. In
brain approximately 100 billion neuronsall together this is a picture of an individual
neuron andeach neuron is connected through thousands of their neighbors. The question
here is how it recreates these neurons in a computer.So,it creates an artificial structure
called an artificial neural net where we have nodesor neurons. It has some neuronsfor
input value and somefor output value and in between, there maybe lots of neurons inter
connected in the hiddenlayer. In the below Fig.1.2.2, the hierarchy of Artificial Neural
Net is shown.

Fig.1.2.2 Artificial Neural Net
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1.2 SCOPE OF THE PROJECT

A collection of surface defect images we have. To train the machine to classify the casting
product surface defect or not. This project contains defect image and normalimage. We
train to teach the machine to achieve the accuracy andget the possible outcome.

1.3 METHODOLOGY

Overview of the system

> Define a problem

> Gathering imagedata set
> Evaluating algorithms

> Netecting results

The steps involved in Building the data model is depicted in the Fig.1.4.1.

Fig.1.4.1 Data flow diagram for CNN Model
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Cause Analysis:

The dataset were classified under two primary categories, including one that was
subsequently segmented undergiant categories. C models effectively remove large groups
ofdata. Various groups utilize varying numbers of samples to differentiate themselves, and
there is a growing association between the numbers of samples. A pixel classification
problemis fundamental to the image segmentation approach, since each image pixel must
be classified in some way as good orbad. A relatedtask can be defect classification, which
involves classifying the different types ofdefects. The goal of object localization is to place a
tight bounding box around eachdefect. There are severaltypes of casting defects: air holes,
foreign particles, shrinkage cavities, cracked surfaces,wrinkles, and casting fins. A selective
search looksat the image through multiple windowsof differing sizes and, for each window,
attempts to group pixels by texture, color and intensity for the purpose of identifying
objects. Following the creation of theproposals, R-CNN puts the region through a feature
extractor and War'psit to a standardsquare size. Convolutional neural networks are aclassic
structure in the Deep Learningfield whichare inspired by how weperceive data visually. As
a result of complex circumstances and utilizing existing classification networks such as
ZFNet, VGGNe, GoogleNet, ResNet, MobileNet, and Heavy Target Net, there is significant
amount of background information, target information, and color information which is
included in these datasets.

Datasets are becoming larger and larger in terms of capacity as well. Researchers are
currently engaged in relevant research on surface defect detection. Thisresearch includes
the newest software, methods, applications, key issues, and more. Therefore, in order
to solve the above problems, this paper firstly summarizes the research status of industrial
product surface defect detection from the traditional machine vision method and deep
learning method, after that, the key problems in the process of industrial surface defect
detection, real-time problems, small sample problems, small target problem, unbalanced
sample problem, are discussed, and some solutions for each problemaregiven. Finally,
several new methods for industrial surfacedefect detection based on MVTec AD dataset are
compared, followed by a comprehensive review of industrial surface defect datasets.
Workers are trained in identifying complex surface defects, and traditionally, surface quality
is controlled manually.

The quality of the detection depends onthe experience, energy levels, and subjectivity of
the inspectors, making this kind of control inefficient and time- consuming. Besides
classification and object detection, there are two others: semantic segmentation and
instance segmentation; both are part of computer vision. Regarding this project for
detecting steel surface anomalies, the input data is an image of the steelplate, and the output
data is also a segmented image of the same size with pixel-level labels identifying
abnormalities. Convolutional Neural Networks (CN re. thetool of choice for a widea
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range of visual detection tasks, including object detection, detection, localization, and
segmentation. CNNs can be applied to a variety of contexts, including social media and
industrial settings.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze asteel surface for defects using a major deep learning
model called Mask Regional Convolutional Neural Network (Mask R-CNN). Kagegle kernel
competition will be usedto compare performance andaccuracy. Additionally, other deep
learning models such asResUnet andDeeplab v3 pluswill also be compared.

1.5 PROPOSED SYSTEM OVERVIEW

jot

>

The classification of casting defect is performed in a comparable way, whichwill give
more accurate result. The improvement oftechnology anddeep learning can helpthe
casting product doing persons without the supervision ofthe trainer in a more
accurate way. A deep-leaining alyoritliit Utal has achieved substanual results in
image segmentationand classification is the convolutional neural network(CNN).

The classification was performed using an image database which contains correct
surface casting of the product. As input, we used whole images, so it was not
necessary to perform any preprocessing or segmentation of the product. Samples of
more numberof imagesare collected that comprised of casted product. Different
numberof images is collected for each class that was classified into input images.
Weproposed a Deep Learning (DL) based surface casting prediction method to
predict the result. The DL method used in the study is the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN). It is predicted that the success of the obtainedresults will increaseif
the CNN method is supported by adding extra feature extraction methods and predict
the defect in the product.

For deployment, wewill showthe prediction result in local-host web application.

1.5.1 Advantages:

> To identify the defected product easily and the accurate prediction.

> Itis best model for deep learning technique toeasily identify the surface casting
defect classification.

2.FEASIBILITY STUDY

2.1 ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY

Economically the growthof Al in the manufacturing field has bring a huge difference
since the technology grows day by day. When weget the machineries from other coun
tries it can affect the GDP of the economic growth of country so our proposed model
makes our country growth stable and increasein future, \Q
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2.2 TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY

As year goes technology growsday by day. In the existing manufacturing industry defect
detection process machineries cost huge amount but now using convolutional neural
networks we proposed a model to detect the defect detection for casting product surface
at low cost this brings a economic cheap and best product.

2.3 SOCIAL FEASIBILITY

Whenit comesto social well-being our technology will be really helpful to detect the
defect of any surface product whether it is a small scale industry orlarge scale industry.
This is simple to use and detect the defect of the product easily when compare to the
existing system.

3. SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

3.1 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS:

Operating System —: Windows/ Linux

Simulation Tool : Anacondawith Jupyter Notebook

3.2 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:

Processor : Pentium IV/II]

Hard disk : Minimum 80 GB

RAM : Minimum2 GB

3.3 METHODOLOGIES FOR BUILDING WEBSITES

An innovative and revolutionary idea can provide the basis for a successful e-Business.
Applying the correct business model and defining a specific strategy can increase the
profit potential of the e-Business. However, technology and especially computer based
technologies play a key role not only in the success of an e-Business, but alsoin its mere
existence.

Another interesting web development methodology, which follows the same pattern as
the one presented above,is the one described by the researcher based on his commercial
experience as a Web Developer, he introduces a method whichis also organized in
phases. The researcherin his paperstates “phases are typically used to communicate a
grouping of deliverables and functional progression within a project timeline and to
assess the progress ofa project.” His methodology involves eight phases.

A \WO
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4. MODULE DESCRIPTION

4.1 GENERAL ARCHITECTURE

fe_3 fc_4
Fully-Connected Fully-Connected
Neural Network Neural Network

Conv_1 Conv_2 ReLU activation
Convolution Convolution h —(5 iS 5) kernel Max-Pooling (5x5) kernel Max-Pooling (withvalid padding (2x2) valid padding (2x2) {

dropout)a @® @o0

cn. fe. G. @:al 42 |
I= | —, @2

|
:

INPUT ni channels ni channels n2 channels n2 channels : & 9
(28 x 28x 1) (24x 24xn1) (12x 12x n1) (8x8 xn2) (4x4 x n2) a BUTEUT

n3 units

Fig 4.1.1 CNN Architecture

A convolutional neural network consists of an input layer, hiddenlayers and an output
layer. In any feed-forward neural network, any middle layers are called hidden
because their inputs and outputs are masked by the activation function and final
convolution. In a convolutional neural network, the hidden layers include layers that
perform convolutions. CNN architecture is shown in the Fig 4.1.1

4.2 DESIGN PHASE

— A N —iCasting product /~ | »images —

=>

Input

Feature Extraction

ae ————. +|Deep Learning

Feature Selection different ageImageComparison

Predict surface defectFig 4.2.1 Different Phases in the Design

Typically this includes a layer that performs a dot product of the convolution kernel
with the layer's input matrix. This product is sually the Fresenius inner product, and

\ \e
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its activation function is commonly ReLU. As the convolution kernel slides along the
input matrix for the layer, the convolution operation generates a feature map, which
in turn contributes to the input of the next layer. This is followed by other layers such
as pooling layers, fully connected layers and normalization layers. Different phases in
the design are shownin Fig 4.2.1.

4.3 DATA FLOW DIAGRAM

Image Details
—

Preprocessing
Test

dataset

Prediction OF
ae =>Training surface defect

dataset ; Classification

Fig.4.3.1 Data Flow Diagram

A dataflow diagram (DFD) illustrates how datais processed by a systemin termsof inputs
and outputs. As its name indicates its focus is on the flow of information, where data
comes from, where it goes and howit gets stored. Data Flow diagram is shownis the
Fig.4.3.1.

All DFD notionswill represent the following:

External entities: information enters from orexits to the system being described
Flows: define the movement of information to, from and within the system being

described
Stores: places where information is maintained or held, most often databases or

database tables
Processes: transform information

Files or repositories that hold information for later use, such as a database table or a
membership form. Each data store receives a simple label, such as “Image details”. The
route that data takes between the external entities, processes and data stores. It portrays
the interface between the other components and is shown with arrows, typically labeled
withashort data name, like “CNN Algorithm.”

\w
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4.4 UML DIAGRAM

Data Augmentation
Data| Train_set Pre 3

rotation_range, + Building
Processing width_shift_range, CNN

Dataset height_shift_range,25 Data rescale,
Test set Pre- shere_range,

Processing zoom_range,
horizontal_flip,

fill_mode

Making the
Analysis predictions of new |__| Training
of results images CNN

Fig 4.4.1 UML DIAGRAM

Data Preprocessing is a technique thatis used to convert the raw data into a clean data
set. In other words, whenever the datais gathered fromdifferent sourcesit is collected
in raw format which is not feasible for the analysis. Fig 4.4.1 shows the UML diagram.
The previous module introduced the idea of dividing the data set into two subsets:

Y training set—a subset to train a model.

v test set—a subset to test the trained model.

Testset meets the following two conditions:

v Is large enoughto yield statistically meaningful results.

v Is representative of the data set as a whole? In other words, don't pick a test
set with different characteristics than the trainingset.

The difference between training data vs. test data is clear: one trains a model, the other
confirms it works (or doesn’t work) correctly with previously unseen data. Never train
on test data. If there exists good results on your evaluation metrics, it might be a sign that
you are accidentally training on the test set. For example, high accuracy might indicate
that test data has leaked into the training set.

\O
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Casting is a manufacturing process in whichaliquid material is usually poured into a
mould, which containsa hollow cavity ofthe desired shape, and thenis allowed to solidify.
A casting defect is an undesired irregularity in a metal casting process. There are many
types of defects in casting such as blow holes, pinholes, burr, shrinkage defects, mould
material defects, pouring metal defects, and metallurgical defects. Defects are an
unwanted thing in the casting industry. For removing this defective product, all industry
has their quality inspection department. But the main problem is that this inspection
processis carried out manually. It is a very time-consuming process and due to human
accuracy, this is not 100% accurate. This can lead to the rejection of the whole order
whichcreates a big loss to the company.

Casting Defect Detection Identify defects in metal casting |

|

process by leveraging deep learningee algorithms__ oSWelding Defect Detection Identify defects in industrial welding
by leveraging deep learning
algorithms

4.5 USE CASE DIAGRAM

Casting defects are significant factors to overall quality of foundry manufactures. The
detection and recognition of these defects can provide effective information for
production optimization and efficient product life cycle support. This works to develop
an innovative approach for casting defects detection using their classification for a
futuristic automated optical inspection. This research proposes a novel technique that
utilizes image segmentation to detect casting surface defects. The defects underscrutiny
include cracks, blowholes and pinholes that are initially filtered to remove noise and
clutter, subsequently the target image is segmented using K-Means partitioning. Hence,
the proposed technique shows promising results to classify casting defects using the
aforementioned image segmentation technique. The use case diagram is shownin
Fig.4.5.1.

For a typical surface automated visual inspection (AVI) instrumentof planar materials,
defect classificationis an indispensable part after defect detection, which acts as a crucial
precondition for achieving the online quality inspection of end products. In the industrial
environmentof manufacturing flat steels, this task is awfully difficult due to diverse defect
appearances, ambiguous intraclass, and interclass distances. According to the natural
image processing procedure of defect recognition, the diverse approaches are grouped
into five successive parts: image acquisition, image preprocessing, feature. According to
the natural image processing procedure of defect recognition, the diverse approaches are
grouped into five successive parts: image acquisition, image preprocessing, feature
extraction, feature selection, and defect classifier.

\o
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yy Collectdataset =ec a 1 ae
people Cc tensorflow model >»

alco

v

ca test data a$Ydeeplelearning algorithmn>
SSDjango frame work

Alene
a

Dian :
=_

=
‘Output of surface defect& Prediction

Fig 4.5.1 UseCase
DiagaImage acquisition occurs duringthe first step of defect classification, and the quality of

the acquired images directly affects the performance of the subsequent processing. At
present, the commonly used imaging methodsare based on range imaging and intensity
imaging.

Image Enhancement
Image enhancement is to enhancethe globalor local effective information of the test
image. Reasonable image enhancement technologies can enhance the features of useful
in the image and suppress the redundant ones. This approach can usefully improve the
appreciation and enhance the characteristics of the image to meet the needs of
subsequent analysis (i.e., defect detection and defect classification). The two basic image
enhancement methodsarebasedon the spatial and frequency domains, respectively.

Image Segmentation
Image segmentation is crucial from image processing to image analysis. The goal of
segmentation is to remove redundant information and represent the imageas concisely
and effectively as possible, making it easier to analyze in subsequent operations.
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Feature Extraction
To meet the requirements ofvalidity, less computation and better robustnessof target
segmentation and classification in the flat steel surface, the input image preprocessed
first, and certain features are extracted by a variety of feature extraction methods

Class Diagram
Fig.4.5.2 shows the class diagram that shows the input information, tensorflow model,
test data taken, preprocessing and framework used.

]

Image Input information Tensortlow model lest data |

+Color +Field +Package +Type |

|__| ——»| Pans
+Pixel +Frame +information +Classified

|
output Django Frame work preprocessing Tuning model

surface defect prediction <— Deployment 1 +Testing the model |¢———4 +Deep learning

Fig.4.5.2 Class Diagram

4.6 SEQUENCE DIAGRAM
Fig.4.6.1 shows the sequence diagram for the corresponding class diagram.

fi Predicting Django frameImage Past data Tuning model surface defect J oeImage

Dispatch
Report image

is valid

verified valid
data -——______—_——_»>

Report detail
by DL
method

Determine the
surface defect |User interfaceFig 4.6.1 Sequence Diagram
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4.7 CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

4.7.1 ALEXNET

The AlexNet convolutional neural network has made fundamental contributions to
deep learning, particularly in the implementation of artificial intelligence tocomputer
vision systems. AlexNet, a convolutional network,is the first to employ GPU technology
to improve performance. The AlexNet architecture consists of 5 convo layer, 3 max-
pooling layers, 2 standardization layers, 2 completely linked layers, and 1 softmax
layer. Every convolutional layer has convolutional filters and a rectified linear
activation unit. This produces one maximumpool.

AlexNet

a Image: 224 (height) x 224 (width) x 3 (channels)

Convolution with 1111 kernel+4stride:54x54x96
,ReLu

Pool with 3x3 max. kernel+2 stride: 262696
Convolution with 5x5 kernel4+2 pad:26x26x256

. ReLu
Pool with3x3 max. kernel+2stride: 12x 12x256

Convolution with 8x3 kernel+1 pad:12« 12384
vy ReLu

Convolution with 3x3 kernel+1 pad:12«12x384
j | Relu |

Convolution with 3x3 kernel41 pad:12x12«256
~ReLu

Pool with 3x3 max. kernel+2stride:5«5x256i -
_
flatten

Dense: 4096 fully connected neurons
, ReLu, dropout p=0.5

Dense: 4096 fully connected neurons
. ReLu, dropout p=0.5

Dense: 1000 fully connected neurons

Output: 1 of 1000 classes

Fig 4.7.1.1 Architecture of AlexNet
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Convolutional neural networks, for example, such as LeNet, were among the first to
promote deep learning. LeNet is the end result of countless years of meticulous
analysand much iteration. This architecture consist of 2 conv layer with kernal, 2
max-pooling layer, 3 dense layerorfully connected neurons, 1 softmax layer
respectively. Architecture of LeNet is shownin Fig.4.7.1.2.

LeNet

Image: 28 (height) x 28 (width) x 1 (channel)

Convolution with 5x5 kernel+2padding:28x28x6
_ sigmoid

Pool with 2x2 average kernel+2 stride: 14x146
Convolution with 5x5 kernel (no pad):10x10x16

_ sigmoid
Pool with 2x2 average kernel+2 stride: 5x5x16

_ flatten
Dense: 120 fully connected neurons

_ sigmoid
Dense: 84 fully connected neurons

sigmoid fe

Dense: 10 fully connected neurons

Output: 1 of 10 classes

Fig.4.7.1.2 Architecture of LeNet

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING
5.1 Input Design Splitting the Dataset

The data use is usually split into training data and test data. The training set contains a
known output and the model learns on this data in order to be generalized to otherdata
later on.It has the test dataset (or subset) in orderto test our models andit will do this
using Tensor flow library in Python using the Keras method.

5.2 Construction of a Detecting Model
Deep learning needs data gathering havelot ofpast image data’s. Training and testingthis
model working and predicting correctly. For deep learning,a lot of images from the past
should be collected. This model needs to be trained an

“XN
so it can find the rightdx
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pattern and predict correctly. Below diagram shows the dataflow of our working model.
For that pipeline is constructed. Firstly the image dataset is collected then it is pre-
processed and thenit is trained and tested. The trained dataset is used todetect the defect
of the casting product. Fig 5.2.1 shows the model Pipeline for Defect Detection.

Fig 5.2.1 ModelPipeline for Defect Detection

5.3. IMPORT THE GIVEN IMAGE FROM DATASET

This image dataset Fig 5.3.1 is available in Kaggle (https://blog.jovian.ai/steel-
molded- roduct-image-classification-for-quality-inspection-using-pytorch-
72c696d205f3),From the above url we tookthe image dataset for our proposed
model.

Fig 5.3.1 Image Dataset from Kaggle
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First, we obtain the necessary dataset from Kaggle or another digital site. The dataset
isthen cleaned, highly processed, and specially formulated for deployment. We
successfully trained our dataset to our proposed model. Once the data has been
processed using the CNN algorithm. After training the dataset, we evaluated the CNN
model with a large numberofpictures to boost performance or precision. In the Fig
5.3.2, the process involvedin defect detection is shown.

Data Gathering
v

CNN Aligorithrny

L
Train medel!

v
Test model

+
Prediction

Fig 5.3.2 Process Flow for Defect Detection

6. OUTPUT DESIGN

6.1 TO BUILD THE PROPOSED SYSTEM USING THE PROVIDED DATASET

Using classifiers and thefit generator function, wecantrain ourdataset. Furthermore,
we maytrain our dataset with the entire number of iterations, evaluation set, and
evaluation phases. This design demonstrates howalayered input picture is learned
and stored in a neural networkto produce the desired output. Architecture layer for
the proposed system is shownin the Fig.6.1.1.

Fully

Convolution Connected

Pooling _.----""~ Output

flattened

@08000

L
channels

y L J
Vv Y

Feature Extraction Classification

Fig 6.1.1 Architecture Layer for the Propose weeo
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6.2 WORKING PROCESS OF LAYERS IN CNN MODEL:

2 collection(SplittingTraining set &Test) |

|
| Dat
[ _

Pre Processing (Sequential) |
|_____Bullding classification Medel |

’
[ Prediction surface defect Classification

Fig 6.2.1 Working Flow of CNN Model

Specifically, Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNets/CNNs) are Deep Learning
algorithms that can identify various aspects/objects in an image, assigna certain weight
(learnable bias) to each of them and be able to distinguish between them. When compared
with other algorithms for classifying data, a ConvNet requires less pre- processing. CNN
model work flow diagram is shownin Fig 6.2.1.

6.3 TESTING STRATEGY

6.3.1 SURFACE DEFECT PREDICTION AND IMPLEMENTATION

Wedescribe in this paper methods for detecting surface defects based on deep learning.
Different labels usedto label the data define the various components of the process. These
components include fully supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised, weakly supervised
and un-supervised methods of learning. (Process). The fully supervised model uses a
representation learning method and a metric learning method.Depending on the structure
of the network, classification networks, detection networks,and segmentation networks
can also be identified. Currently, supervised learning is getting the most attention, but
unsupervised learning is also important to research. Thesemethodsarefurtherdivided into
subtypes based ontheir processing characteristics. Weprovide input images via the Keras
processing package. There was a conversion ofthe image into an array value using the
pillows and the array functions package. Previously,surface defects have been categorized.
Already a dataset ofsign language has been classified. Using the predicted function, we
must then predict surface defects. Image classification model is shown in Fig 6.3.1.1.

\W>
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Given dataset

Input Feature Surface defect

Extractions Image

Classification

Fig 6.3.1.1 Image Classification Model

By detecting image dataset, classification, the surface defect recognition method
recognizes sign the image by using two-channel architecture, Surface defect images are
used as input in the construction of aninitial layer of a CNN. Convolutional neural
networks are used in the Training phase to categorize input visuals based on the
characteristics retrieved fromthe image pixels. Once the imagesare trainedit can detect
the fault-ness of the product. Once the defect image is recognized it will move the datato
the Arduino mega. This will go through serial communication and make the servo motor
to push the defect product to the defective conveyor side. The defective productsare then
collected and again refurbished to get the quality non-defective product. This will make
the production industry more reliable and trust-worthy for customers. Block diagramfor
automated defect detection is shown inFig. 6.3.1.2.

POWER SUPPLY

Line-scan
camera Serial

|

;
|

Defect }__+] ARDUINO
detection using t

cnn
MEGAT ss Servo motor

communication

Cloud server

6.3.1.2 Block diagram for automated defect detection
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7. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

7.1 EFFICIENCY OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

Model accuracy

~

s-2° Sete |

Fig.7.1.1 Accuracy and Loss Graph
In the abovegraph Fig.7.1.1,the model accuracy continues to rise as the epoch increases.
Training the model again and againwill increase its accuracy through epochs.To gain the
accuracy we expected, wegave the epochup to 20 in this model. As a result,our accuracy
is between 98-99%. In general, CNNs arehighly capableof detecting objects, classifying
images and predicting their behavior.

7.2 ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM:

> To identify the defected product easily and the accurate prediction.

> Itis best modelfor deep learning technique to easily identify the surface

castingdefect classification.

» This can also use to detect any kindof defect onceit is trained and tested

> Wecan also useit for real time defect detection in manufacturing industries.
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7.3 SAMPLE CODE:FRONT END

Gn5384xqQ1aoWXA+058RXPxPg6fy4IWvTNhOE263XmFcJlISAwiGgFAW/d

AiS6JXm" crossorigin="anonymous">

</head>

<style> label

i

font-size: 20px; color:red;
font-family: Arial Black;

}

body

{

background:

url(../static/image/def1.jpg);
background-repeat: no-

repeat; background-position:

center; background-size:

cover;

-webkit-background-size: cover;

-moz-background-size: cover;

202

background-
size: cover;

min-height:

100vh;

}

button
{

font-size: 20px;

font-family: wide \Oo
latin;color:black;

background-color: green; —- DIRECTOR (104C)
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box-shadow: 5px 5pxblue, 10px 10px red, 15px 15px green;
}

#sS

{

font-size: 20px; color:#20fc03; background-color: black; font-family: Arial

Black;

}

-blink_me{
animation: blinker2s linear infinite;

}

@keyframes blinker { 50% {opacity: 10;} }

h2

{

background-color: #101010; font-family: Arial Black; font-size: 33px;

letter-spacing: 3px; color:#56ff00;

}

h1,h3

{

font-family: Arial Black; font-size: 55px;

<img style="margin-top:22%;margin-left:45%" src="{{emp.UP-
LOAD_DIGIT_IMAGE.url}}" width="150" height="150">

<div class="row" style="margin: 0%; padding: 0%;

width: 40%;

height: 45%;

background-color: #ffffffbf; border-radius:20px; display: flex;

flex-direction: column; padding: 5%;

top: 55%;margin-left:30%; position: absolute;"> \

<center><b><h1 style="color:blue;">{{out}}</h1></b></center> \o
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<center style="margin-top:5%;"><h3><a class="btn btn-warning" href="{% url
‘home’ %}">Go Back</a></h3></center>

</div>

<!--<center><h2 class="blink_me">PREDICT CASTING SURFACE DE-

FECT</h2></center><br><br><br><br>-->

<!-- <marquee direction="down"><center><b><h1>{{out}}</h1></b></cen-
ter></marquee>-->

<!--<center><h3><a class="btn btn-primary" href="{%url ‘home’ %}">Go
Back</a></h3></center>-->

</body>

</html>

BACKEND:

To build a model for training and testing:

import os

import numpyas np # linear algebra

import matplotlib.pyplot asplt
# DI framwork- tensorflow, keras a backend

import tensorflow as tf

import tensorflow.keras.backend as K

from tensorflow.keras.models import Model, Sequential

from tensorflow.keras.layers import Input, Dense, Flatten, Dropout,
BatchNormalization

from tensorflow.keras.layers import Conv2D, SeparableConv2D, MaxPool2D,

LeakyReLU,Activation

from tensorflow.keras.optimizers import Adam
from tensorflow.keras.preprocessing.image import ImageDataGenerator
from tensorflow.keras.callbacks import ModelCheckpoint,
ReduceLROnPlateau, ) \\EarlyStopping
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from IPython.display import display

fromos import listdir
fromos.path import isfile, join
fromPIL import Image

data['max_width'] = 0

data|'min_height'] = 10**100 # No imagewill be bigger thanthat
data['max_height'] = 0

import glob

from tensorflow.keras.preprocessing.image import ImageDataGenerator

from tensorflow,keras,layers import Conyolution2D from

tensorflow.keras.layers import MaxPooling2D from tensorflow.keras.layers
import Flatten

from tensorflow.keras.layers import Dense

import warnings warnings.filterwarnings(‘ignore')

dir_name_train_def_front = 'Data/train/def_front' dir_name_train_ok_front =

‘Data/train/ok_front'

def plot_images(item_dir, n=6): all_item_dir = os.listdir(item_dir)

item_files = [os.path.join(item_dir, file) forfile in all_item_dir][:n]

plt.figure(figsize=(80, 40))

for idx, img_path in enumerate(item_files): pltsubplot(7, n, idx+1)

img = plt.imread(img_path) plt.imshow(img, cmap='gray’) plt.axis(‘off’)

plt.tight_layout()

def Images_details_Print_data(data, path): print(" ====== Images in: ", path)

for k, v in data.items(): print("%s:\t%s" % (k, v))

def Images_details(path):

files = [f for fin glob.glob(path + "**/*.*", recursive=True)] data = {}

data['images_count'] = len(files)

data['min_width'] = 10**100 # No imagewill be bigger than that \P
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forfinfiles:

im = Image.open(f) width, height = im.size

data['min_width'] = min(width, data['min_width']) data['max_width'} =

max(width, data['max_height']) data['min_height'] = min(height,
data|['min_height']) data['max_height'] = max(height, data['max_height'])

Images_details_Print_data(data, path)

print("")

print("Trainneddata for defect") print("")

Images_details(dir_name_train_def_front) print("")

plot_images(dir_name_train_def_front, 10)

print("")

print(""Trainned data for Normal") print("")

Images_details(dir_name_train_ok_front) print("")
plot_images(dir_name_train_ok_front, 10) Classifier=Sequential()

Classifier.add(Convolution2D(32,(3,3),input_shape=(128,128,3),activation='rel
u’)) Classifier.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2,2)))

Classifier.add(Flatten()) Classifier.add(Dense(38, activation='relu’))
Classifier.add(Dense(4, activation='softmax'))

Classifier.compile(optimizer='rmsprop ',loss='categorical_crossentropy',metric
s=['accu racy'])

train_datagen=ImageDataGenerator(rescale=1./255,shear_range=0.2,z00m_ra

nge=0.2, horizontal_flip=True)

test_datagen=ImageDataGenerator(rescale=1./255)

training_set=train_datagen.flow_from_directory(‘dataset/Train',target_size=(1

28,128), batch_size=32,class_mode='categorical')

test_set=test_datagen.flow_from_directory(‘dataset/Test',target_size=(128,128
),batch_ size=32,class_mode='categorical')

img_dims = 150

\emepochs = 10

batch_size = 32
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# Fitting the model

history = Classifier. fit_generator(

training set, steps_per_epoch=training_set.samples // batch_size,

epochs=epochs, validation_data=test_set,validation_steps=test_set.samples //
batch_size)

def graph():

#Plot training & validation accuracy values plt.plot(history.history|'accuracy'])

plt.plot(history.history['val_accuracy’]) plt.title('Model accuracy’)

plt.ylabel(‘Accuracy')

pllxlabel('Epoch’)

pltlegend(['Train’, 'Test'], loc='upper left’) pltshow()

# Plot training & validation loss values plt.plot(history.history['loss'])

plt.plot(history.history['val_loss']) plt.title(‘Model loss’)

plt.ylabel(‘Loss') plt.xlabel('Epoch')

plt.legend(['Train’, 'Test'], loc='upper left’) pltshow()

graph()

# DI framwork- tensorflow, keras a backend

import tensorflow astf
import tensorflow.keras.backend as K

from tensorflow.keras.models import Model

from tensorflow.keras.models import Sequential

from tensorflow.keras.layers import Input from tensorflow.keras.layers import
Dense from tensorflow.keras.layers import Flatten from

tensorflow.keras.layers import Conv2D

from tensorflow.keras.layers import MaxPooling2D

from tensorflow.keras.layers import Dropout from tensorflow.keras.layers

import LeakyReLU from tensorflow.keras.layers import Activation from

tensorflow.keras.optimizers import Adam \re
DIRECTOR (HQAC)
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from tensorflow.keras.preprocessing.image import ImageDataGenerator

from tensorflow.keras.callbacks import ModelCheckpoint from

tensorflow.keras.callbacks import ReduceLROnPlateau from
tensorflow.keras.callbacks import EarlyStopping

import warnings warnings.filterwarnings(‘ignore')

model = Sequential()

# 1st Convolutional Layer

model.add(Conv2D(filters=96, input_shape=(224,224,3), kernel_size=(11,11),
strides=(4,4), padding='valid'))

model.add(Activation(‘relu'))

# Max Pooling

model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2,2), strides=(2,2), padding='valid'))

# 2nd Convolutional Layer

model.add(Conv2D(filters=256, kernel_size=(11,11), strides=(1,1),
padding='valid'))

7.4 OUTPUT SCREENSHOTS:

7.4.1 HOME PAGE

@ GUALITAS

SIMPLIFYING
COMPLEX INDUSTRIAL
VISUAL INSPECTIONS
USING Al
Automate Industrial Visual Processes With
The Power Of Deep Learning And Cloud

Fig.7.4.1 Output of homepage \ \ \e
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7.4.2, PROCESSING PAGE:

Fig.7.4.2 Output of processing page

7.4.3 RESULT PAGE:

oe i sat

Viachine die101
r Automat6ALEuae

DEFECT

Fig.7.4.3 Output of result page
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8.CONCLUSION

In this research, an image defect processing method based on CNNis applied to the
situation ofcasting castings, and the dependability of the CNN architecture is assessedas
a result. Experiments show that a CNN architecture integrating artificial intelligence
techniqueswithhistorical science and engineering disciplinesis possible and efficient for
detecting casting problems. The use of CNNs in this study is pretty simple, and the
detection performance is fairly broad, but it meets the criteria. Our future study will
concentrate on enhancing and speeding up picture defect analysis in order to connect
this project with hardware kit, minimize overall duration, and automate the
identification and localization of metal surface faults. ALEXNET, an improved CNN object
detection model, was combined with theimproved LENETmodel for the best results. With
an accuracy of 0.982, the final modelrepresents a significant improvement overthe single
classification model, which was 0.975, and the object detection model, which was 0.972.
Furthermore, the model can detect real time manufacturing defect detection
(automation) along with improved accuracyfor defect-free production,

8.1 FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

e To achieve better outcomes, a powerful Al-edge detecting sensor can be
employed.

e By linking the entire defect detection process to the cloud platform, clear data
visualization is obtained.

e More surface casting goods should be trained so that future manufacturing
companies can reduce the numberof defects in the items they make.
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Indian Bank

Aa

RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
NO.- 69 NEW AVADI

KILPAUK CH-10
CHENNAI
Cleared Balance :2224688.06CR
Uncleared Amount :0.00
Drawing Power :0.00
Interest Rate : 14.700
Statement of Account from 01/04/2021 to 31/03/2022

INDIAN BANK
PADI
97 | MAIN RD OPP.AIEMA TOWERS,AMBATTUR IND, ESTATE CHENNAI ,
CHENNAI (TAMIL NADU)
Branch Code :00115
Account Number ; 778346422
Product type ; CA-GEN-PUB-
METRO/URBAN-INR

Value Date|Post Date Remitter Branch Description Cheque No.|Debit Amount|Credit Amount Balance
BALANCE B/F 468882.06CR

03/04/2021_|03/04/2021|PADI CREDIT 400000.00] 868882.06CR
ECS MANDATE

SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004583813
04/04/2021|04/04/2021 |(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 303911. 564971,06CR)

ECS MANDATE
SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004494675

05/04/2021|05/04/2021 |(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 392406.00 172565.06CR
94/2021|79/04/2027|PADI BY CHG/TT TER RIT 25000.00| _197565.06CR

CHQ TRANSFEEQUITAS SMALL
19/04/2021_|19/04/2021|PADI FIDIBH21109153223/NEFT/ESFB 00851085 184593.00 12972.06CR
21704/2021_| 21/04/2021_|PADI BY CHQ/TT TFR RIT 50000.00|__62972.06CR

ECS MANDATE
SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004507684

28/04/2021|28/04/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 42297.00 20675.06CR)
30/04/2021|30/04/2021|PADI CREDIT 300000,00| _320675.06CR
03/05/2021|03/05/2021|PADI CREDIT 400000.00|720675.06CR'

ECS MANDATE
SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004583813

03/05/2021_| 03/05/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 303911.00 416764.06CR
ECS MANDATE

SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004494675
05/05/2021_| _05/05/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 392406.00 24358.06CR

RTGS INW RAJALAKSHMI ENGG RTGS
PUNBR52021060211694376 TRANSFER

02/06/2021 _|_02/06/2021_|_ MUMBAI FORT FROM 94957000128 300000.00| _324358.06CR
WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH TP

SERVICE BRANCH |ACH MAGMAFIN 630261527
03/06/2021 _|_03/06/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 94167011649 303911.00 20447.06CR)
04/06/2021|04/06/2021|PADI CREDIT 580000.00|_600447.06CR

WITHDRAWATTRANSFER ACH
TATACAPITALFINANCIAL

SERVICE BRANCH |TCFBL0478000010 TRANSFER TO

|05/06/2021_|05/06/2021 |(CHENNAI) 94167011649 392406.00 208041.06CR)
|” ‘ye/2021|08/06/2021|PADI CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF 875000.00] _1083041.06CR
vi06/2021|08/06/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00851124 875000.00 208041.06CR'
08/06/2021|08/06/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 1829.00 206212.06CR

CHQ TRANSFEEQUITAS SMALL
19/06/2021|19/06/2021|PADI FI/IDIBH21170170582/NEFT/ESFB 00851125 121713.00 84499.06CR

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH TP
SERVICE BRANCH |ACH CHOLAMANDALAM 642823901

28/06/2021 _|_28/06/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 94163011643 42297.00 42202.06CR,
02/07/2021_|02/07/2021|PADI CREDIT 700000.00[__742202.06CR

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH TP
SERVICE BRANCH |ACH MAGMAFIN 650225537

03/07/2021 _|_03/07/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 94163011643 303911.00 438291.06CR|
WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH
TATACAPITALFINANCIAL

SERVICE BRANCH |TCFBL0478000010 TRANSFER TO
05/07/2021 _|_05/07/2021_|(CHENNAI) 94167011649 392406.00 45885.06CR
08/07/2021_|08/07/2021|PADI CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF 4185000.00| 4230885.06CR

DEBIT SABARI FOUDNATION TRUST
08/07/2021_|08/07/2021|PADI PROC AND DOCUMENTATON CH 4116350.00 114535.06CR|
08/07/2021|08/07/2021|PADI CREDIT 600000.00|_714535.06CR

DEBIT mil 7034832713 PROC AND
08/07/2021
_|

08/07/2021|PADI DOCUMENTATION CHARGES 660800.00 53735.06CR
WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER Deposit by
TFRD FROM RIT/EM CREATION \ ; \\b08/07/2021|08/07/2021|PADI CHARGES TRANSFER TO 778099888 29500.00 24235.06CR

08/07/2021|08/07/2027 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 9405.00 14830.06CR)
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH|7712/07/2021

_|
12/07/2021|PADI DEP/PADI iat 1000000.00} _1014830.06CR

42/07/2021|12/07/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 08SaREET fk (HgdBdap0.00} 14830.06CR|
12/07/2021

_[
12/07/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER bes

wire AtSCROUNOL OG” 12942.06CR’
RAJALAKSHMT INSTITUTE Ore
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M

RAJALAKSHM! INSTITUTE OF TECHNOL

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 27/07/2021
28/07/2021

_|
28/07/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 060 0356 CLG:654261/TMBL_TMBL 00654261 75000.00 747270,06CR

28/07/2021

_|
28/07/2021|VALARPURAM CREDIT 00039645 DD NO 050837 33000.00 780270.06CR

CHQ TRANSFERTGS/CIUB VANSOM
28/07/2021

_|
28/07/2021|PADI TECHNOLOG/IDIBR52021072824317503|00851128 234942.00) 545328.06CR

28/07/2021

_|
28/07/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 30.00) $45298.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 28/07/202T
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS

29/07/2021|29/07/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CHQ:160039_SBOI 00160039 60000.00 605298.06CR
CHEQUE WDLCARMEL INFOTECH

SERVICE BRANCH |SOLUTIONS TRANSFER TO 716650322
30/07/2021_| 30/07/2021 _|(CHENNAI) eae ODP (PAYABLE) 00850849 290000,00; 315298.06CR|

WDLSOUTHERNENERGYDEVELOPMEN
SERVICE BRANCH |T TRANSFER TO 716650322 /CLG ADJ

30/07/2021_| 30/07/2021 |(CHENNAI) DDP (PAYABLE) 00850847 85130.00 230168.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 29707720214 SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

30/07/2021_|30/07/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CLG:732601/SBO!_SBOI 00732601 55000.00]__285168.06CR,
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

30/07/2021|30/07/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 25000.00 310168.06CR
BY CHOITT TFR TRANSFER FROM
'6558079267/G VIMALA FOUNDATION
TRUS RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF

30/07/2021_| 30/07/2021|VALARPURAM TECHNOLOGY 25000.00 335168.06CR
SO/OT/Z021_| 3O/OV/2Z021|ARAKONAM CAS SINGLEU Hatutajati UUSSUBSS SUUUU.UU ZUSTEEUECR

RY CHOTT TER TRANSFER FRI
§07/2021_| 30/07/2021|PADI 5041960013/PHEBE 778346422 100000.00 385168,06CR

CHEQUE WOLNET WORK DILOLT
SERVICE BRANCH |TRANSFER TO 753192671 /INWARD

31/07/2021_| 31/07/2021 |(CHENNAI) RECIVABLE 00850843 34220.00 350948.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 30/07/2027 U

SERVICE BRANCH |T I BANK LTD 0115 CTS CHQ:083737
31/07/2021_| 31/07/2021 _|(CHENNAI) ABL 00083737 100000.00| _450948.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 30/07/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |CANARA BANK 0115 CTS CHQ:924139

31/07/2021_|_ 31/07/2021 |(CHENNAI) CB 00924139 110000.00|__ 560948.06CR:
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 30/07/2027

SERVICE BRANCH |BANK OF BARODA 1233
31/07/2021_| 31/07/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:952744/BOB BOB 00952744 87000.00|__647948.06CR’

CREDIT BY SABARI FOUNDATION
31/07/2021_| 31/07/2021|PADI TRUST 3300000.00| 3947948.06CR)

BY CHQ/TT TFR TRANSFER FROM
471429737 KANNAN V RAJALAKSHMI

02/08/2021_| 02/08/2021|VALARPURAM INSTITUTE //KANNAN V 110000.00|__4057948.06CR'
CHEQUE WDLSKY WATER

SERVICE BRANCH |TECHNOLOGIES TRANSFER TO
02/08/2021_| 02/08/2021_| (CHENNAI) 716650322 /CLG ADJ DDP (PAYABLE) 00850850 25000.00| 4032948.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
02/08/2021_| 02/08/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 110000.00|_4142948.06CR
02/08/2021_| 02/08/2021|PADI DEBIT int 3185000.00. 957948.06CR

|_
02/08/2021|02/08/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 71.00 957877.06CR

) CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 02/08/2021
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

03/08/2021_| 03/08/2021 _|(CHENNAI!) CLG:894796/SBO!_SBO! 00894796 110000.00|_1067877.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 02/08/2021
03/08/2021_| 03/08/2021_|(CHENNAI) 020 1233 CLG:075251/IOB _10B 00075251 70000.00] _1137877.06CR)

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER TP ACH
SERVICE BRANCH |MAGMAFIN 1DIB0000000004583813

03/08/2021_| 03/08/2021_| (CHENNAI) TRANSFERTO 94164011642 303911.00) 833966.06CR

CHEQUE WDLMACRO ENTERPRISES
SERVICE BRANCH |TRANSFER TO 716656562 /MCR I/W

04/08/2021_| 04/08/2021 |(CHENNAI) DDP (RECEIVABLE) 00850854 41480.00) 792486.06CR
BY CHQ/TT TFR TRANSFER FROM
6198175244/SABARI FOUNDATION A/C

04/08/2021_|04/08/2021|PADI RA RIT 200000.00 992486.06CR
CHEQUE WDLFRM RAJALAKSHMT
INSTITUTE TO THE ROYAL TRANSFER
TO 5009843431/THE ROYALE

04/08/2021_| 04/08/2021|CHENNAI PORUR [ASSOCIATES 00850870 80000.00 912486.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

04/08/2021_| 04/08/2021|PADI DEP/PADI 1075000.00} _1987486.06CR'
04/08/2021|04/08/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 2065.00) 1985421.06CR.

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
05/08/2021

_|
05/08/2021|PADI DEP/PADI \ \ 780000.00| _2765421.06CR'

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH \—05/08/2021_| 05/08/2021|PADI DEP/PADI le 2300000.00} 5065421.06CR'
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

05/08/2021

_|
05/08/2021|PADI DEP/PADI 600000.00} 5665421.06CR)
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Vv

CHEQUE DITOCLEANING TO/00/n0NT
SERVICE BRANCH |CANARA BANK 1233 CLG:327596/CB

11/08/2021_|_ 11/08/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CB 00327596 §0000.00 §99435,06CR
BY TRANSFER IDIBH21223377063
SASIKUMAR Account Does Not E

11/08/2021_|_ 11/08/2021

_|
MUMBAI FORT TRANSFER FROM 89634000124 460.00 §32922.06CR

BY TRANSFER IDIBH21223377055
SARASWATHI Account Does Not E

11/08/2021_|_11/08/2021_| MUMBAI FORT TRANSFER FROM 89634000124 980.00 533902.06CR
BY TRANSFER IDIBH21223377039
RAMACHANDR Account DoesNot E

11/08/2021

_|_
11/08/2021|MUMBAI FORT TRANSFER FROM 89634000124 670.00] __534572.06CR

BY TRANSFER IDIBH21223377038 S
LakshmiN Account Does Not E

11/08/2021_|_ 11/08/2021|MUMBAI FORT. TRANSFER FROM 89634000124 1010.00} §35582.06CR
BY TRANSFER IDIBH21223377053
SUMATHI A null TRANSFER FROM

11/08/2021_|_ 11/08/2021_|MUMBAI FORT 89634000124 430.00 536012.06CR
12/08/2021|12/08/2021|PADI CREDIT 00991288 5000.00] 586012.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCTEARING 11/08/202T
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS

12/08/2021_|_12/08/2021_|(CHENNAI) CHQ:091976 SBOI 00091976 110000.00 696012.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

12/08/2021 12/08/2021|PADI DEP/PADI 90000.00 786012.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

12/08/2021_| 12/08/2021|PADI DEP/PADI 100000.00} 886012.06CR
SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850857 INW_CLG

13/08/2021_|_ 13/08/2021 _|(CHENNAI) !DAN ASSOCIATES 100000.00} 786012.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

[f pai2o2i_| 13/08/2021|PAI DEP/PADI §0000.00] 836012.06CR'

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 12/08/2021
13/08/2021_|_13/08/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 060 0115 CTS CHQ:126750_TMBL 00126750 140000.00! 976012,06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/08/2021
16/08/2021_|_16/08/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 259 0115 CTS CHQ:291510_IBL 00291510 60000.00|__1036012.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
16/08/2021_|_16/08/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 190000.00] _1226012.06CR:
16/08/2021_|16/08/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00084207 §00000.00) 726012.06CR'

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
16/08/2021_| 16/08/2021|PADI DEP/PADI 50000.00 776012.06CR
16/08/2021_|16/08/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 165.00) 775847.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850860 INW_CLG :SRI
17/08/2021_|_ 17/08/2021_|(CHENNAI) GANESH AGENCIES 100000.00} 675847.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCTEARING 16/08/202T
SERVICE BRANCH |SOUTH INDIAN BANK LTD. 0115 CTS

17/08/2021_|17/08/2021|(CHENNAI) CHQ:063072 _SIBL 00063072 70000.00} _745847.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 16/08/2021
17/08/2021_|_ 17/08/2021|(CHENNAI) 060 0115 CTS CHQ:171812_TMBL 00171812 160000.00|__905847.06CR,

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 16/08/2021
17/08/2021_|17/08/2021 |(CHENNAI) 002 0115 CTS CHQ:747086_SBOI 00747086 185000.00} _1090847.06CR|
17/08/2021} 17/08/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00084208 400000.00| 690847.06CR'

BY CHU/TT TFR TRANSFER FROM
) 410975969 /M.SENGUTTUVAN & S

VIJAYA RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF
17/08/2021_| 17/08/2021|PADI TECHNOLOGY 110000.00; 800847.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850862 INW_CLG :M
18/08/2021|18/08/2021 |(CHENNAI) K P CERAAMICS 100000.00. 700847.06CR.

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850869 INW_CLG -:SAT

18/08/2021|18/08/2021 |(CHENNAI) VENKATESWARA BED HOU. 50000.00| 650847.06CR

CHEQUE WDLtrf rajalakshmit to kumaran
18/08/2021_|18/08/2021|VADAPALANI TRANSFER TO 585028633 /KUMARAN.V|00850844 22982.00. 627865.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 1770872021
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

18/08/2021_|18/08/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:248536/SBOI_SBOI 00248536 100000.00. 727865.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 17/08/2021
18/08/2021_|18/08/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 211 1233 CLG:628136/ABL__ABL 00628136 210000.00} 937865.06CR
18/08/2021|18/08/2021|VALARPURAM CAS SINGLES VENKATESAN 00850866 28200.00 909665.06CR
18/08/2021_| 18/08/2021|VALARPURAM CAS SINGLEJANAKIRAMAN 00850865 18500.00 891165.06CR|

CREDIT CASH WDL CHARGES
18/08/2021|18/08/2021|PADI REVERSAL 06082021 132.00) 891297.06CR

CREDIT CASH WDL CHARGES
18/08/2021
_|

18/08/2021|PADI REVERSAL 07082021 146.00) 891443.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 18/08/2021
SERVICE BRANCH ICICI BANKING CORPORATION 1233 \A19/08/2021

_|
19/08/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CLG:000934/IBCL_IBCL 00000934 100000.00; 991443.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 18/08/2021 Z- cSERVICE BRANCH ICICI BANKING CORPORATION 1233 DIRECTOF (QA )
nat

19/08/2021|19/08/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:000932/IBCL_IBCL 00000932 TE OF TEOOUE LG 441443.060R
ices eeRAJALAKSRMT HST
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CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 1271072027
SERVICE BRANCH |CATHOLIC SYRIAN BANK LTD. 0115

13/10/2021

_|_
13/10/2021|(CHENNAI) CTS CHQ:100058_CSBL 00100058 90000.00] _1382547.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING T2/T0/202T U

SERVICE BRANCH |T | BANK LTD 0115 CTS CHQ:040967
13/10/2021|13/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) ABL 00040967 5000.00] _1437547.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 12/10/2027
SERVICE BRANCH SOUTH INDIAN BANK LTD, 0115 CTS

13/10/2021|13/10/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CHQ:063026_ SIBL 00063076 40000.00| _1477547.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

13/40/2021|13/10/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM. 205000.00] 1682547.06CR
13/10/2021|13/10/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 783.00 1682364,06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHO 00850928 INW_CLO
14/10/2021|14/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) :SANJAY E KANCHAN 553483.00 1128881.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850023 INW_CLO
14/10/2021_| 14/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) :LAKSHMI ENGINEERING 418707.00 710174.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING Ta/TO/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS

44/10/2021|_14/10/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CHQ:230571_SBO! 00230571 §6000.00]__765174.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/10/2021
SERVICE BRANCH ICICI BANKING CORPORATION 0115

14/10/2021|14/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) CTS CHQ:000201_ IBCL 00000201 110000.00} 875174.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/10/2027

SERVICE BRANCH |LAKSHMI VILAS BANK LTD. 1233
14/10/2021|14/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:000042/LVBL_LVBL 00000042 45000.00| _920174.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/10/2021

|_
14/10/2021|14/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:067371/SBOI_SBOI 00067371 140000.00| _1060174.060R

T CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/10/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

44/10/2021|14/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:248537/SBO!_SBO! 00248537 60000.00] _1120174.06cR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/10/2021
44/10/2021 |_14/10/2021|(CHENNAI) 240 1233 CLG:000003/HBL_HBL 00000003 82800.00| _1202974.06CR'

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/10/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |CANARA BANK 1233 CLG:477913/CB

14/10/2021_| 14/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) cB 00477913 137000.00| _1339974.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING T3/T0/202T

SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233
14/40/2021_|_ 14/40/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:061067/SBOI_SBOI 00061067 5000.00] _1394974.06CR'

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING T3/TO/Z02T
SERVICE BRANCH |UNION BANK OF INDIA 1233

44/10/2021|14/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:060704/UBO!_UBO! 00060704 120000.00| _1514974.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/10/2021
14/10/2021|14/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:237538/SBOI_SBO! 00237538 7000.00] _1584974.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING T3/T0/202T
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

44/10/2021|14/10/2021|(CHENNAI) CLG:243471/SBOI_SBOI 00243471 120000.00| 1704974.06CR
CHEQUE WDLK SIVAKUMAR

PONNERI TRANSFER TO 6882781756/Sivakumar
16/10/2021|16/10/2021 (VELLORE) Kaliyappan 00850920 28000.00 1676974.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

| 16/10/2021|16/10/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 65000.00] _1741974.06CR
yo/2021|16/10/2021|VALARPURAM CREDIT TRANSFER 780000.00[ _1921974.06CR,

w/ 10/2021_|16/10/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 30.00 1921944.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING T6TOIZ02T

SERVICE BRANCH |UNION BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS
18/10/2021|18/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) CHQ:004762_UBO! 00004762 50000.00| _1971944.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING To/T0/202T U

SERVICE BRANCH |T | BANK LTD 1233 CLG:267928/ABL
18/10/2021|18/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) ABL 00267928 120000.00| _2091944.06CR,

|, SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 16/10/2021
18/10/2021_|_ 18/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) 240 1233 CLG:000013/HBL__HBL 00000013 1500.00] 2093444.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 16/10/2021
18/10/2021|18/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:767547/SBOI_SBOI 00767547 100000.00| _2193444.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 16/10/2021
18/10/2021|18/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) 240 1233 CLG:000012/HBL__HBL 00000012 120000.00| _2313444.06CR

BY CHO/TT TFR TRANSFER FROM
6273483221/JAYACHANDRAN T
RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF

18/10/2021|18/10/2021|VALARPURAM TECHNOLOGY 40000.00| _2353444.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING TH/TO/202T U

SERVICE BRANCH |T | BANK LTD 1233 CLG:979294/ABL
19/10/2021|19/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) ABL oos79204 |, 60000.00| _2413444.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING T8/TO/202T
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233 ve19/10/2021|19/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:030511/SBOI_SBO! 00030511 124000.00| _2537444.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 18/10/2021 an
19/10/2021|19/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) 020 1233 CLG:122014/I0B _10B 00122014 ninceraciansa78500.00] 2615944.06CR|

DIREUTUR (IWAU]
RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNO!‘
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CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING TErTOTZ0zT

SERVICE BRANCH |CITY UNION BANK LTD. 1233
19/10/2021_|_19/40/2021_|(CHENNAI) CLG:000015/CUBL_CUBL 00000015 60000.00| _2675944.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING T8/T0/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

19/10/2021|19/10/2021|(CHENNAI) CLG:408557/SBOI_SBO! 00408557 120000.00| _2795944.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING Ta/TO/2021 U

YY SERVICE BRANCH |T I BANK LTD 1233 CLG:979295/ABL
19/10/2021_|_ 19/10/2021|(CHENNAI) ABL 00979295 1500.00] _2797444.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 18/10/2021
19/10/2021_| 19/10/2021|(CHENNAI) 211 1233 CLG:229919/ABL_ABL 00229919 60000.00] _2857444.06CR
20/10/2021_| 20/10/2021|CHENNAI PORUR_|CAS SINGLE (00850142 300000.00 2557444,060R

BY TRANSFER RTGS
ESFBR52021 102051428709
RAJALAKSHMI INST/ESFB TRANSFER

20/10/2021_|_ 20/10/2021|MUMBAI FORT FROM 94957000128 1450000.00] 4007444.06CR
CHO TRANSFEMEMBER
SECRETARY/IDIBH21293305620/NEFT

20/10/2021|20/10/2021|PADI TRANSFEREE BANK INDB 00084252 10005.00 3997439.06CR
CHG TRANSFEMEMBER
SECRETARY/IDIBH21293309307/NEFT

20/10/2021|20/10/2021|PADI TRANSFEREE BANK INDB 00084257 75005.00 3922434.06CR

CHQ TRANSFERTGS/INDB MEMBER
20/10/2021|20/10/2021 |_PADI SECRETARY/IDIBR52021 102025431058_|00084256 1875058.00 2047376.06CR

CHQ TRANSFERTGS/INDB MEMBER
20/10/2021_|_20/10/2021|PADI SECRETARY/IDIBR52021 102025431163|00084254 260029.00 1787347.06CR

OO
CHQ TRANSFERTGS/INDB MEMBER

20/10/2021|20/10/2021|PADI SECRETARY/IDIBR52021 102025431221|00084258 310029.00 1477318.06CR

CHQ TRANSFERTGS/INDB MEMBER
20/10/2021_|_ 20/10/2021|PADI SECRETARY/IDIBR52021 102025431284|00084253 470029.00 1007289.06CR
20/10/2021_|20/10/2021|VADAPALANI CAS SINGLES V TRADERS 00850143 200000.00 807289.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850140 INW_CLG
21/10/2021_|_21/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) :DEEPIKAA PLYWOODSS 73490.00) 733799.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850924 INW_CLG :SRI
21/10/2021_|_ 21/10/2021|(CHENNAI) GANESH AGENCIES 25160.00' 708639.06CR'

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850136 INW_CLG
21/40/2021_|_ 21/10/2021|(CHENNAI) :SANJAY E KANCHAN 124372.00 584267.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850935 INW_CLG
21/40/2021|21/10/2021|(CHENNAI) :DAN ASSOCIATES 438000.00 146267.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850916 INW_CLG
21/10/2021|21/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) :MALATHI MARICHAMY 8000.00 138267.06CR

BY TRANSFER RTGS
ESFBR52021102151431507
RAJALAKSHMI INST/ESFB TRANSFER .

21/10/2021|21/10/2021|MUMBAI FORT FROM 94957000128 1250000.00] _1388267.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 20/10/2021
21/10/2021|21/10/2021|(CHENNAI) CITI BANK 1233 CLG:352041/CB__CB_| 00352041 8000.00] _1468267.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 20/10/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

4o/2021_| 21/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:732173/SBOI_SBOI 00732173 110000.00| _1578267.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 2UITO/2027

SERVICE BRANCH |CANARA BANK 1233 CLG:436893/CB
21/10/2021|21/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) cB. 00436893 0000.00] 1628267.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 20/10/2021
SERVICE BRANCH |KARUR VYSYA BANK LTD. 1233

21/10/2021|21/10/2021|(CHENNAI) CLG:000161/KVBL_KVBL 00000161 53000.00| 1681267.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 20/10/2021
21/10/2021|21/10/2021|(CHENNAI) 015 1233 CLG:736246/CB__CB 00736246 96000.00] _1777267.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 2OITOI202T
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

21/10/2021|21/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:846346/SBO!_SBO! 00846346 120000.00] _1897267.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING ZUITOI2U2T

SERVICE BRANCH |CANARA BANK 1233 CLG:136501/CB
21/10/2021|21/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) cB 00136501 75000.00|_:1972267.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 20/10/2021
21/10/2021|21/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) 026 1233 CLG:016906/UBO!_UBOI 00016906 60000.00| 2032267.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 20/10/2021
SERVICE BRANCH |TAMILNADU STATE APEX CO 0 1233

21/10/2021|21/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:402446/TSAC_TSACBL oosozass|\ yh 100000.00] _2132267.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 2OITOI202T ISERVICE BRANCH |PUNJAB NATIONAL BANK 1233 \ YY

21/10/2021|21/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:305758/PNB_ PNB 00305758 90000.00} 2222267.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING ZUTUI202T 7SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OFINDIA 1233

NOAC:21/10/2021|21/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:852276/SBOI_SBOI 00852276 DIRECTOR( 09.8 262267.06CR|
iu
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BY TRANSFER NEFT/ESFB
RAJALAKSHMI INST/N03522001 2816316

A_.04102/2022|04/02/2022|MUMBAI FORT TRANSFER FROM 94967000127 150000,00] __1198453,06CR)
BY TRANSFER Transler 77834
422 TRANSFER FROM 778660439
RAJALAKSHMI ENGINEERING

04/02/2022|04/02/2022|ONLINE TRANSFER |COLLEGE 1000000.00| __2198453.06CR
04/02/2022|04/02/2022|PADI CREDIT 400000.00] __2598453.06CR

BY CHQ/TT TFR TRANSFER FROM
778099888 /SABAR| FOUNDATION

04/02/2022|04/02/2022|PADI TRUST RIT 200000.00] __2798453.06CR,
04/02/2022 _|_04/02/2022|PADI CREDIT 4000000.00] _6798453.06CR

BY TRANSFER IDIBH22035481540 A

Clement Account Does Not E TRANSFER
04/02/2022|04/02/2022|MUMBAI FORT FROM 89634000124 69214.00 §80526.06CR)

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/203610008640/
01263135000009545/KVBL/RIT

05/02/2022|05/02/2022|ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFERTO 97158001152 10000.00; §70526.06CR:
CHO TRANSFEA CLEMENT
/1DIBH22036169701/NEFT TRANSFEREE

05/02/2022|05/02/2022|PADI BANK_ICIC 00850639 69219.00 501307.06CR
BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/203620303853/Dreamplug
Te/Cashfree P TRANSFER FROM

05/02/2022|05/02/2022|ONLINE TRANSFER [97157001153 1.00] __501308.06CR
BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P24/203620788869/credUser/DRE

) AMPLUG TE TRANSFER FROM
0992/2022_|05/02/2022|_ONLINE TRANSFER 97157001153 80000.00) §81308.06CR'

BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/20381 1389944/Final year
f/AISWARYAL TRANSFER FROM

07/02/2022|07/02/2022|ONLINE TRANSFER 97157001153 50000.00] 631308.06CR
CHEQUE WDLTRFR TRANSFER TO
6151311409/P.C.(INIDA) ELECTRONIC.

07/02/2022|07/02/2022|NANDANAM SER 00850187 14160.00 617148.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

07/02/2022|07/02/2022|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM §5000.00 672148.06CR)
07/02/2022|07/02/2022|VALARPURAM CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 30.00) 672118.06CR)
07/02/2022|07/02/2022|PADI CREDIT 1000000.00| _1672118.06CR'

CHQ TRANSFET ARILANDESWART
/IDIBH22038297975/NEFT TRANSFEREE

07/02/2022|07/02/2022|PADI BANK HDFC 00850637 85005.00 1587113.06CR
07/02/2022|07/02/2022|PADI CAS SINGLE (00850208 217920.00 1369193.06CR'

BY TRANSFER UPT
TRANSFER/203875497722/UPI

07/02/2022|07/02/2022|ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 50000.00] _1419193.06CR|
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

09/02/2022|09/02/2022|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 110000.00) 356970.06CR
09/02/2022|09/02/2022|VALARPURAM CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 71.00 356899.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPT
TRANSFER/204091082760/UPI|09/02/2022|09/02/2022|ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 40000.00) 396899.06CR|

) BY TRANSFER NEFT/IBKL MRK
DURAIRAJ /IBKL2202091 12892

09/02/2022|09/02/2022|MUMBAI FORT TRANSFER FROM 94958000127 $4500.00} 451399.06CR
SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850196 INW_CLG

10/02/2022|10/02/2022|(CHENNAI) :VAISHNAVI GAS AGENCY 67260.00 384139.06CR
BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/204110009285/NEHA
2018020/SHAHID HUS TRANSFER

10/02/2022|10/02/2022|ONLINE TRANSFER |FROM 97157001153 30000.00, 414139.06CR
BY TRANSFER NEFT/TNSC Mr VG
PATTABI /VELRH22041038495

10/02/2022|10/02/2022|MUMBAI FORT TRANSFER FROM 97161000121 30000.00] 444139.06CR)
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

10/02/2022|10/02/2022|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 40000.00} 484139.06CR|
40/02/2022|10/02/2022|PADI CREDIT 400000.00 884139.06CR|
10/02/2022|10/02/2022|PADI CAS SINGLE 00850641 650000.00 234139.06CR
10/02/2022|10/02/2022|PADI CREDIT 350000.00) 584139.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by R KARTHI
11/02/2022|11/02/2022|MAMBATTU CASH DEP/MAMBATTU. 79000.00 663139.06CR
11/02/2022|11/02/2022|MAMBATTU CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 34.00 663105.06CR

CHEQUE WDLRAJALAKSHMIP S
ENTERPR TRANSFER TO 773456995 /P

11/02/2022|11/02/2022|VALARPURAM S ENTERPRISES 00850199 17711.00 645394.06CR,
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

11/02/2022|11/02/2022|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 46000.00 691394.06CR
41/02/2022|11/02/2022|VALARPURAM CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER ath 54.00 691340.06CR

BY TRANSFER Deposit by
RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF \eTECHNOLOGY TRANSFER FROM

11/02/2022|11/02/2022|KALAVAI 6239192200 A_OM MURUGAN 57000.00 748340.06CR|

DIRECTOR (IQAC)
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CLD

Sir,

Sub:

Accuro Auto Components Industries
No.186, 7th Street (NP), SIDCO Industrial Estate, Ambattur, Chennar 600 098
Mobile 9791014969, Office 044 48531241 E-mail. accuro84@gmail.com

Date: 10.08.2022

Dr.P.K.NAGARAJAN,M.E., Ph.D
Principal,
Rajalakshmi Institute of Technology.

Release a sum of Rs.3,50, 000/- [Rupees Three LakhFifty Thousand Only
] for the Research Project.

This is to convey the sanction for Rs.3,50, 000/- [Rupees Three Lakh Fifty
Thousand Only] for the Research Project from 26.08.2021 to 25.03.2022 to
Rajalakshmi Institute of Technology.

This fund is being released in the conformity with the terms and conditions as
well as the instructions are already communicated, andalso being communicated in this
letter.

[i Name and_ address
Beneficiary Institution

of the RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.

2. Title of Research Project ‘Defect Inspection of casting product surface
using CNN for Industry 4.0”

o Nameof the Coordinator Dr.O.Pandithurai
= Duration of the Project 1Year (2021-2022)
on Total fund sanctioned Rs. 3,50,000/-

Copy forwarded for information:

ModeofRelease of funds: BY CASH/ CHEQUE

1s: PAYMENT 30.07.2021 55000/-
2nd PAYMENT 13.08.2021 1, 40,000/-
3d PAYMENT 18.10.2021 1,500/- (Conveyance)
4th PAYMENT 19.10.2021 1,500/- (Conveyance)
5th PAYMENT 04.02.2022 1, 50,000/-

1. Dr.O.Pandithurai - Principal investigator
2. The HOD- CSE - RIT.

Yours sincerely,

For AACI>
DIRECTOR ((QAC) .

RALIALAKSHIMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOG
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saAN INSTITUTE OF aypie rit TECHNOLOGY R Cc P Ku
BELIEVE IN THE POSSIBILITIES Hann aeons m8

MADMAVARAM, CHENNAI 800000, TAMIL RAD!

AR VR TECHNIQUES IN TOUR MANAGEMENT

RESEARCH WORK

SUBMITTED BY

Dr.R.LALITHA
Professor/CSE

Rajalakshmi Institute of Technology
Chennai-600124

ONO”

Principal Investigator RCPL
[Seal]

Executive Director

RCPL, Chenna\y
DIRECTOR (!QAC) ooRAJALAKSHIMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLO:
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ABSTRACT

Despite the developing hobby and discussions on Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented
Reality (AR) in tourism, the understanding has been constructed from educational papers
on VR and ARin tourism. The methodologies of VR and ARare used to investigate VR and AR

in tourism, and the rising contexts wherein VR and ARhave surfaced in tourism studies. By
accomplishing a scientific literature evaluation on VR/AR studies in tourism, this work

provides the solutions to identify the tourism sectors and contexts where AR and VRare used,

styles of VR and AR have earned the maximum interest in tourism studies,

methodologies/theories are being utilized to investigate VR and AR in tourism and the study

gaps in VR and AR tourism studies. Fromvarious studies, advertising, marketing, tourism,
and schooling have emerged. However, troubles with heterogeneity regarding terminology
utilization along with a loss of theory-based studies in VRand ARare studied. Also, gaps had
been recognized in which demandingsituations revolved aroundattention to technology,

usability, and time commitment.

Keywords
Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, tourism development, Systematic Quantitative
Literature Review, methodology, digital tourism

\WP

DIRECTOR (IQAC)
RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOG:
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the next 10 to 15 years, a new most significant computing platform might emerge. The
most exciting platform for the future is the round vision which enables the creation of
augmented and immersive studies. When putting the goggles, it gives a very immersive
computer-generated environment, like a game, a film scene, or an area far away. Early
conceptual research on VR and AR has pondered the capacity programsfor thetechnologies,
positing that the intensity and extension of sensory participation could modifyand expandthe
avenues of facts dissemination, In tourism, where the informative conversationofintangible
merchandise has constantly been vital, the approaching arrivals of VR and AR ranged from
being hailed as a brand-new horizon, to digital. However, those have been merely projections
and theoretical implications ofthe tourism sector, with empirical recordsof tourists’ studies
closing especially. Far greater attempts have been spent on predictions of innovative futures
than on exploring the approaches which are being Included Inpeople's day-by-day lives. This
is defined using VR and AR technology. VR and AR era has been the handiest mainstream
client. Whilst students have referred to as for greater research in AR and VR, the fame ofAR/VR
research in tourism has not been mapped. The researchof previous studies is vital to monitor
the present-day kingdomof studies and provide steering to researchers More specifically,
mapping the trajectory ofstudies so far will assist researchers to pick out traits and decide
the topics whichcanbe ofpersevering importance.

Specifically, this work investigates and synthesizes the extant literature regarding VR and AR
in tourism, intending to define what has been mentioned so far and pick out regions for
destiny studies. By mapping what's known, this assessment will lay the ground work,
supplying a well-timed perception into the present day kingdom ofstudies on digital and
augmented truth in tourism. Through a systematic quantitative literature assessment of
articles posted in tourism andhospitality journals, this is carried out through subsequent
objectives.

e To pick out tourism sectors and contexts which VR and ARstudies have emerged in
e To pick out the types of VR and AR which have garnered the maximum interest in

tourism studies.
e To pick out methodologies being utilized to studies VR and AR in tourism
e Topick out the theories being utilized in VR and AR studies in tourism
e To pick out the studiesgaps in VR andAR tourism studies.
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From the assessment findings, a complete view of the rising blessings and demanding
situations of VR and AR versionin 4 tourism is drawn. This gives opportunities, directions,
and avenues for the approaching years of studies on this more and morevital subfield of
tourism research.

2. RESEARCH DOMAIN

2.1 AUGMENTED REALITY(AR)
“Augmented reality” or “AR” means extendedor enriched reality. The user still perceives their
real environment, but virtual objects or contextual information are digitally superimposed or
visually integrated. ARis only as goodas the internal data processing and the visualization of
virtual content. That happens simultaneously, so users don’t sense delays. This ensures real-
time interaction with the AR software.

The possibilities for visual presentations in AR are very diverse. The user must beabletostil]
see their environment, either because the display is mounted to headgearthat doesn’t take up
the entirety of the user's view, or an opaque screen that displays the viewing imageas if the
user weren't wearing adeviceat all, such as with smart glasses.
A. Advantages of augmented reality

e Making things memorable and eye-catching, sensory-oriented. This is a significant advantage
ofusing augmented reality in marketing, for presentations ortrying to reveal more details or
specific qualities of the object that could not be done without augmenting the reality.

e ARis able to create new value at cultural sites. Visitors can explore the unfamiliar
environment in an enjoyable and thrilling way. This represents one of the most significant
benefits from a supply perspective because an increasing numberof tourists are looking out
for unique and memorable ontrip experiences.

e Highly specialized hardwareis not required, devices can be operated in open and closed areas,
presentation quality can be adapted to the device used, full interaction is supported, and more
information can be accessed.

B. Disadvantages of augmented reality

e Openness: Other people can develop their ownlayers of content to display. That could lead
to information overload and augmenting without permission.

e Interoperability: The lack of data portability between AR environments.

e Regarding user experience, socially using Augmented Reality may be inappropriate in some
situations.
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e Spam asit is easy to imagine that spam could overwhelm the augmented world with unwanted
advertising or unwanted information ofany kind.

e Price — as the technologyis still developing it may be quite expensive to use it in everyday
life and it mightbe less accessible for small businesses.

2.2 ASSISTED REALITY

Among headgear applications you will find assisted reality, perhaps the most prevalent form
of ARin industrial settings. Instead ofprojecting a virtual object ontothe existing environment,
assisted reality uses headgear to display relevant information to a workerwhile taking up as
little of their field of vision as possible. The goal is to help the workerbe more efficient and
safer by providing hands-free data interaction. Any task in which a person refers to printed
data or material while on the move could benefit from assisted reality. For example, in
warehouses, an order sheet can be displayed to the workers as they move around the
warehouse gathering goods for shipment.

2.3 VIRTUAL REALITY (VR)

People often describe “virtual reality” or “VR” as a “virtual environment” or “virtual
surrounding.”In VR, everything the userseesis exclusively virtual; nothing from the external
world is visible. Often virtual environments are visualized with head-mounted-displays
(HMDs) that surround the user’s head. These closed HMDs display an image that fills the user’s
field of view. With the help ofbuilt-in and external sensors, it transmits the head movementof
the user to a computerso they can move naturally in the virtual world. In the workplace, virtual
reality can be used during design or prototyping processes so workers can see the finished
product before it exists. Of course,VRis already being used in gaming and other entertainment.
The variationof real and virtual environment is shownin Figure 2.3.1.

Mixed Reality (MR)
I

:
Real Augmented Augmented Virtual

Environment Reality (AR) Virtuality (AV) Environment

Reality-Virtuality (RV) Continuum

Figure 2.3.1. RV Continuum
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2.4 MIXED REALITY (MR)

In the industrial setting, the term “mixed reality”is used in the literal sense and often describe

the physical mixing of realities. For MR, the device being used must offer spatial tracking and

be able to scan its surroundings. For example, the Microsoft HoloLens uses spatial mapping
and inside-out tracking. Using this technology, a mixed reality application then produces 3D

models of real-world objects and displays them virtually. With such tools, you can interact with

the world both virtually and physically. In the case of augmented reality remote support
solutions like TeamViewerAssist AR, this may meanyou canplaceavirtual “sticky” annotation

onareal object and have that annotation remain withthe object within the MRtool no matter
how you move, You may also see MR described as “spatial augmented reality” or “spatial AR.”

2.5 SCOPE OF AUGMENTED REALITYIN TRAVEL AND TOURISM INDUSTRY

Travel and tourism are an extensive sector, entailing aspects such as transportation,
hospitality, accommodation, tourist destinations, local transit and many more. While AR

technology is relatively new in the mobile app development domain, the role of augmented

reality apps in tourism andtravel apps is ever growing. The future of augmented reality in

tourism looks bright andit has immense potential to transformeach one of these aspects. The

innovative use cases of augmented reality travel and tourismare emerging every now andthen
and here are certain examples of how augmented reality can be used in travel app
development.

A. Immersive Navigation

AugmentedReality travel apps ensure that travelers neverget lost in a foreign city or ina
remote location regardless of the language barriers. Instead of asking for directions, visitors

can use AR-based navigation apps to easily reach their destinations. The features of travel

apps features such as arrows and pointers makeit easy to follow instructions. Additionally,

such apps combine the device camera with Google Mapsto provide immersive navigation and

make the experiences even better. Google Mapsis an absolute pioneer in offering real-time
directions. Google Maps announced their new development in April 2018 using Augmented
Reality to facilitate spatial orientation. This Augmented Reality app combines real-time street

view with navigation tips and additional information that travelers might need.
B. Augmented Reality Gamification

Augmented reality has often been used in the gaming world but now eventhe travel industry
is beginning to take advantage of this and rightfully so. A hotel or a hospitality company may
enhance their customer experience by incorporating an element of fun into their physical

environment with the use of an augmented reality tourism app. For instance, Best

Western uses ARto allow children to see Disney characters in their premises. For adults AR

apps can enable users to redecorate rooms and customize it as pertheir liking.
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C, AugmentedReality Eliminating Language Differences

It is enticing to travel to a foreign destination but quitedifficult without having a translator to
guide you. Reading signs, menus and other information becomesadifficult task in a foreign
land. However, with AR technology, smartphones can beutilized to translate a numberof
foreign languages. Such apps translate objects and text using augmented reality and render an
immersive, engaging experienceto travelers around the world.

D. AR forCity Tours

A major benefit of augmented reality is the capacity to enhanceoralter the view of the world
around. Tourists can learn more with ARapps andviewthe current architecturalartifacts in
detail. Augmented reality applications can show how thearea around the landmark lookedin
the past and restore historical events. It can also transfer the traveler to the future,
demonstrating buildings that are only planned today. Oneofthe best examples of augmented
reality in travel and tourismis the Paris, Then and Now app, which takesa traveler backin time
to the Paris of the 20th century providing unforgettable insights and a unique experience
altogether.

Today, apps have becomea travelers’ best companion and besides solving several pain points,
AR-based travel apps help businesses by enhancing their services and offering personalized
experiences to their customers. The possibilities that AR opensupare endless. It provides:

e Easy access to information
e Better Marketing and Advertising
e Enhanced convenience and comfort
e Makes tourist places more attractive

The importance of augmentedreality in the travel industry can’t be stressed enough. The
potential of AR is enormous to the point thatit can help you unravel completely new business
opportunities. Travel industry is usually selling experiences and ARnotonly solves anarray of
pain points but also provides an enhanced travel experience. AR is capable of expanding the
customer baseofhotels, booking services, local restaurants, and all other stakeholders in the
industry. We hope that this article has helped you understand why is Augmented Reality the
future of travel industry and how is augmented reality used in tourism app development.

2.5 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN VIRTUAL REALITY AND AUGMENTED REALITY

Despite of the similarities shared between AR and VR AR differs from VR as shownin Table
2.5.1. One of the most significant differences is that while VR completely immersesusers inside
a Virtual Environment (VE) so that they cannot see the real world around them; AR permits
usersto see the real world, with two-dimensional (2D) or 3D images overlapped upon the real
world imagesor videos.
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Table2.5.1 Difference between AR and VR
|

TECHNOLOGIES VIRTUAL REALITY AUGMENTED REALITY |
LerOn

W
ETO) Off-site On-site

VISITATION Before andafter actual visit During the visit

PLATFORM Website 1OS or Android

DEVICES PC, HMDs, ete. 3G Mobile Devices

Large information (text, Bite site information (text,

User animation, video, audio, virtual animation, video, audio, images ofCONTENT
zs ytour featuring 360-degree early years, suggestions on where

panoramic images) to go next, what to do next)

; Informative, interactive, Informative, interactive
mW M Ola : : vein ,

a ‘ immersive immersive
Marketing toolto attract tourists,—Marketing tool toattract tourists,

tour planningpriorto visit, informative and educational,
informative and educational, interactive actual

Virtual visits, post-visit updates visits, Virtual tour guide

3. METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH FLOW

Given that the motive of this is to map the contemporary country of studies on VR and AR in
tourism, the highly-satisfactory appropriate technique to deal with this purpose is the
systematic quantitative evaluation. A systematic and quantitative methodis viable in mapping
the limits of what is thought and consequently sheds mild on what's but to be known. The
techniqueis likewise especially appropriate to assess rising developments inside disciplines
and consequently deemed the maximum appropriate techniquefor the functions. The kind of
evaluation is systematic because the strategies usedto survey andpick the papersarespecific
and reproducible. Systematic quantitative critiques were previously implemented inside the
tourism context to take a look at subjects including tourism doctoral studies and danger and
gender studies. AR and VR research flow is shown in Fig.3.1.

A similar bibliometric technique became additionally utilized in tracking developments and
styles in sustainable tourism studies. Using a conventional narrative evaluate is much less
rigid aud a few digue piedler Curtipleleuess. However, despite che fact chat Mndiigs are
discussed, they may not often be synthesized and mapped to illustrate developments and
styles. Consequently, inside the mild of this work’s motive, a conventional narrative evaluation
is inappropriate. The five-step evaluate protocol, tailored and streamlined for social sciences
from Pickering and Byrne systematic quantitative literature technique, is composed of
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figuring out evaluate pursuits and formulating studies questions. A clear out become then
used to restrict consequences to most effective articles from journals with ‘tourism’ or
‘hospitality’ with inside the name. To shield the excellence and effectiveness of the evaluated,
most effective authentic studies articles posted in English-language peer-reviewed journals
had been considered. The seek is now no longer time-surebecauseof the rising nature of
VIVAlin tourism studies. This approach that we did now nolonger restricted the quest to
any precise term or any specific number, which allowed for a greater complete mapping of
VR/ARin tourism studies, Results of the literature seek are mentioned in Fig.3.1, according
to Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
guidelines, withminor changes to in shapethe have a look at motive.

Full-text articlos excluded, withFull-text articles assessed {or eligibility
fa $1) reasons

(n=)

Engibie
In» 46) — Ine 0)

RY

2F
Studies included in synthesis

(eaeep

Fig.3.1 Research Flow

3.1 AR & VR RESEARCH IN TOURISM EDUCATION

Given that AR and VRis already extensively utilized in academic settings and the 2D maximum
not unusual place class of VR/AR research in tourism recognized from this systematic review
comesin tourism training, with 9 research. This research tested how VR and AR ought to be
tailored as a device for getting to know in college tourism courses. Mikropoulos and
Strouboulis hypothesized that presenceis correlated to better degrees of cognitive overall
performance and emotional development, elements that make a contribution to
understanding construction. In their edition, the environmental richness and excessive stage
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of interactivity attributed to VR, led to a better diploma of presence among all participants.
Thus, they concluded that the most desirable edition of VRin training might cause advanced
understanding construction, A spotlight from the literature became observation on the usage
of the digital global Second Life as a schooling device for destiny excursion leaders, Educators
took collegestudents on excursions of recreated actual global monuments with inside the
digital global, earlier than letting the scholars revel in being excursion leaders themselves.
This is a shapeof experiential getting to know that couldn't have existed earlier than therise
of VR withoutflying roundthe sector to revel in those traveler points of interest first-hand.
Enjoyment andexpanded motivation of college students had been found with inside the
research that had empirical data. However, theresearch additionally highlighted enormous
demanding situations for the overall adoptionofthe technology. To make sure every revel in
is going as planned, the schooling and guiding important for each instructor and college
students beforehand, could be time-consuming. Participants observation labeled the Second
Life platform bulky and additionally mentioned the time commitment neededto effectively
usethe platform in demanding situations.

3.2 AR & VR RESEARCH IN TOURISM EXPERIENCE ENHANCEMENT

The tourism enhancement class became solely made from research on AR. Seven research
centered on how AR is more advantageous tourism enjoy at real tourism locations. Some
examples blanketed exploring AR as an records dissemination device in museums oras area
guides. This can be defined through the greater cell nature of AR while in comparison to VR,

whichusually calls for the person to be desk boundand calls for greater processing power.
This assessment additionally determinedthat AR, with inside the context of being a tourism
enjoy enhancement, has beengaining traction with inside the history and museumsetting.

In settings in which there is massive disseminations of records which includes artwork
galleries and museums, the usage ofAR becomesnicely received. Participants in observation
ofAR popularity in a Danish Museum embraced the usage ofAR as an records interpretation
device, locating it novel and greater interactive. However, similar systematic assessment of
ARin education, a not unusual place difficulty becomes ease-of-use.

Additionally determined a few history web page managers unwilling to embody AR with
worries about diluting goal authenticity of the sites. Objective authenticity implies that
authenticity lies with inside the toured item and may be measured with absolute and goal
standards. As AR environments and reports are computer-generated reconstructions, history
managersfelt that these ‘copies’ contributed to weakening absolutely the and goal standards
which touring items had been in any other case measured on. Quality of content material
emergedas the largest requirement, whetheror not it become the usage of AR as a town
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manual orinmuseums. More studiesinto the person's enjoyment is wanted and in particular,
thedifficulty of usability as a thing for vacation spot managers’ goal to apply and tourist’ goal
to visit or revisit is warranted,

3.3 AR & VR RESEARCH IN MARKETING

The maximum not unusual place context wherein VR and AR changed into researched
changed into as a advertising device (28.26%).These research explored VR and AR as a

device that may give a boost to focus, branding, and vacation spot advertising, with the
purpose of growing vacationer numbersto the locations. Regardless of the kind of VR or AR,
the research targeted the issues ofvisualization and superior records dissemination. From
the literature, placing on a VR headset and being capable of examining one-of-a-kind
locations could assist immensely in clients making informed decisions posited. The view is
echoedand locating the cap potential to visualize spatial environments to offer wealthy
records to travelers withinside the strategy planning stage as the generation's largest
strength. Thisis specifically important in tourism in which merchandise are intangible which
clients aren't ina position to check in advance.

Several researchers observed that the expanded engagement and involvement membersfelt
whilst interacting with VR caused expandedpositive emotions closerto the vacationspot. In
fact, all members took a look and expresseda choice to tour the real tourism web website
online to examine it to the only reconstructed in VR. However, those have been guided
demonstrations in which the VR studies have been mainly installation and provided to
members. there's nevertheless a loss of widespread focus of the numerous VR and AR

systems and additionally that once unaided, members regularly struggled with their lack of
technological capabilities are highlighted. This changed into not unusual places throughout
all regions as a trouble that VR/AR hasbut to overcome.
Apart fromthebarrier of cost, the overall consensus changed into that usability remained a
task to mainstream marketplace penetration. Therefore, there's a desire for studies on
adaptation of the generation for the most reliable utility of VR as a tourism advertising
device. Technological advancement, and specifically the internet, has revolutionized the
manner vacation spot advertising organizations (DMOs) offer records, communicate, and
engage with each client and providers. At the same time, one in all the most important
demanding situations DMOs face is knowing and looking for the state-of-the-art technology
to be able to revolutionize interaction with records. With vacation spot marketers already
making an investment into VR as the subsequent advertising platform, studies on VR as an
advertising device is likely to have sensible implications for the tourism industry.
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3.4 AR & VR RESEARCH IN TOURISM EDUCATION

Given that AR andVRis already extensively utilized in academic settings, the 2d maximum
not unusual place class of VR/AR research in tourism recognized from this systematic review
comes in tourism training, with 9 research. These research tested how VR and ARought to
be tailored as a devicefor getting to know in college tourismcourses. Presence is correlated
to better degrees of cognitive overall performance and emotional development, elements
that make a contribution to understanding construction are hypothesized. In their edition,
the environmental richness and excessive stage of interactivity attributed to VR, led to a
better diploma of presence amongall participants. Thus, they concluded that the most
desirable edition of VRin training might cause advanced understanding construction. In

tourism training, the cap potential to simulate eventualities and facilitate interactivity ina
digital surroundings bodesnicely with the present day pushcloserto e-getting to know.

The usageofthe digital global SecondLife as a schooling device for destiny excursion leaders
are observed. Educators took college students on excursions of recreated actual global
monuments withinside the digital global, earlier than letting the scholars revel in being
excursion leaders themselves. This is a shapeof experiential getting to know that couldn't
have existed earlier than the rise of VR withoutflying round the sector to revel in those
travelerpoints of interest first-hand. Enjoyment andexpanded motivationof college students
had been found withinside the research that had empirical data. However, theresearch
additionally highlighted enormous demanding situations for the overall adoption ofthe
technology. The specific degrees of technical literacy among customers approachthat more
attempts needto be invested into getting to know the platform are warned. To make sure
every revel in is yoiiy as planned, the schooling and gulding Important for each Instructor
and college students beforehand, could be time-consuming.Participants observation labeled
the Second Life plattorm bulky and additionally mentioned the time commitment needed to
effectively use the platform in demanding situations. The demandingsituations echo the ones
highlighted in past systematic literature opinions in training studies and indicators the
significance of persisted studies onthis tourism sub-sector.

3.5 AR & VR RESEARCH IN TOURISM EXPERIENCE ENHANCEMENT

The tourism enhancement class became solely made from research on AR. Seven research
centered on how AR more advantageous the tourism enjoy at real tourism locations. Some
examples blanketed exploring AR as an records dissemination device in museums orasarea
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This can be defined through the greatercell nature of AR while in comparison to VR, which
usually calls for the person to be desk boundand calls for greater processing power. This
assessment additionally determinedthat AR, withinsidethe context ofbeing a tourism enjoy
enhancement, has been gaining traction withinside the history and museum setting.

In settings in which there's massive disseminations of records which includes artwork
galleries and museums, the usage of AR becomes nicely received. Participants observation of
ARpopularity in a Danish museum embraced the usage of AR as an records interpretation
device, locating it novel and greater interactive. However, systematic assessment of AR in
education, a not unusualplace difficulty becomes ease-of-use. Additionally determined a few
history web page managers unwilling to embody AR with worries about diluting goal
authenticity of the sites. Objective authenticity implies that authenticity lies withinside the
toured item and may be measured with absolute and goal standards. As AR environments
and reports are computer-generated reconstructions, history managersfelt that these ‘copies’
contributed to weakening absolutely the and goal standards which touring items had been
in any other case measured on. Quality of content material emerged as the largest
requirement, whetheror notit become the usage ofAR ag a town manual or inmuseums. More
studiesinto the person's enjoyment is wanted and inparticular, the difficulty of usability as
a thing for vacation spot managers’ goal to apply and tourist’ goal to visit or revisit is
warranted.

3.6 AR & VR RESEARCH IN F&B AND MICE

In this assessment work, research on Food & Beverage (F&B) had been identified. The
advantages of increased immersion and interactivity for meals protection schooling in F&B

settings. He located that the cap potential to simulate and repeat risky situations, including
Idenuty and evaluation ofhazardous fuudbur ie diseases, withinside the digital vevel ia had
been the maximum treasured facets explored. VR as a methodological device for analyzing
crowding results in aneating place and foundit useful for simulating managed situations are
used. However, in each research, the authors felt that because of software limitations,
including the lackof ability to realistically simulate human emotional responses, they may
not but suggest the usage of VR over the real-global counterparts. Despite early conceptual
papers discussing the advantages that VR might doubtlessly convey to MICE, there had been
handiest research onthis category. The lack of studies is surprising, thinking about early
conceptual discussions hypothesizing ability applications including revolutionizing
enterprise tour, long-distance conferences, and large-scale conventions by preserving them
in digital spaces; or making plans, simulating, and sharing activities inside a digital
environment, which ability customers and customers can discover and engage with.
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The research on MICE mentioned the feasibility of digital activities as a method to store
delegates tour time and costs. However, located that groups are worried and nevertheless
see VR/AR inthe MICEregion as a fad in place of the destiny. In a later look at assembly
making plans for technology Y audiences, located perceived effectiveness to be a prime
barrier to digital assembly adoption. It has to be noted, thinking about the fast charge of
technological expansion that those findings might not be presently relevant; signaling ability
avenues for researchers to revisit, in light of VR/AR’s developing prevalence, The transition
to digital conferences in workplace tours worrieda complicated blendofpolicies, contractual
agreements with tour agencies, remarks and sanctions, inside and among organizations are
noted. He encouraged destiny studies at the interaction among corporeal and digital
mobilities, suggesting that the shift to digital may have critical implications on the jobs of
tour managersin addition to the enterprise tour market. Both research centered ondigital
activities as replacements for corporeal tours. The results display that the perceived
usefulness of VR/AR continues to be inadequate for industry-hugeadoption, thus warranting
persevered studies into the wishes ofthe industry. However, gapsin avenues including VR/AR
as an occasion making plans device, giving customers previewsof an occasion corridor
configured for activities such as weddings or exchange shows, stay unexplored. Thereis a

road for destiny studies right here with the ability to be a catalyst forexalternate withinside
the MICE industry.

3.7 AR & VR RESEARCH IN OTHER CATEGORIES

The systematic literature assessment are no longerin shape into the preceding 5 classes due
to the fact they centered on making use of VR/AR for in particular unique functions which
includes changing corporeal journey, process recruitment, and changing corporeal
recreation tourism. These six papers however have a treasured contribution to the
improvement of VR/AR studies. From the conceptual research in the assessment, early
discussions warnedof VR subsequently threatening bodily and corporeal journey. On the
contrary, there has been additionally the proposalthat VR could be the answerto sustainable
tourism. Despite the dialogueat the chance of VR, no examinerhas empirically explored the
quantityof this ‘chance’, In the only examination that explored digital tourism, SecondLife as
a manner for Iranian girls to journey and damage social stigmas, framing digital worlds as
the destination are studied. Their examination did now no longer verify the chance to
corporeal tourism because the girls could now no longer have been capable of bodily or
independently journey to their selected places besides because of socialstigma. In fact, no
examination withinside the assessment can verify this chance of VR. The loss of studies on
this place can possibly be attributed to the inadequate perceived authenticity of the era
presently available.
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Nevertheless, the importance of destiny studies into digital tourism lies withinside the
blessings that itis able to convey to people who have regulations on journey, which includes
bodily disabilities, monetary difficulties, or social stigma .In his conceptual paper, VR/ARas a
capacity foremost contributor to sustainability in tourism are mentioned. The most effective
examination on recreation tourism on this assessment placed VRgolfing as a sustainable
opportunity toactual golfing. The decision-making manner ofscreengolf individuals and the
ecological blessings that VR ought to convey to what's historically a very resource-in depth
recreation are explored. Their examination determined that improvements in display screen
golfingproveda viable sustainable opportunity to individuals, with the introduced blessings
of being each extra reachable and budget-friendly.

However,as recreation is generally extra corporeal andis basedon simulation of extra senses
than the alternative tourism sub-sectors, bringing VR/AR options into different sports
activities remains a technological challenge. Ultimately, the gaps and demanding situations
diagnosed inall of the lesser researchedclasses seemto converge across the obstacles ofthe
VR/AR era presently available. Many of that research try to utilize VR/AR structures for
functions wherein they may be now no longer optimized for. For example, Second Life is a

platform designed for entertainment. Trying to keep process recruitment fairs or have digital
conferences in that platform poses technicaldemanding situations and workarounds that
could now no longer have in any othercase been a problem in a purpose-made application.

4, METHODOLOGY IN AR & VR TOURISM RESEARCH

Table 4.1 Summary of Methodologies

Methodology No.of Studies %

Conceptual Paper 13 28.26
Surwec wey with 12 23.91Demonstration
Survey 7 FS
Inbervigws 6 13.04
Interviews with

4a 8.70Demonstration
ActiIONM Research 2 eke
Scenaria Analysis a StContent Analysis 1 2.17
Mixed Miethads A, aT
Netnography 1. 27
Total 46 100.00
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Table 4.2 Summary of Empirical Data

euee No, of Studies %Data
¥ 33 71,74
N 2 28,26

Total a6 100.00

From Table 4.1, conceptual papers are the maximum than the unusual placekindof articles
(28.26%). These consisted now no longerofthe simplest of papers discussing the results of
VR/AR, however additionally blanketed papers wherein the authors have been growing
fledgling programs andearly frameworks. Quantitative surveys have been the maximum not
unusual place shapeoffacts collection. Studies wherein the contributors have been givenan
illustration ofthe eraearlier than answering a questionnaire (23.91%) became the secondone
maximum not unusual place and research wherein contributors respondedquestionnaires
without being given demonstrations of VR/AR became third (7 research). These have been
observed via means of qualitative strategies wherein contributors have been interviewed
without (6 research) and with hands-on demonstrations of VR/AR (four research). Too
manyarticles centered on discussions of destiny programs without empirical facts to check
tourists’ actual reports are argued however Table 2 evidenced that extra of the research had
empirical facts (72%) than now no longer. Empirical data is summarizedin Table 4.2.

4.1 THEORY BASED AR & VR RESEARCH

Table 4.1.1 : Summaryof Theoretical Study
Theories Present No.of Studies %

38 76.09

¥ 11 23.91

Total 46 100.00

In Table 4.1.1. only eleven of the research had theoriesgift with the final 76% of research
now no longer having any theories or standards withinside the paper.Of the eleven papers, 3
followed the Technology Acceptance Model, followed the Theory of Planned Behaviour, in
addition followed Flow Theory. The Delone and McClean Information Systems Success Model
and the Virtual Learning Environments Theory had been utilized respectively.
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The modern loss of noticeable and theory, primarily based on studies in VR/AR tourism
research maybe defined with the aid of using the characterof the sphere which remains very
an awful lot withinside the exploratory degree witha loss of mounted theories Regardless of
the tourism sub-sector, research on VR and ARto a big volume try to apprehend customer
utilization behaviors to then optimize and adapt the era for the extraordinary uses. The
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) theories that PerceivedUsefulness and Perceived Base
of Use decide aim to use, which then results in utilization behavior, Whilst the only look at
that utilized the idea of Authenticity withinside the overview tailored it for AR, exploring
perceptions of authenticity ought to offer precious insights into the trajectory of digital
tourism. Their contributors seemed digital tourism in its modern shape as now nolonger
authentic sufficient and hence now no longer possible as a alternative for corporeal tourism
are found. Anokstage ofauthenticity perceived fromdigital worlds ought to show to be the
tipping factor foran inflow of interest, each academically and from the tourism industry, into
digital tourism.

Outside tourism, Presence Theory has been tailored for VR studies in education. The idea of
[resence ls the perceptual phantasm that a mediated revelln [sin't mediated. Presence Theory
identifies involvement and immersionas primary traits that beautify the personreveling ina
VR environment. The above research all located better presence brought about better
performance forthe contributors. Additionally located that immersion became dependent on
time spent inside the VR revel in and endorsedlonger sessions for the person to have a better
experience of immersion and hence, presence. Motivation Theory is another that has been
used to look at AR’s effect on pupil behavior. Adapting thisfor a tourism context ought to offer
crucial insights to the impact of VR/AR on tour motivation. Considering VR/AR’s purported
outcomesin the direction of more potent cognitive and emotional responses may also be
considered. In particular, it'dbe exciting to explore the effect of immersion, interactivity, and
visualization on the size of novelty, goal congruence, agency, and the ensuing feelings and
behavior.

The device used for customer experience is shown in Fig.4.1.1 and Fig 4.1.2 shows the AR

Implementation of RIT Campus Infrastructure. The Holographic Display of RIT Campus
Infrastructure is shown in Fig.4.1.3. The implementation of VR technique of RIT campus
infrastructure is experienced as shownin Fig.4.1.4.
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/
Fig.4.1.1 VR Devices used for Customer Experience

Fig 4.1.2 AR Implementation of RIT Campus Infrastructure
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Fig.4.1.4 VR Experience of RIT Campus Infrastructure »|
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5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE RESEARCH

Firstly, one of the problems we diagnosed with inside the forty six research came with
terminology used. Due to the nascent nature of studies in VR and AR consequently far;
research had used the phrases digital surroundings, digital truth and digital worlds unevenly
and frequently time, without such as definitions of the phrases. For example, protected digital
truth of their key phrases and paper.However, the time periodbecamein no way described
and the havea look at targeted on e-branding without addressing theloss of visualization,
immersion or interactivity that typically defines VR.

With anticipated technological developments, and as greater studies focus on particular
aspects of VR or AR, we urge destiny researchers to similarly outline the terminology.
Research in which the focal point consists of factors of visualization, immersion, and
interactivity need to be labeled and classified as VR, shifting far from the time period digital
surroundings. As proven with inside the findings, the time period digital surroundingsis just
too wide andconsists of on-line or digital learning, on-line branding or services cape, and
digital communities; none of which function as factors of visualization or immersion.
Relatedly, we additionally diagnosed a lack of understanding of the exceptional structures in
several researches. It is important that destiny students surely and correctly outline
terminology for the regions of VR/AR they may be gaining knowledge of to keep away from
confusion and to delineate the circulate and scopeof studies inside VR/AR in tourism. A 2d
primary contributionof this assessment paintings is the identity of the gaps and challenges,
and those revolve round 4 essential themes: 1) consciousness of the technology;2) usability;
3) time dedication equired to learn; and 4) the willingness to update corporealstories with
digital ones. In particular, the assignment that was continuously regarded had been the
technical problems that affected usability in numerous classes via the meansof tourists,
college students, educators, managers of tourism sites, and their employees. If ability
purchasers aren't the use of the technology, any superb outcomes might be negligible.Time
dedication had to makecertain enough skill ability in using VR/AR became anothersteady
assignment diagnosed from the research on this assessment. This work became especially
obvious in tourism training research, in which schooling time needed to becommitted to
making sure educators had been talented in the use of VR/AR. The educators then needed to
make certain college students had been additionally talented in the use of structures like
SecondLife.
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Outside tourismtraining, vacation spot entrepreneurs concentratedon families for example,
might he fantastically not likely ta advantage from deciding an digital worlds like SecondLife
as their platform as a majority of mother andfatherare not likely to devote the effort and
time lo discover waysto use the platform, Thefindings have highlighted the dearthof theory-
primarily based totally studies in VR and AR. To a positive extent, that is relatively
unsurprising, thinking about the era has best very lately emergedwithinside the mainstream
markets. However, transferring forward, we name for researchers to undertake greater
important theory-primarily based totally studies.

From the assessment, usability became a not unusual place deterrent in the direction of
utilization of VR/AR. In Technology Acceptance Model, ease-of-use is akey component in
figuring out utilization behavior, has been tailored efficiently withinside the advertising and
marketing and training contexts. Anutility of Presence Theory to contexts like vacation spot
advertising and marketing should offer key insights into the mostsuitable time-range that VR
reviews must befor the best efficiency. Similarly, studies in sub-sectors like MICE, wherein
companiesare nonetheless resisting VR/AR, should gain from adapting TAM, breaking down
facets of ease-of-use and value to discover the elements that would probably pressure
utilization. The study gaps exposedvia the meansof this assessment paintings has ended in
a conceptual frameworkfor destiny studies that is aboutinside TAM.
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RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
NO.- 69 NEW AVADI

KILPAUK CH-10
CHENNAI
Cleared Balance :2224688.06CR
Uncleared Amount :0.00
Drawing Power :0.00

INDIAN BANK
PADI
971 MAIN RD OPP.AIEMA TOWERS,AMBATTUR IND, ESTATE CHENNAI,
CHENNAI (TAMIL NADU)
Branch Code ;00115
Account Number ; 778346422
Product type ; CA-GEN-PUB-
METRO/URBAN INA

Interest Rate : 14.700
Statement of Account from 01/04/2021 to 31/03/2022

Value Date|Post Date Remitter Branch Description Cheque No.|Debit Amount|Credit Amount Balance
BALANCE B/F 468882.06CR

03/04/2021|03/04/2021|PADI CREDIT 400000.00; 868882 06CR,
ECS MANDATE

SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004583813
04/04/2021_|04/04/2021 |(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 303911, 564971.06CR

ECS MANDATE
SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004494675

14/2021_| 05/04/2021 _|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 392406.00) 172565.06CR
14/2021_|_19/04/2021|PADI BY CHO/TT TER RIT 25000.00] _197565.06CR'

CHQ TRANSFEEQUITAS SMALL
19/04/2021|19/04/2021|PADI FI/DIBH21109153223/NEFT/ESFB. 00851085 184593.00) 12972.06CR)
21/04/2021_| 21/04/2021|PADI BY CHQ/TT TFR RIT §0000.00 62972.06CR|

ECS MANDATE
SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004507684

28/04/2021_|_28/04/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 42297.00 20675.06CR
30/04/2021_| 30/04/2021|PADI CREDIT 300000.00 320675.06CR
03/05/2021|03/05/2021|PADI CREDIT 400000.00 720675.06CR

ECS MANDATE
SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004583813

03/05/2021_| _03/05/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 303911.00 416764.06CR
ECS MANDATE

SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004494675
05/05/2021 _|_05/05/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 392406.00 24358.06CR|

RTGS INW RAJALAKSHMI ENGG RTGS
PUNBR5202106021 1694376 TRANSFER

02/06/2021_| 02/06/2021_|MUMBAI FORT FROM 94957000128 300000.00. 324358.06CR,
WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH TP

SERVICE BRANCH |ACH MAGMAFIN 630261527
03/06/2021_|03/06/2021 _|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 94167011649 303911.00| 20447.06CR
04/06/2021|04/06/2021|PADI CREDIT 580000.00. 600447.06CR

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH
TATACAPITALFINANCIAL

SERVICE BRANCH |TCFBL0478000010 TRANSFER TO
yo6/2021_| 05/06/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 94167011649 392406.00 208041.06CR| 76/2021|08/06/2021|PADI CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF 875000.00] _1083041.06CR)
08/06/2021|08/06/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00851124 875000.00) 208041.06CR
08/06/2021 | 08/06/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 1829.00) 206212.06CRie CHO TRANSFEEQUITAS SMALL
19/06/2021_| 19/06/2021|PADI FI/IDIBH21170170582/NEFT/ESFB 00851125 121713.00) 84499.06CR

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH TP
SERVICE BRANCH JACH CHOLAMANDALAM 642823901

28/06/2021_|28/06/2021 |(CHENNAI) TRANSFERTO 94163011643 42297.00 42202.06CR)
02/07/2021_| 02/07/2021|PADI CREDIT 700000.00 742202.06CR

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH TP
SERVICE BRANCH |ACH MAGMAFIN
—

650225537
03/07/2021_|03/07/2021 _|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 94163011643 303911.00 438291.06CR

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH
TATACAPITALFINANCIAL

SERVICE BRANCH |TCFBL0478000010 TRANSFER TO.
05/07/2021|05/07/2021 |(CHENNAI) 94167011649 392406.00) 45885.06CR|
08/07/2021|08/07/2021|PADI CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF 4185000.00] 4230885.06CR)

DEBIT SABARI FOUDNATION TRUST
08/07/2021|08/07/2021|PADI PROC AND DOCUMENTATON CH 4116350.00 114535.06CR’
08/07/2021_|08/07/2021|PADI CREDIT 600000.00[_714535.06CR

DEBIT mil 7034832713 PROC AND
08/07/2021|08/07/2021|PADI DOCUMENTATION CHARGES, 660800.00) 53735.06CR

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER Deposit by
TFRD FROMRIT/EM CREATION

08/07/2021

_|
08/07/2021|PADI CHARGES TRANSFER TO 778099888 \y \ 29500.00 24235.06CR

08/07/2021

_|
08/07/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER WY 9405.00) 14830.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH ‘
12/07/2021|12/07/2021|PADI DEP/PADI 1000000.00| _1014830.06CR.
12/07/2021

_|
12/07/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 0085 19.00 14830.06CR:

42/07/2021_| 12/07/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER we 1888.00 a, mm 12942.06CR’
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WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER TP ACH aaa
SERVICE BRANCH |CHOLAMANDALAMIDIB00000000045076

28/08/2021|28/08/2021 |(CHENNAI) 84 TRANSFER TO 94164011642 42297.00) 1382411,06CR
SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHO 00850875 INW. CLG "Mr

30/08/2021|30/08/2021 |(CHENNAI) Surya Charan P. 92000.00 1290411,06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 27/08/2021
SERVICE BRANGH |IGIO! BANKING CORPORATION0115

30/2021|30/08/2024 |(CHENNAl) CTS CHO:411963_IBCL 00411963 2000.00} _1310444.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 2710872027 U

SERVICE BRANCH |T 1 BANK LTD 0115 CTS CHQ:899895
so/ow/z021|s0/0/2021 |(OHENNAl) ADL 00099095 5000.00] 13654 11,060R

BY CHOITT TER TRANSFER FROM
6044120143/NAGAJOTHI N

RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF
31/08/2021|31/08/2021|AYAPAKKAM TECHNOLOGY 5000.00} _1415411.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Dopoalt by SELF CASH
31/08/2021|31/08/2021|VALARPURAM _|DEP/VALARPURAM 50000.00] 1465411.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
31/08/2021|31/08/2021|VALARPURAM _|DEP/VALARPURAM 125000.00] 1890411.06CR’

BY CHOITT TFR TRANSFER FROM
6044120143/NAGAJOTHI NN

31/08/2021|31/08/2021|VALARPURAM___|NAGArajalaksh 60000.00] _1650411,08CR
CASH DEPOSIT Daposlt by SELF CASH

31/08/2021|31/08/2021|VALARPURAM __|DEP/VALARPURAM 105000.00} _1755411.06CR’
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

31/08/2021|31/08/2021|VALARPURAM __|DEP/VALARPURAM 85000.00| _1840411.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

on: 31/08/2021|VALARPURAM _|DEP/VALARPURAM 5400.00] _1894411.06CR
THO TRANSFEILAYAPERUMAL K

/I01BH21243132819/NEFT TRANSFEREE
31/08/2021|31/08/2021|AYAPAKKAM BANK ESEB 00084217 70907.00 1823504.06CR
31/08/2021|31/08/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 435.00 1823069.06CR'

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 310872021
SERVICE BRANCH |KARUR VYSYA BANK LTD, 0588 CTS

01/09/2021|01/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) CHQ:000004_KVBL. 00000004 60000.00| _1883069.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEATING TTTOOTION

SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 0588 CTS
01/09/2021 |_01/09/2021|(CHENNAI) CHQ:932096_SBO! 00932096 110000.00| _1993069.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 31/08/2021
01/09/2021|01/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) 240 0588 CTS CHQ:000208_HBL 00000208 25000.00| 2018069.06CR

CHECUE DEPOCLEARING 3110872021
SERVICE BRANCH |ANDHRA BANK 0588 CTS CHQ:000014

01/09/2021|01/09/2021|(CHENNAI) AB 00000014 9000.00] _2108069.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 31/08/2021
SERVICE BRANCH |MADRAS CENTRAL CO OP. BAN 0588

01/09/2021|01/09/2021|(CHENNAI) CTS CHQ:764389_CCCBL 00764389 410000.00] _2218069.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 31/08/2021
01/09/2021|01/09/2021|(CHENNAI) 240 0588 CTS CHQ:000114_HBL 00000114 50000.00| 2268069.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 31/08/2021
1409/2021|01/09/2021|(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:742310/SBOI_ SBO! 00742310 66000.00| 2334069.06CR
J CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 31/08/2027

SERVICE BRANCH |BANK OF BARODA 1233
01/09/2021|01/09/2021|(CHENNAI) CLG:003422/80B BOB 00003422 5000.00] 2399069.06CR|

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 3170872027
SERVICE BRANCH |FEDERAL BANK LTD. 1233

01/09/2021 |_01/09/2021|(CHENNA\) CLG:211449/FBL_ FBI 00211449 120000.00| _2519069.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 31/08/2021
01/09/2021|_01/09/2021|(CHENNAI) 259 1233 CLG:002229/IBL_IBL 00002229 9000.00] _2609069.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850887 INW_CLG
01/09/2021 |_01/09/2021|(CHENNAI) -PONRAJ S 311330.00 2297739.08CR

CHEQUE WDLSABART FOUNDATION
TRANSFER TO 6198175244/SABARI

owvog2021|ovogzozi|PADI FOUNDATION A/C RAJA uuusa218 15UUUU.0U 214/739.08CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

01/09/2021|01/09/2021|VALARPURAM _|DEP/VALARPURAM 185000.00| 2332739.06CR
TASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

01/09/2021|01/09/2021|VALARPURAM _|DEP/VALARPURAM 40000.00| _2372739.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

01/09/2021|01/09/2021|VALARPURAM _|DEP/VALARPURAM 30000.00| 2402739.06cR
TASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

o1os/2021|01/09/2021|VALARPURAM _|DEP/VALARPURAM NN 53000.00| 2455739.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

01/09/2021|01/09/2021|VALARPURAM_|DEP/VALARPURAM WA 160000.00| 2615739.06CR
01/09/2021|01/09/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER ‘ 493.00 2615246.08CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850880 INW_CLG:SRI|_7
02/09/2021|02/09/2021|(CHENNAI) GANESH AGENCIES cerolp (IOAt7e54.00 2597892.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING OT/00/2021|BIREGTOR AAS;
Y02/09/2021|02/09/2021|(CHENNAI) INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK pa 144ayE ITE. OF TECHNOLOG ¥0000.00| _2647892.06cR
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SERVICE BRANCH|OUT CHQ RET 00034805 Chargos Kindly
2112/2021|21/12/2021 |(CHENNA!) __| contact Drawer/ Drawoe Bank and pl 7000.00 764271,06CR)

BY TRANSFER UPI
TRANSFER/135681599184/UPI

22/12/2021|22/12/2021|ONLINE TRANSFER |TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 6500.00] _770771.06CR
BY TRANSFER UPI
TRANSFER 135682004578/UP|

22/12/2021|22/12/2021|ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 1.00] __770772.06CR
BY TRANSFER UPI
TRANSFER/135682125198/UPI

22/12/2021|22/12/2021|ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 1000.00] _785772.06CR
BY TRANSFER UPI
TRANSFER/138682134894/UIP1

22/12/2021|22/42/2001|ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 1000.00] _800772.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 21/12/2021

Va SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233
\{22i12/2021_| 22/12/2021|(CHENNAI) CLG:085223/SBO!_SBO! 00085223 110000.00|__910772.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
22/12/2021|22/12/2021|VALARPURAM _|DEP/VALARPURAM 6500.00] _917272.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposlt by SELF CASH
22/12/2021|22/12/2021|VALARPURAM __|DEP/VALARPURAM 13200.00| __930472,06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
22/12/2021|22/12/2021|VALARPURAM __|DEP/VALARPURAM 39600.00| _970072.06CR
2afiei2021|22/12/2021|VALARPURAM CASH DEP GHRGS OTHER 30.00) 970042.06CR,

BY TRANSFER UPI
TRANSFER/135664728651/UPI

22/12/2021|22/12/2021|ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 8000.00] __978042.06cR
2/2021|22/12/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE (00850480 500000.00 478042,06CR
2i202t|22/12/2021|PADI CREDIT. 76800000.00| 17278042,06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHO 00850025 INW_CLG
23/12/2021|23/12/2021 |(CHENNAI) ‘SHL_INDIA PRIVATE LIMIT 100000.00 47178042.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22T212027
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 0115

23/12/2021|23/12/2021 (CHENNAI) CLG:551766/SBO! 00551766 9000.00] 17268042.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Dopoait by SELF CASH

23/12/2021|23/12/2021|VALARPURAM _|DEP/VALARPURAM 9350.00] 17361542,06CR
2a/12/2021|23/12/2021|VALARPURAM CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 52,00 17361490.06CR

CHO-TRANSFERTGSIPUNB
RAJALAKSHMI

29/12/2021|23/12/2021|PADI ENGIV/IDIBR52021 122326307155 00850462 4100058.00 16261432.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 23/T272021

SERVICE BRANCH |CANARA BANK 1233 CLG:306711/CB
2ari2i2021|24/12/2021 |(CHENNAI) cB 00306711 100000.00| 16361432,06CR

BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/135815113380/UPI
24/42/2021|24/12/2021|ONLINE TRANSFER [TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 43000.00| 16404432.06CR

WITITHORAWACL TRANSFER CITRUS
082112002792000/eazy0821 12002792000

/ TRANSFER TO 6054527576 CITRUS
PAYMENT INDIAN BANK MGT BRANCH

2ari2i2021|24/12/2021|ONLINE TRANSFER |AGGREGATOR N 23610.00 16380822,06CR
2ariai202t|24/12/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00850465|15000000.00 1380822.06CR

BY TRANSFER MOBILE

4 TRANSFER/sowmi fees TRANSFER

| Dr2z021_| 2571/0021|ONLINE TRANSFER|FROM 410541874 MITHIRABAI N 7200.00] 1452822.06CR
BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/136153076129/Fee
27ii2i021|27/12/2021|ONLINE TRANSFER |TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 20000.00| _1472822.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPI
TRANSFER/136153084982/Fee

2711212024|27/12/2021 |_ONLINE TRANSFER |TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 20000.00| 1492822.06CR
BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/136153091255/Fee
2ri2io2t|27/12/2021|ONLINE TRANSFER |TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 2000.00] _1512822.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPI
TRANSFER/136153105347/Fee

27ii2/e024|27/42/2021|ONLINE TRANSFER |TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 1000.00] _1522822.06CR'
BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/136153661076/Fee
2711212024|27/12/2021|ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 350.00 1523172.06CR

BY TRANSFER MOBILE
TRANSFER/sowmi fees TRANSFER

2711212024|27/12/2021 |_ONLINE TRANSFER |FROM 410541874 MITHIRABAIN 1000.00] _1524172.06CR
SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850182 INW_CLG

2rizi2021_| 27/12/2021 |(CHENNAI) :KARUNAKARAN R Nin « 100000.00 1424172.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

2712/2021|27/12/2021|VALARPURAM _|DEP/VALARPURAM \ L> 70000.00| _1494172.06CR
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The train dataset is used to train the model (CNN) so that it can identify the test image

and the disease. After the model is trained successfully, the software can identify the 

dental disease prediction image contained in the dataset. After successful training and 

preprocessing, comparison of the test image and trained model takes place to predict the 

Sign language. CNN has different layers. 

They are 

.Dense layer 

.Dropoutlayer
Activation layer 
.Flatten layer

.Convolution2Dlayer

.MaxPooling2Dlayer 

2.1 CNN Model steps

Dense Layer 

The dense layer's neuron in a model receives output from every neuron of 

its preceding layer, where neurons of the dense layer perform matrix-vector

multiplication. Matrix vector multiplication is a procedure where the row vector of the 

output from the preceding layers is equal to the column vector of the dense layer.

Dropout Layer

The Dropout layer randomly sets input units to 0 with a frequency of rate at 

each step during training time, which helps prevent overfitting. Inputs not set to 0are 
scaled up by 1/(1 - rate) such that the sum over all inputs is unchanged. The Dropout
layer only applies when training is set to True such that novalues are dropped during 
inference. This is in contrast to setting trainable=False for a Dropout layer. Trainable 
does not affect the layer's behavior, as Dropout does not have any variables/weights that 
can be frozen duringtraining. 
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ABSTRACT

Brain tumor identification is really challenging task in early stages of life. But now,it
became advanced with various machine learning and deep learning algorithms.
Nowadays, brain tumor automatic identification is of great interest. To detect the
brain tumor, the MRI images ofpatient's are used. The objective ofthe proposed
system is to identify whether tumoris present in patient's brain or not, It is very
important to detect the tumors at starting level for a healthylife of a patient. There
are many literatures on detecting these kinds of brain tumors and improving the
detection accuracies.

The segmentation, detection, and extraction of infected tumor area from

magnetic resonance (MR) images are primary concern but a tedious and time taking
task performed by radiologists orclinical experts, and their accuracy depends ontheir
experience only. So, the use of computer aided technology becomes very necessary
to overcome these limitations. The severity of brain tumoris estimated using
Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) algorithm which gives us accurate results,
extra feature extraction methods, identify and classify brain tumor images
successfully.

Keywords: Brain tumor, Deep learning, Tensor Flow, ConvolutionNeural Networks
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1. INTRODUCTION

Medical imaging is the technique andprocess of creating visual representations of the interior
of a body forclinical analysis and medical intervention, as well as visual representation of the
function of someorgansortissues. Medical imaging seeks to reveal internal structures hidden by the
skin and bones,as well as to diagnose and treat disease. Medical imaging also establishes
a database—of normal anatomy and physiology to makeit possible to identify abnormalities,

The medical imaging processing refers to handling images by using the computer. This

processing includes many types of techniques and operations such as image gaining, storage,
)

presentation, and communication. This process pursues the disorder identification and management.
This process creates a data bank of the regular structure and functionofthe organs to makeit easy to

recognize the anomalies. This process includes both organic and radiological imaging which used

electromagnetic energies (X-rays and gamma), sonography, magnetic, scopes, and thermal and

isotope imaging. There are many other technologies used to record information about the location

and function of the body. Those techniques have many limitations compared to those modulates
which produce images.

An image processing technique is the usage of a computer to manipulate the digital image.
This technique has many benefits suchas elasticity, adaptability, data storing, and communication,
With the growth of different image resizing techniques, the images can be kept efficiently. This

technique has many setsof rules to performin the images synchronously. The 2D and 3D images can
be processed in multiple dimensions.

Precise sighting of the kind of brain abnormality is enormously needed for treatment
operations with a resolution to diminish diagnostic errors. The precision is often makeshift utilizing

computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems. The essential plan of computer vision is to produce a

reliable output, whichis an associate estimation to assist medical doctors in image understanding
and to lessen image reading time. These advancements increase the steadiness and correctness of

medical diagnosis — however, segmenting an MR image of the tumor and its area itself a very

\w
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The identification of tumoris a very challenging task. The location, shape
and the structure of tumorvaries significantly from patient to patient which
makes the segmentation a very challenging task. In the figure shown below,
we have shown some imagesof the same brain slice fromdifferent patients,
whichclearly reflect the variation of the tumor. We can clearly see that the
location ofthe tumoris different in all the 8 images/patients shown below.
To make it worse, the shape and the intra-tumoral structure is also different
for all the eight patients/images. In fact, there can be more than one region
of the tumoras can be seen from the images below. This indeedreflects the
complexity of automatic segmentation.
1.1 DEEP LEARNING

Deep learning is a branch of machine learning which is completely based on
artificial neural networks, as neural networkis going to mimic the humanbrain so deep
learningis also a kind of mimic of human brain. It’s on hype nowadays because earlier
we did not have that much processing powerandalotof data. A formal definition of

deep learning is- neurons Deep learningis a particular kind of machine learning that
achieves great power and flexibility by learning to represent the world as a nested
hierarchy of concepts, with each concept defined in relationto simpler concepts, and

more abstract representations computed in terms of less abstract ones. In brain

approximately 100billion neuronsall together this is a picture of an individual neuron
and each neuronis connected through thousandsof their neighbors. The question here
is how it recreates these neurons in a computer. So, it creates an artificial structure
called an artificial neural net where we have nodesor neurons.It has some neurons for
input value and some for-output value and in between, there may be lots of neurons
interconnected in the hidden layer. It needs to identify the actual problem to get the

right solution and it should be understood, the feasibility of the Deep Learning should
also be checked (whether it should fit Deep Learning or not). It needs to identify the
relevant data which should correspond to the actual problemand should be prepared
accordingly. Choose the Deep Learning Algorithm appropriately. Algorithm should be
used while training the dataset. Final testing should be doneon the dataset.
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1.2 BRAIN TUMOR

The brain is the most sensitive organ of our body, which controls the core
functions and characteristics in the human body and according to the National Brain Tumor

Society, in the United States, about 700,000 people live with a brain tumor, and the
figure will rise to 787,000 by the end of 2020. Compared with other cancers such as
breast canceror lung cancer, a brain tumor is not more commonbut,still, a brain tumor is

the number10th leading cause of deaths worldwide,

The Brain tumoris causedby tissue abnormality that develops within the brain

or in the central spine, interrupting proper brain function.A Brain tumoris markedas
Benign and Malignant. Benign brain tumors do not contain cancer cells and grow
gradually. They do not spread and commonly stay in one region of the brain, whereas
malignant brain tumors contain cancer cells and grow quickly and spread through to other
brain and spine regions as well. A Malignant tumor is life-threatening and harmful. The
Brain tumor is diagnosed using several techniques such as CTscan, EEG, but Magnetic
Resource Image (MRI) is the most effectiveand widely used method. MRI uses powerful
and effective magnetic fields and radio waves to generate internal images of the organs
within the body. MRI provides more detailed information on the internal organs and is,
therefore, more effective than CT or EEG scanning.

In the past few years because of Al and Deep learning, significantadvancement
has been made in the medical science like Medical Image processing technique which
helps doctors to the diagnose disease early and easily, before that, it was tedious and
time-consuming. So to resolvesuch kind of limitations computer-aided technology is
much needed because Medical Field needs efficient and reliable techniques to diagnose
life-threatening diseases like cancer, which is the leading cause of mortality globally for
patients. So in our study with the help of Brain MRI Images, provide a method for
classification of brain tumors into cancerous and non-cancerous using convolutional
neural network model.
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2. METHODOLOGY

The classification of brain tumors is performed by biopsy, which is not usually
conducted beforedefinitive brain surgery. The improvement of technology and machine
learning can help radiologists in tumor diagnostics without invasive measures. A

machine-learning algorithm that has achieved substantial results in image segmentation
and classification is the convolutional neural network (CNN). The classification was
performed using a T1-weighted contrast- enhanced MRI image database which contains
three tumor types.

An input, using the whole images, so it was not necessary to perform any
preprocessing or segmentation of the tumors, Samples of more number of images are
collected that comprised of different classes such as normal and abnormal. Different
numberof imagesis collected for each class thatwas classified into input images.

Implementing the deep learning techniques on a small dataset of 253 brain MRI

images. We trained the dataset through AlexNet andtrain the model by using LeNet in
CNN model and finding the high accuracy of brain tumor. The dataset includes 155
images of malignant cancer and 98ofbenign non-cancerous tumors. Wesplit our dataset
into 2 separate segments for training, and testing. The training data is for model learning,
validation data is sample data for model evaluation and model parameters tuning. Test
data is for the final evaluation of our model. To deployment this process by showing the
prediction results in the local host webapplication,

Figure 2.1 displays a block diagramof a convolution neural network-based brain
tumor classification method. The preparation and testing phases of a CNN- based brain
tumor classification are separated. The numberof images is divided into different
categories by labelling them with terms like tumor and non-tumor brain image, and so
on. Preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification are all used in the training phase.
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Figure 2.1 Block diagramof proposed brain tumor classification

Advantages

e To identify the Brain tumor disease easily and reduce the workloadof
doctors in the medical field.

e It is best model for deep learning technique to easily identify the
brain tumor.

2.1 PROPOSED METHOD

MRIDataset

The Brain MRI image dataset are downloaded from Kaggle. The MRI brain images
wereas takenas input to preprocessing steps. The appearanceofthe brain MRI image
has generated with the help of MRI scanner. the strong magnetic fields and radio waves
help to generate MRlimage. MRIdirectly effects the treatment of patients. The tumorhas
highlighted in the MRI image with white color. \Aa
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Pre-Processing

The pre-processing is a very important step in image processing for improving the
quality ofthe image. Skull masking and the image noise removing is a very important step
in brain MRI image classification it will help to improve classification accuracy rate. It

improves the accuracy of diagnosis and helps in improving the classification result.

Feature Extraction

A slightly less common, more specialized approachto deep learning is to use the
network as a feature extractor. Since all the layers are tasked with learning certain
features from images, we can pullthese features out of the networkat any time during
the training process.These features can then be used as input toa machine learning model

such as Support Vector Machine (SVM),

Convolutional Neural Network

The Convolution Neural Network (CNN) shown in Figure 2.2 classifier is used

mainly for image and video recognition. The CNN is able for automatically learning the

respective feature fordata itself.The CNN follows few steps like receiving different inputs,
calculating the sum of their weights, forward output to activation function and respond with

the desired output. Based on CNN classification, the Brain MRI images important features
like lines, edges, and object etc. complex features automatically able to identify with more
accurately.

~“

Figure 2.2 Structure of a Convolution Neural Network
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The Convolution Neural Network has majorly 4 layers. Input layer, Convolution layer,
pooling layer and Fully connected layer . The equation shown the Rectified Linear Unit

(ReLU) activation function which has input x as an input value. If the input value is less
than0, in this time the output is 0. If the input value is greater than 0, in this time the
output is not changed the sameequal to the input.

ReLU(x)=0, ifx <0,
x ifx >=0,

3. METHODOLOGY

Import our data set using keras preprocessing image data generatorfunction also
wecreate size, rescale, range, zoom range, horizontal flip. Then we import our image
dataset from folder through the data generatorfunction. Here we set train, test, and
validation also weset target size, batch size and class-mode from this function we must
train using our own created networkby adding layers of CNN. To train ourdataset using
classifier and fit generator function alsowe make training steps per epoch’s thentotal
numberof epochs, validation data and validation steps using this data we cantrain our
dataset.

Training the model using LeNet

Convolutional Neural Network (ConvNet/CNN) is a Deep Learning algorithm
which can take in an input image, assign importance (learnable weights and biases) to
various aspects/objects in the image andbeable to differentiate one from the other. The

pre-processing required ina ConvNet is much lower as compared to otherclassification
algorithms. While in primitive methods filters are hand-engineered, with enough
training, ConvNetscanlearn these filters/characteristics. The architecture of a ConvNet
is analogous to that of the connectivity patternof Neurons in the Human Brain and was
inspired by the organizationof the Visual Cortex. Individual neurons respond to stimuli

only ina restricted regionof the visual field known as the ReceptiveField.
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Deploying the model in Django Framework

In this module the trained deep learning model is converted into hierarchical data
format file (.h5S file) which is then deployed in our Django frameworkfor providing
better user interface and predicting the output whether the given image contain tumor
or not.

ALGORITHM

Deeplearning is a machine learning technique that teaches computers to do what

comes naturally to humans: learn by example. Deep learning is a key technology behind

driverless cars, enabling them to recognize a stop sign, or to distinguish a pedestrian
) from a lamppost, It is the key ta voice control in cansimer devices like phones, tablets,

TVs, and hands-free speakers, Deep learning is getting lots of attention lately andfor
good reason. It’s achieving results that were not possible before.

In deep learning, a computer model learns to perform classification tasks directly
from images, text, or sound. Deep learning models canachieve state-of-the-art accuracy,
sometimes exceeding human-level performance, Models are trained by using a large set
of labeled data and neural network architectures that contain many layers. Deep
learning achieves recognition accuracy at higher levels than ever before. This helps

consumer electronics meet user expectations, and it is crucial for safety-critical
applications like driverless cars. Recent advances in deep learning have improved to the

point where deep learning outperforms humans in some taskslike classifying objects in

images.
1. Deep learning requires large amountsof labeled data. driverless car development

requires millions of images and thousandsof hours of video.
2. Deep learning requires substantial computing power. High- performance GPUs

have a parallel architecture that is efficient for deep learning. When combined
with clusters or cloud computing, this enables development teams to reduce
training time for a deep learning network from weeks to hoursorless.

Most deep learning methods use neural network architectures, which is why deep
learning models are often referred to as deep neural networks. The term “deep”
usually refers to the number of hidden layers in the neural network. Traditional
neural networks only contain 2-3 hidden layers, while deep networks can have as
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manyas 150.Deep learning models are trained by using large sets of labeled data and

neural network architectures that learn features directly from the data without the
need for manual feature extraction,
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Figure 3.1 Multilayer Perceptron

Oneof the most popular types of deep neural networks is knownas convolutional

neural networks (CNN or ConvNet). A CNN convolves learned features with input data,
and uses 2D convolutional layers, making this architecture well suited to processing 2D

data, such as images. CNNs eliminate the need for manual feature extraction, so you do

not need to identify features used to classify images. The CNN works by extracting
features directly from images. The relevant features are not retrained; they are learned
while the networktrains on a collection of images. This automated feature extraction
makes deep learning models highly accurate for computer vision tasks such as object
classification. CNNs learn to detectdifferent features of an image using tens or hundreds
of hidden layers. Every hidden layer increases the complexity of the learned image
features. For example, the first hidden layer could learn how to detect edges, and the
last learns how to detect more complex shapes specifically catered to the shape of the

object we are trying to recognize.
\ \e
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Input Layer

Input layer shown in Figure 3.1 in CNN contain image data. Image data is

represented by three dimensional matrixes, It needs to reshapeit into a single column.

Suppose you have image of dimension 28 x 28 =784,it needs to convert it into 784 x 1

before feeding into input.

Convolutional Layer

Convo layer is sometimes called feature extractor layer because features ofthe
image are get extracted within this layer, First, a part of image is connected to Convo

layer to perform convolution operation as we saw earlier and calculating the dot product
between receptive fields (it is a local region of the input image that has the same size as
that of filter) and the filter. Result of the operation is single integerof the output volume.
Then the filter over the next receptive field of the same input image by aStride and do
the same operation again.It will repeat the same process again and again until it goes
through the whole image. The output will be the input forthe next layer.

Pooling Layer

Pooling layer is used to reduce the spatial volume of input image after
convolution. It is used between two convolution layers. If it applies FC after Convo layer
without applying pooling or max pooling, then it will be computationally expensive.So,
the max pooling is only way to reduce the spatial volume of input image.It has applied
max pooling in single depth slice with Stride of 2. It can observe the 4 x 4dimension
input is reducing to 2 x 2 dimensions.

Fully Connected Layer (FC)

Fully connected layer involves weights, biases, and neurons.It connects neurons
in one layer to neurons in another layer.It is used to classify images between different
categories by training.

Softmax / Logistic Layer
Softmax or Logistic layeris the last layer of CNN. It resides at the end of FC layer.

Logistic is used forbinary classification and softmaxis for multi-classification.
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UML Diagrams

UML is an acronymthat stands for Unified Modeling Language Simply put as UML

is a modern approach to modeling and documenting software. In fact, it’s one of the most
popular business process modeling techniques. It

representation of software components. Figure 3.2 & 3.3 is worth a thousand words".

By using visual representations, we can better understand possible flaws orerrors in

software or business process.

Use Case Diagram

oO ’
User

Collect dataset

tensorflow model

Train data

RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Deep learning algorithm

Test data

Tuning model

Figure 3.2 Use Case Diagram
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Class Diagram

Test data

+Type

9 image

+Color
*Classified

+Phel

Tensortiow model

i Tuning mode! Preprocessing
= Input information raat

+Deap learning “Tasting theField
;

machine
+Frame +information

Django Frame work
|- Out put

Brain Tumor analysis |

Deployment

Figure 3.3 Class Diagram

Activity Diagram

Image Pre-Processing Deep fearning Deployment Peopie

Perform preliminary Pre-processed
analysis dataset

Image aetais

oeCateuate total oats Avply OL algortm Dango tame work dase

ApotyDiAigonths Fing Brain Tumorpoaon tsencabon fom DL

Figure 3.4 Activity Diagram
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In the above Figure 3.4 shows how auser activity is performed in the system
Initially the user uploads the MRI scanned image and system validates the image then
uses tuning model to compare the accuracy based on the accuracy ,the results is

provided tothe user.

Collaboration Diagram

The above Figure 3.5 shows how the userand data collaborates with each other.

Givethe
information soteImage tio Datasete

Attributes DL Algorithm

Collaboration the
dataset

Pre-processing

Pred
outpu

Djange trame

User interface

User

Figure 3.5 Collaboration diagram
4. IMPLEMENTATION

Anaconda

Custom packages can be made usingthe command, and can be shared with
others by uploading them to Anaconda Cloud, PyPI or other repositories. The default
installation of Anaconda2 includes Python 2.7 and Anaconda3 includes Python 3.7. However,

you can create new environments that include any versionof Python packaged with conda.

Anaconda Navigator

Anaconda Navigator is a desktop graphical user interface (GUI) included in

Anaconda distribution that allows users to launch applications and manage conda
packages, environments and channels without using command-line commands.
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Navigatorcan search for packages on AnacondaCloud orin a local Anaconda Repository,
install them in an environment, run the packages and update them.It is available for
Windows, macOS and Linux.

Conda

Conda is an open source, cross-platform, language- agnostic package manager
and environment management systemthat installs, runs and updates packages and their
dependencies. It was created for Python programs, but it can package and distribute
software for any language (e.g.,R), including multi-languages. The Conda package and
environment manager is included inall versions of Anaconda, Mini conda, and Anaconda

Repository.

The Jupyter Notebook

The Jupyter Notebook is an open-source web application that allows you to

create and share documents that contain live code, equations, visualizations, and
narrative text. Uses include: data cleaning and transformation, numerical simulation,
statistical modeling, data visualization, machine learning, and much more.

Notebook Document

Notebook documents(or “noyebooks”, all lower case) are documents produced by
the Jupyter Notebook App, whichcontains both computer code(eg -python)and rich text
elements(paragraph, equations, figures, links, etc ...) Notebook documents are both
human-readable documents containing the analysis description and the results(figures,
tables, etc..) as well as executable documents whichcan be run to performdata analysis.

Jupyter Notebook App

The Jupyter Notebook Appis a server-client application that allows editing and

running notebook documents via a web browser. The Jupyter Notebook App can be
executed ona local desktop requiring no internet access(as described inthis document)
orcan be installed on a remoteserverand accessed throughthe internet. In addition to

displaying/editing/running notebook documents, the Jupyter Notebook App has a

“Dashboard” (Notebook Dashboard),a “control panel” showing local files and allowing to

open notebook documentsor shutting down their kernels.
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Kernel

A notebookkernel is a “computational engine” that executes the code contained
in a Notebook document. The ipython kernel, referenced in this guide, executes python
code. Kernels for many other languages exist (official Kernels). When you open a

Notebook document, the associated kernel is automatically launched. When the
notebookis executed (either cell-by-cell or with menu Cell -> Run All), the kernel
performs the computation and produces the results. Depending on the type of
computations, the kernel may consume significant CPU and RAM.Note that the RAM is

not released until the kernel is shut-down.
Notebook Dashboard

The Notebook Dashboard is the component which is shownfirst when youlaunch
Jupyter Notebook App. The Notebook Dashboard is mainly used to open notebook
documents, and to manage the running kernels (visualize and shutdown). The Notebook
Dashboard has other features like a file manager, namely navigating folders and

renaming/deleting files.
TensorFlow

TensorFlow is a Python library for fast numerical computing created and released
by Google. It is a foundation library that can be used to create Deep Learning models
directly or by using wrapper libraries that simplify the process built on top of
TensorFlow.

NumpyArray
A numpy arrayis a grid ofvalues,all the same type,and is indexed by a tuple of

nonnegative integers. The numberofdimensionsis the rankof the array. The shape of
anarrayis a tuple of integers giving the size of the array along each dimension.

SciPy

SciPy (Scientific Python) is often mentioned in the same breath with NumPy.
SciPy extends the capabilities of NumPy withfurther useful functions for minimization,
regression, Fourier-transformation, and many others. NumPy is based on two earlier
Python modules dealing with arrays. One of these is Numeric. Numeric is like NumPy a

Python module for high-performance, numeric computing, but it is obsolete nowadays.\DIRECTOR (IQAC) .RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLO®
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Another predecessor of NumPy is Numarray, whichis a complete rewrite of Numeric but
is deprecated as well. NumPy is a merger ofthose two, ie. it is built on the code of
Numeric and the features of numarray.

Django Templates

Django provides a convenient way to generate dynamic HTMLpagesby using its
template system. A template consists of static parts of the desired HTMLoutput as well

as some special syntax describing how dynamic content will be inserted. Django is a web

application framework.

It gets user requests by URL locater and responds back. To handle URL, django.urls
module is used by the framework. The view argument is a view function which is used to

return a response (template) to the user.

Urls.py

The django.url module contains various functions, path(route, view, kwargs,
name) is one of those whichis used to map the URLandcall the specified view.

Views.py
A viewis a place where weput ourbusiness logic of the application. The view is a

python function which is used to perform some operation and return a response to the

user. This response can be the HTML contents of a Webpage, ora redirect, or a 404

error.
4.1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The dataset contains tumor and non-tumor MRI imagescollected from different
online resources. The dataset is publicly available, consists of 253 real brain images
developed by radiologists using data from affected patients. The model is trained for 110

epochs with a batch size of 32. The experiment is done using Tensor Flow and Keras
libraries in python. The brain tumordetection is performed by using deep neural
network. The training accuracy and validation loss are calculated to find the efficiency of

re
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Figure 4.1 Open the Anaconda Navigator

The Figure 4.1 shows Anaconda Navigator is a desktop graphical user
interface (GUI) included in Anaconda distribution that allows users tolaunch
applications.

>
jJupyter
Motebook

W?feb-based, interactive computingnetebock environment. Edit and runHuman-readable docs while describing thedata analysis.

Figure 4.2 Launch the Jupyter Notebook Platform \
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The Jupyter Notebook Figure 4.2 is an open-source web application that allows you to
create and share documents that contain live code, equations, visualizations, and

narrative text

jupyter

Select ems to cerform actons on them.

© o. Name Last Mioaties File size

{)
0 2montns ago

& 2monins ago

a amonthago
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a 1303;8a90 428
hi
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Figure 4.3 Open the correspondent result folder
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Figure 4.4 Accuracy of the ModelO
In Figure 4.3 & 4.4 showsthe difference of accuracy based on the brain tumor dataset which
used for training and testing the model, the blue line represents the training the dataset and

orange line represent the testing the dataset.
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Figure 4.5 Model Loss

This model shows the loss of accuracy from training and testing the dataset.
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PREDICTION OF BRAIN TUMOR USING DEEP LEARNING ALGORITHM

Figure 4.6 Upload the image in Django Framework

The Uploaded Images Figure 4.6 of the Patient’s MRI Scan predicts whether it consist
oftumoror not andgives it as the output.

PREDICTION OF BRAIN eal Tanrena NEURAL NETWORK

Figure 4.7 Tumor Output
The above Figure 4.7 showsthe output for tumordetection.
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4.2 PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The proposed algorithm has been assessed through various performance
evaluation metrics that include True Positive, True Negative the former one that
designates how many times does the proposed algorithm is able to correctly
recognize the damaged region as damagedregion and the later one designates how
many times does the proposed algorithm correctly identified non-damaged region as
non-damaged region. And the False Positive (FN) and False Negative (FN) the former
one designates how many times does the proposed algorithm fails to recognize the
damaged region correctly, and the later represents how many times does the
proposed algorithmfails to identify the non-tumors region as non-tumors regions.
Basing on values of TP, TN, FP, and FN, the values of Accuracy, Specificity and

sensitivity are calculated of the proposed algorithm.

A
TP+TNeeey~ “TP TN + EP + FN

Specificity =
TN

pecificity = TN +FP

ee TNSensitivity =
TP+FN

On experimentation, it was observed that the proposed methodology seems to be

outperformed when compared toall different set of images listed in Table 1 & 2.

Amongall the images, the proposed Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based
approach seems too muchbetter in terms ofquality of the output in 128 *128 images
when compared toits other sized images whichare represented in table and charts.

\\WO
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TABLE1 Represents the true positive, true negative, false positive and false
negative values of the proposed approach fordifferent set of images.

Different set True True fale hale
i e Negativoflmages Positive Negative :

(%) (%) Positiv e
e (%)
(%) _128 * 128 Images 83.7 84.5 16.3 15.5

256 * 256 Images 82.4 84.1 17.6 15,9
512 * 512 Iinages 82.1 83.7 17.9 16.3

TABLE2 Represents the Accuracy, Sensitivity, and Specificity of the proposed
approach for different set ofimages.

eae Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
(%) (%) (%)

128 * 128 Images 84.1 84.4 83.8
256 * 256 Images 83.3 83.4 82.7
512 * 512 Images 82.9 83.3 82.4

85
84.5
84

83

82.5
82

381.5

81

Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity of the Proposed

Accuracy (%)

128 * 128 Images

Approach,

Sensitivity (%)

256 * 256 Images

Figure 4.8 Performance Analysis
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5. CONCLUSION

The proposed systemconsists of the details about the layers which was used for the

classification of brain tumorusing the MRI images from the normal persons and the persons who
had brain tumor. From the graphs, it is proven that the accuracy of the model has reached good
level, if it is deployed in the real-time scenario andit helps people in diagnosing the brain tumor
without wasting the money on check-up.If the brain tumoris confirmed, then the person can

reach the nearest hospital to get the treatment. It can be the best wayof practice for people to

save money,The data plays a crucial role in every deep learning model, if the data is more specific
and accurate about the symptoms of the brain tumor, then that can help in reaching greater
accuracy with better results in web framework, The classification model with the help of custom
CNN layersis used to classify whether the patient has a brain tumorornot through MRI images.
With a few number of training samples, the model gave 95%accuracy. Increasing the training data

may be by adding more MRI images ofpatients and perform deep learning techniques to achieve

higher classification accuracy.
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SENTINEL
RADIOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Date: 29-08-2022

To

Dr.P.K.NAGARAJAN, M.E., Ph.D
Principal,
Rajalakshmi Institute of Technology.

Sir,

Sub: Release a sumofRs.2, 00, 000/- [Rupees Two LakhsOnly] for the Research
Project.

Thisis to convey the sanction for Rs.2, 00, 000/- [Rupees Two Lakhs Only] for the
ResearchProject from 12.07.2021 to 08.06.2022 to Rajalakshmi Institute of Technology.

This fund is being released in the conformity with the terms and conditions as well
as the instructions are already communicated, andalso being communicated in this letter.
1.; Name and address of the|RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.

Beneficiary Institution re an2.|Title of Research Project “MRI ImageClassification for Brain Tumor Detection
Using Deep Neural Network”

3.|Nameof the Coordinator Dr. D. C. Joy Winnie Wise & Ms. N. Kanagavalli
4.|Durationof the Project 1Year (2021-2022)
5.|Total fund sanctioned Rs. 2,00,000.00

Modeof Release of funds: BY CASH/CHEQUE

1st PAYMENT 14.09.2021 5,000/-
2d PAYMENT 26.10.2021 10,000/-
3"4 PAYMENT 27.12.2021 45,000/-
4th PAYMENT 06.09.2022 1, 40,000/-

Copy forwarded for information:
1. Dr. D.C. Joy Winnie Wise Principal investigator| Yours sincerely,
2. The HOD- CSE - RIT IGY nS —

\e ~ />! KUTHORIZED SIGNATORY
DIRECTOR (la4c) Hip naeRAJALAKSHM) INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY ae

66, 51, Second Floor, New Avadi Road, Kilpauk, Chennai — 600010

Ph: +91-44-26601313- www.sentinelradiology.com ° connect@sentinelradiology.com
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Cleared Balance :2224688,06CR
Uncleared Amount :0.00
Drawing Power :0.00
Interest Rate : 14.700
Statement of Account from 01/04/2021 to 31/03/2022

NDA BAI
PADI
971 MAIN RD OPP.AIEMA TOWERS,AMBATTUR IND, ESTATE CHENNAI ,CHENNAI (TAMIL NADU)
Branch Code :00115
Account Number : 778346422
Product type ; CA-GEN-PUB-
METRO/URBAN-INR

Value Date|Post Date Remitter Branch Description Cheque No.|Debit Amount|Credit Amount Balance
BALANCE B/F 468882 06CR)

03/04/2021|03/04/2021|PADI CREDIT 400000.00} 868882.06CR
ECS MANDATE

SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004583813
04/04/2021_|_ 04/04/2021 |(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 303911. §64971.06CR

ECS MANDATE
SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004494675

Ce 4/2021_| 05/04/2021 _|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 392406.00) 172565, 06CR
/04/2021_| 19/04/2021|PADI BY CHO/TT TFR RIT 25000.00 197565,06CR

CHQ TRANSFEEQUITAS SMALL
JOINAIEN®1|19/NA/2N24|RANI FIMO W21100169229/NEFT/ESFR 00861086 1841603.00 12072.060R
21/04/2021_|_ 21/04/2021|PADI BY CHQ/TT TFR RIT 50000,00 62972.06CR

ECS MANDATE
SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004507684

28/04/2021_| 28/04/2021 _|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 42297.00 20675.06CR
30/04/2021|30/04/2021|PADI CREDIT 300000,00 320675.06CR'
03/05/2021_|_ 03/05/2021_|PADI CREDIT 400000,00 720675,06CR

ECS MANDATE
SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004583813

03/05/2021_|_ 03/05/2021 _|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 303911.00) 416764.06CR
ECS MANDATE

SERVICE BRANCH |DEBITIDIB0000000004494675
05/05/2021_|_05/05/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 96154011649 392406.00) 24358.06CR

RTGS INW RAJALAKSHMI ENGG RTGS
PUNBR52021060211694376 TRANSFER

02/06/2021_|02/06/2021_|MUMBAI FORT FROM 94957000128 300000.00} 324358.06CR
WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH TP

SERVICE BRANCH |ACH MAGMAFIN 630261527
03/06/2021|03/06/2021_|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 94167011649 30391 1.00 20447.06CR,
04/06/2021|04/06/2021[|PADI CREDIT 580000.00] _600447.06CR

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH
TATACAPITALFINANCIAL

SERVICE BRANCH |TCFBL0478000010 TRANSFER TO
¥06/2021_| 05/06/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 94167011649 392406.00| 208041.06CR|

8/06/2021|08/06/2021|PADI CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF 875000.00] _1083041,06CR.
08/06/2021_|08/06/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00851124 875000.00 208041.06CR
08/06/2021_| 08/06/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 1829.00 206212.06CR

CHQ TRANSFEEQUITAS SMALL
19/06/2021_|_ 19/06/2021|PADI FI/IDIBH21170170582/NEFT/ESFB 00851125 121713.00 84499.06CR.

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH TP
SERVICE BRANCH J]ACH CHOLAMANDALAM 642823901

28/06/2021 28/06/2021 _|(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 94163011643 42297.00 42202.06CR
02/07/2021_|02/07/2021|PADI CREDIT. 700000.00) 742202.06CR

WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH TP
SERVICE BRANCH |ACH MAGMAFIN 650225537

03/07/2021_|03/07/2021 |(CHENNAI) TRANSFER TO 94163011643 303911.00, 438291.06CR
WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER ACH
TATACAPITALFINANCIAL
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05/07/2021_| 05/07/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 94167011649 392406.00) 45885.06CR|
08/07/2021|08/07/2021|PADI CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF 4185000.00] 4230885.06CR

DEBIT SABARI FOUDNATION TRUST.
08/07/2021_|08/07/2021|PADI PROC AND DOCUMENTATON CH 4116350.00, 114535.06CR|
08/07/2021|08/07/2021|PADI CREDIT 600000.00 714535.06CR

DEBIT mt! 7034832713 PROC AND
08/07/2021
_|

08/07/2021|PADI DOCUMENTATION CHARGES 660800.00 53735.06CR
WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER Deposit by
TFRD FROMRIT/EM CREATION

08/07/2021|08/07/2021|PADI CHARGES TRANSFER TO 778099888 29500.00! 24235.06CR
08/07/2021|08/07/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 9405.00. 14830.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
12/07/2021|12/07/2021|PADI DEP/PADI K 1000000.00| _1014830.06CR
12/07/2021|12/07/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE (| fodes1126 1000000.00 14830.06CR
12/07/2021} 12/07/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER x > 1888.00 12942.06CR:
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SERVICE BRANCH |TATACAPITALFINANCIALIDIB000000000

05/09/2021 _|_05/09/2021_| (CHENNAI) 4494675 TRANSFER TO 94165011641 172276.00 1368686,06CR
SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHO 00850882 INW_CLG

06/09/2021_| 06/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) ‘ACTIVE GAS SERVICES 111850.00 1256836.06CR:

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 04/09/2021
06/09/2021|06/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) 015 1233 CLG:958611/CB__CB 00958611 140000,00] _1396836,06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 04/09/2021
06/09/2021_|_06/09/2021_|(CHENNAI) 240 1233 CLG:000005/HBL__ HBL 00000005 80000.00] _1476836.06CR:

06/09/2021_|06/09/2021|VALARPURAM CREDIT. 82000.00|__1558836.06CR|
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

06/09/2021_|06/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 185000,00] _1743836.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

06/09/2021

_|_
06/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM $4500.00] _1798336,06CR

06/09/2021|06/09/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00084227 §00000,00, 1298336,06CR)
06/09/2021_|06/09/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 224.00 1298112.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHO 00850857 INW_CLG
07/09/2021|07/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) SPACE OUTDOORS 41300,00 1256812.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCTEARING 06/09/2021
SERVICE BRANCH {PUNJAB AND SIND BANK 1233

07/09/2021_| 07/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CLG:000008/PASB_PASB. 06000008 80000.00| _13368612.06CR
07/09/2021_| 07/09/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00084225 §00000.00 836812.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
07/09/2021_|_ 07/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 225000.00} _1061812,06CR,
07/09/2021_|_ 07/09/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 207.00 1061605.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 07/09/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |UNION BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS

08/09/2021_|_08/09/2021_|(CHENNAI) CHQ:160423 UBOI 00160423 35000.00|__1096605.06CR:

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 07/09/2021
08/09/2021_| 08/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 020 1233 CLG:144655/I0B__1OB. 00144655 62500.00] _1159105.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 07/09/2021
08/09/2021_| 08/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 020 1233 CLG:144654/IOB_ _1OB 00144654 $00.00] __1159605.06CR:
09/09/2021_|09/09/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00084226 500000.00) 659605,06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
09/09/2021_|_09/09/2021_|_ VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM. 104000.00. 763605.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
09/09/2021_|09/09/2021_|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 120000.00 883605,06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 08/09/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS

09/09/2021_|_09/09/2021_|(CHENNAI) CHQ:318121 SBOI 00318121 180000.00|__1063605.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 08/09/202T

SERVICE BRANCH |UNION BANK OF INDIA 1233
09/09/2021_| 09/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CLG:001541/UBOI_UBOI 00001541 50000.00| _1113605.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 08/09/202T
SERVICE BRANCH |INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 1233

09/09/2021_|09/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CLG:902541/IOB_ _10B 00902541 110000,00} _1223605.06CR)

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 08/09/2021
09/09/2021_| 09/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 015 1233 CLG:352367/CB__CB 00352367 120000.00] _1343605.06CR

) SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850897 INW_CLG
10/09/2021_|10/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) :SOUTHERNENERGYDEVELOPMENT 100000.00) 1293400.06CR
13/09/2021_| 13/09/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00084229 400000.00. 893400.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
13/09/2021|13/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 120000.00| _1013400.06CR
13/09/2021|13/09/2021|VALARPURAM CREDIT DD NO 886169 82000.00] _1095400.06CR
13/09/2021_| 13/09/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 83.00. 1095317.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/09/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 1233

(14/09/2024 14/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CLG:449382/IOB _1OB 00449382 5000.00] _1100317.06CR;

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/09/2021
14/09/2021|14/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 020 1233 CLG:291786/I0B__10B 00291786 110000.00} _1210317.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/09/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

14/09/2021_|14/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:061066/SBO!_SBOI 00061066 55000.00} 1265317.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/09/2021
14/09/2021_| 14/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 751 1233 CLG:000329/IFBL_IFBL 00000329 1100.00] 1266417.06CR|

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/09/2021
14/09/2021 14/09/2021_|(CHENNAI) 016 1233 CLG:452193/CBOI_ CBOI 00452193 100000.00] _1366417.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/09/202T
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

14/09/2021 14/09/2021_|(CHENNAI) CLG:861426/SBOI_SBOI 00861426 25000.00} 1391417.06CR'

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/09/2021
14/09/2021 14/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 015 1233 CLG:102811/CB_ CB 00102811 35000.00} 1426417.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
14/09/2021|14/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM ho 94000.00} 1520417.06CR
14/09/2021|14/09/2021|VALARPURAM CREDIT 00402958 DD NO 025638 VY \ 92500.00] _1612917.06CR
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CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22/10/2021 U
SERVICE BRANCH |T1 BANK LTD 1060 CTS CHQ:108914

25/10/2021_|_25/10/2021_|(CHENNAI) ABL. 00108914 140000.00|_2874171.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22/10/2021

SERVICE BRANCH |INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 1060 CTS
25/10/2021_| 25/10/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CHQ:537637_1OB 00537637 120000.00| _2994171.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22/10/2021
25/10/2021_| 25/10/2021_|(CHENNAI) 259 1060 CTS CHQ:000503_IBL 00000503 40000.00| _3034171,06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22/10/2021
SERVICE BRANCH |CANARA BANK 1060 CTS CHQ:614957

25/10/2021_|_ 25/10/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CB 00614957 20000,00] _3054171,06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22/10/2021

SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1060 CTS
25/10/2021_|_25/10/2021_|(CHENNAI) CHQ:341320_ SBOI 00341320 40000.00| _3094171,06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22/10/2021
SERVICE BRANCH |INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 1060 CTS

25/10/2021_| 25/10/2021_|(CHENNAI) CHQ:000003_ 108 00000003 70000.00} _3164171,06CR)
SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22/10/2021

25/10/2021_| 25/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 00155574 §0000.00} _3214171,06CR
CREDIT Deposit by TRF S ARJUNAN

25/10/2021|25/40/2021|VALARPURAM CHO NO 438591 70000.00| _2874133.06CR
CREDIT TF RANGASAMY CHQ NO

26/10/2021_| 25/10/2021_|VALARPURAM 237059 60000.00} _2934133.06CR
SERVICE BRANCH|OUT CHO RET 00614957 Charges

25/10/2021_| 25/10/2021 |(CHENNAI) Drawer signature differs 20000.00} 2914133,06CR)
25/10/2021_|25/10/2021|SERVICE BRANCH|CHQ DISHONOUR 236,00 2913897,06CR

BY TRANSFER UPT2 ATMSERVICE—_|TRANSFER/129909750501/UPI/10/2021_| 26/10/2021 |BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 2000.00] __2915897.06CR:
BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/129966137152/Payment from
ATM SERVICE PhonePe TRANSFER FROM

26/10/2021_|_26/10/2021_|BRANCH 97216001158 §0000.00] _2965897.06CR
BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/129944143640/Payment from
ATM SERVICE PhonePe TRANSFER FROM

26/10/2021_|_26/10/2021_|BRANCH 97216001158 4000.00] _2969897.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 25/10/2027

SERVICE BRANCH |UNION BANK OF INDIA 1233
26/10/2021_|_26/10/2021_|(CHENNAI) CLG:041862/UBO!_UBOI 00041862 120000.00| _3089897.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 25/10/2021
26/10/2021_|_ 26/10/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 002 1233 CLG:561873/SBOI_SBOI 00561873 180000.00| _3269897.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPT

ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/129979781277/UPI
26/10/2021|26/10/2021_|BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158. 2.00| _3269899.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPI
ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/129979838949/UPI

26/10/2021_|_ 26/10/2021 |BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158. 60000.00] _3329899.06CR)
BY TRANSFER UPT

ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/129911844385/UPI
26/10/2021_|_26/10/2021_|BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 60000.00] _3389899.06CR,

) BY TRANSFER UPI
ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/129980343950/keshav kumar

26/10/2021_|_26/10/2021_ |BRANCH fees TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 20500.00| _3410399.06CR
BY TRANSFER UPI

ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/129912857077/UPI
26/10/2021_|_26/10/2021_ [BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 60000.00| _3470399.06CR

BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/1299124 16487/Dinesh N

ATM SERVICE hos/MURUGESAN TRANSFER FROM
26/10/2021_|26/10/2021 _|BRANCH 97157001153 60000.00| _3530399.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPI
ATM SERVICE TRANSFER/129974446718/NA

26/10/2021 26/10/2021_|BRANCH TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 10000.00| _3540399.06CR
BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/129912490798/Hostel fees

ATM SERVICE /MADHU VASU TRANSFER FROM
26/10/2021|26/10/2021 _|BRANCH 97157001153 60000.00| _3600399.06CR

BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/129936079273/Payment from
ATM SERVICE PhonePe TRANSFER FROM

26/10/2021_| 26/10/2021 [BRANCH 97216001158 6500.00] _3606899.06CR
BY TRANSFER
/IMPS/P2A/129912554167/KARUNYA1ATM SERVICE YE/MATHANCHAN TRANSFER FROM

26/10/2021|26/10/2021 [BRANCH 97157001153 60000.00] _3666899.06CR
BY TRANSFER RTG:
ESFBR52021102651444057
RAJALAKSHMI INST/ESFB TRANSFER

26/10/2021

_|
26/10/2021|MUMBAI FORT FROM 94957000128 \\ x 1400000.00] 5066899.06CR

\P
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21/12/2021 21/12/2021
SERVICE BRANCH
(CHENNAI)

OUT CHQ RET 00034805 Charges Kindly
contact Drawer / Drawee Bank and pl 70000.00 764271.06CR

22/12/2021 22/12/2021

BY TRANSFER UPT
TRANSFER/135681599184/UPI

ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158. 6500.00 770771.06CR)

22/12/2021 22/12/2021

BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/135682094578/UPI
ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 1.00 770772,06CR,

22/12/2021 22/12/2021

BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/135682125198/UPI
ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 15000.00 785772.06CR

22/12/2021 22/12/2021

BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/135682133894/UPI
ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 15000.00 800772.06CR:

22/12/2021 22/12/2021
SERVICE BRANCH

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 21/12/2021
STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233
CLG:085223/SBO!_SBOI! 00085223 410000.00 910772.06CR

22/12/2021 22/12/2021 VALARPURAM
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
DEP/VALARPURAM 6500.00, 917272.06CR

22/12/2021 22/12/2021 VALARPURAM
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
DEP/VALARPURAM 43200.00) 930472.06CR

22/12/2021 22/12/2021 VALARPURAM
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
DEP/VALARPURAM 39600,00) 970072.06CR

22/12/2021 22/12/2021 VALARPURAM CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 30,00 970042.06CR

12/2021 22/12/2021 ONLINE TRANSFER

BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/135664728651/UPI
TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 8000.00) 978042.06CR

J2/2021 22/12/2021 CAS SINGLE 00850480 §00000.00) 478042.06CR
12/2021 22/12/2021 CREDIT 16800000.00) 17278042.06CR

23/12/2021 23/12/2021
SERVICE BRANCH INWARD CHQ 00850925 INW_CLG

SSHL_INDIA PRIVATE LIMIT 100000.00 17178042.06CR:

23/12/2021 23/12/2021
SERVICE BRANCH

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 22/12/2027
STATE BANK OF INDIA 0115
CLG:551766/SBOI 00551766 90000,00) 17268042.06CR)

23/12/2021 23/12/2021 VALARPURAM
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
DEP/VALARPURAM 93500.00 17361542.06CR

23/12/2021 23/12/2021 VALARPURAM CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 52.00 17361490.06CR

23/12/2021 23/12/2021

CHQ TRANSFERTGS/PUNB
RAJALAKSHMI
ENGI/IDIBR52021122326307155 00850462 1100058.00. 16261432.06CR

24/12/2021 24/12/2021
SERVICE BRANCH

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 23/12/2021
CANARA BANK1233 CLG:306711/CB
CB 003067114 100000.00 16361432.06CR

24/12/2021 24/12/2021 ONLINE TRANSFER

BY TRANSFER UPI
TRANSFER/135815113380/UPI
TRANSFER FROM 97216001158, 43000.00 16404432.06CR

24/12/2021 24/12/2021 ONLINE TRANSFER

WITHORAWAL TRANSFER UlTRUS
0821 12002792000/eazy0821 12002792000
/ TRANSFER TO 6054527576 CITRUS
PAYMENT INDIAN BANK MGT BRANCH
AGGREGATOR N 23610.00) 16380822.06CR

24/12/2021 24/12/2021 CAS SINGLE 00850465 15000000.00, 1380822.06CR

)

25/12/2021 25/12/2021

BY TRANSFER MOBILE
TRANSFER/sowmi fees TRANSFER

ONLINE TRANSFER |FROM 410541874 MITHIRABAIN 72000,00| 1452822.06CR

27/12/2021 27/12/2021

BY TRANSFER UPT
TRANSFER/136153076129/Fee

ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 20000.00, 1472822.06CR,

27/12/2021 27/12/2021

BY TRANSFER UPT

TRANSFER/136153084982/Fee
ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 20000.00 1492822.06CR

27/12/2021 27/12/2021

BY TRANSFER UPT
TRANSFER/136153091255/Fee

ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 20000.00 1512822.06CR

27/12/2021 27/12/2021

BY TRANSFER UPI
TRANSFER/136153105347/Fee

ONLINE TRANSFER |TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 10000.00, 1522822.06CR,

27/12/2021 27/12/2021

BY TRANSFER UPT
TRANSFER/136153661076/Fee

ONLINE TRANSFER|TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 350.00 1523172.06CR’

27/12/2021 27/12/2021

BY TRANSFER MOBILE
TRANSFER/sowmi fees TRANSFER

ONLINE TRANSFER [FROM 410541874 MITHIRABAI N 1000.00. 1524172.06CR

27/12/2021 27/12/2021
SERVICE BRANCH

(CHENNAI) :KARUNAKARAN R
INWARD CHQ 00850182 INW_CLG

100000.00 1424172.06CR

27/12/2021 27/12/2021 VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

70000.00, 1494172.06CR'
27/12/2021 27/12/2021 VALARPURAM CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 30.00 1494142.06CR

27/12/2021 27/12/2021 PADI BANK _CNRB

CHQ TRANSFERAMESH N

NDIBH21361218062/NEFT TRANSFEREE
00850485 31806.00 1462336.06CR

27/12/2021 27/12/2021

BY TRANSFER UPT
TRANSFER/136120601026/UPI

ONLINE TRANSFER [TRANSFER FROM 97216001158 Wy 45000.00 1507336.06CR
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WITHDRAWAL TRANSFER
SERVICE BRANCH |TATACAPITALFINANCIALIDIBO00000000

05/09/2021

_|
05/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 4494675 TRANSFER TO 94165011641 172276.00| 1368686.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHO 00850882 INW_CLG
06/09/2021

_|
06/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) ‘ACTIVE GAS SERVICES 111850.00 1256836.06CRa SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 04/09/2021

\0.06/09/2021_|_06/09/2021_|(CHENNAI) 015 1233 CLG:958611/CB___ CB 00958611 140000.00| _1396836,06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 04/09/2021
06/09/2021_|06/09/2021_|(CHENNAI) 240 1233 CLG:000005/HBL__ HBL 00000005 80000.00] _1476836,06CR
06/09/2021_| 06/09/2021|VALARPURAM CREDIT 82000.00| __1558836.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
06/09/2021_|06/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 185000.00} _1743836,06CR:

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
06/09/2021_|06/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 54500.00|__1798336.06CR
06/09/2021_|06/09/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00084227 §00000.00 1298336,06CR
06/09/2021_|06/09/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 224.00 1298 112.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850851 INW_CLG
07/09/2021_| 07/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) :SPACE OUTDOORS 41300,00 1256812.06CR)

CHEQUE DEPOCTEARING 06/09/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |PUNJAB AND SIND BANK 1233

07/09/2021_| 07/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CLG:000008/PASB PASE 00000008 60000.00} 1996812. 060R
07/09/2021_| 07/09/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00084225 §00000.00) 836812.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
07/09/2021_|07/09/2021_|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 225000.00|__1061812.06CR

fog/2021_| 07/09/2021 CASH DEP GHRGS OTHER 207.00 1061605,06CRies CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 07/09/2021
foe SERVICE BRANCH |UNION BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS
08/09/2021_| 08/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CHQ:160423 UBOI 00160423 35000.00} _1096605,06CR:

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 07/09/2021
08/09/2021_|08/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 020 1233 CLG:144655/IOB _|OB 00144655 62500.00|__1159105.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 07/09/2021
08/09/2021_|_08/09/2021_|(CHENNAI) 020 1233 CLG:144654/IOB_ _10B 00144654 500.00] __1159605.06CR,

09/09/2021_|09/09/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00084226 500000,00) 659605,06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

09/09/2021_| 09/09/2021|VALARPURAM. DEP/VALARPURAM 104000.00} 763605.06CR
CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH

og/o9/2021_| 09/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 120000.00| 883605.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 08/09/2027

SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 0115 CTS
09/09/2021_| 09/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CHQ:318121_SBOI 00318121 180000.00| _1063605.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCTEARING 08/09/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |UNION BANK OF INDIA 1233

09/09/2021_|09/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) CLG:001541/UBOI_UBOI 00001541 50000.00|__1113605.06CR
CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 08/09/202T

SERVICE BRANCH |INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 1233
09/09/2021_| 09/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:902541/IOB__1OB 00902541 110000.00|__1223605.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 08/09/2021

| 9/09/2021_| 09/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) 015 1233 CLG:352367/CB__ CB. 00352367 120000.00|__1343605.06CR
, SERVICE BRANCH|INWARD CHQ 00850891 INW_CLG

10/09/2021_| 10/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) :SOUTHERNENERGYDEVELOPMENT. 100000.00, 1293400.06CR
13/09/2021_|13/09/2021|PADI CAS SINGLE 00084229 400000.00 893400.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
13/09/2021|13/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 120000.00] _1013400.06CR
13/09/2021_|13/09/2021|VALARPURAM CREDIT DD NO 886169 82000.00|__1095400.06CR
13/09/2021|13/09/2021 CASH DEP CHRGS OTHER 83.00) 1095317.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/09/202T
SERVICE BRANCH |INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 1233

14/09/2021_|14/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:449382/IOB__10B 00449382 $000.00] _1100317.06CR.

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/09/2021
14/09/2021|14/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 020 1233 CLG:291786/IOB _10B 00291786 110000.00} _1210317.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/09/202T
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

14/09/2021_|14/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:061066/SBO!_SBO! 00061066 55000.00| 1265317.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/09/2021
14/09/2021_|14/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 751 1233 CLG:000329/IFBL_IFBL 00000329 1100.00] 1266417.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/09/2021
14/09/2021_|14/09/2021 _|(CHENNAI) 016 1233 CLG:452193/CBOI_CBOI 00452193 100000.00| _1366417.06CR

CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/09/2027
SERVICE BRANCH |STATE BANK OF INDIA 1233

14/09/2021

_|
14/09/2021 |(CHENNAI) CLG:861426/SBOI_SBOI 00861426 25000.00| _1391417.06CR

SERVICE BRANCH|CHEQUE DEPOCLEARING 13/09/2021
14/09/2021 14/09/2021_|(CHENNAI) 015 1233 CLG:102811/CB_ CB 00102811 35000.00| _1426417.06CR

CASH DEPOSIT Deposit by SELF CASH
14/09/2021

_|
14/09/2021|VALARPURAM DEP/VALARPURAM 94000.00} _1520417.06CR'

14/09/2021|14/09/2021|VALARPURAM CREDIT 00402958 DD NO 025638 NR
sas 92500.00] 1612917.06CR
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               `  RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY    

                 Kuthambakkam, Chennai – 600124    

 

 

S.No. 
Name of the research 
project/ endowment 

Name of the 
Principal 

Investigator/Co-
investigator 

Amount 
Sanctioned 

Name of the 
Funding Agency 

Type  
(Government/non-

Government) 

7 

Promoting aquaponics as 

a farming approach using 

iot to prevent 

enviromental degradation 

Dr.G.Shanthi 7500 

Tamilnadu state 

council for science 

and technology 

 Government 

8 
Fertilizer Spraying 

Machine 

Dr.R.Kavitha & 

Mr.K.Kanagaraja 
7500 

Tamilnadu state 

council for science 

and technology 

 Government 

9 

Design and 

Implementation of Smart 

Glasses for Assisting 

Alzheimer's patients 

Dr.G.Nirmala 

Priya 
7,500 

Tamilnadu state 

council for science 

and technology 

 Government 



Bblobn@ loiud OlznflápILu LomBlou osrmid 

TAMIL NADU STATE CoUNCIL FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

(Established by Government of Tamilnadu) 

Directorate of Technical Education Campus, Chennai -600 025 

Ph 044-22301428, Telefax 044-22301552 www.tanscst nic.in TNSCS 

Dr R Srinvasan, M Sc Ph.D.FIC.S. MAC S(USA).. 
Member Secretary 

11.03.2022 

"lo 

HopmEtH LrNa TNSCSTISPS/2021-2022/ 

he Pnncipal 

Rajalakshm1 Institule of Technology 
Chembarambakkam. Chennai-600124 

Sr Madam 
Sub TNSCST - Student Project Scheme (2021-2022) - approval intimation-grant release- reg 

with respect to the above scheme, the list of projects approved by the State Council is enclosed along with 

eims and conditions You are requested to adhere to terms and conditions such as submission of UC and semindr

Daper in tume 

ude Name and Title of the Project Students Name Projcct Amount

Code nstulonal Address
R haviuha & 

M: K hanagaraja 

Fertilizer Spraying Machine Ashwin Kumar.K, EME-0861 7500/ 

AssIsian Projessor, Dept.
of Mer hanical Engineering 

Bhuvaneshwar.T, 

Dilli Balaji.M, 
Kathiravan.C. 

Rala.akshmi Institute of 

Te Chennai-600124 
Dr G Nirmula Priya EEE-0185 7500/ Design and implementation of 

smart glasses for assisting 
alzheimer's patients 

K.Barath Raj, 

G.Arjun, 
V.T.Jayasurya 

Proiessu. 
Department of ECE 

Raldshin1 Insutute of 

Te Caennar-600124 7500/- Aafiya.M
Bhuvanesh.D 

ES-037 Promoting Aquaponics as a 

Farming Approach using loT to 

prevent envirormmental 

degradation 

D: Shanth1 Ciovindaraj 

Prulesso1. Dept. of ECE 
Deepa.P Kajaiakst.n1 Insutute of 

Tech. Chennai-600124 

Herewith enclosed the cheque for the approved grant and disburse the grant to the concerned students 

rirougn the guides at the earliest. 

Kindly send the utilisation certificate (format enclosed) and seminar paper(Ref.T&C-No.5&6) on completion 

o ine prOjEct. 

Thankng you, 
Yours faithfully. 

Member Secrétary 

Ena a) Terms & Conditions (T&C) 
D) Format of Utlisation Certficate (UC) 
CCheque for Rs 22 500/- No 409381 dt 11 03 2022 

Copy 10 Ihe ind:vIdual guides 

PRINCIPAL 

RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE 

OF TECHNOLOGY 

KUTHAMBAKKAM. 
CHENNAI -600 124 
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ifeats Indian Bank 
ALLANABAD 

STATEMENT OF ACCoUNT from 01/03/2022 to 31/03/2022 for Account Number 7125732466. 

INDIAN BANK 

PADI 
IFSC CODE 1DIBO0OPO01 

97 I MAIN RD OPP AIEMA TOWERS, AMBATTUR IND, ESTATE CHENNAI.CHENNAI (TAMIL NADU)

Branch Code 00115 

Account Number 7125732466
Product type CA-GEN-PUB-METROIURBAN-INR 

THE PRINCIPAL RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
NO 69. NEW AVADI 

KILPAUK.CH-10
CHENNA - 600010 

Nominee Name No 

Email thamarai@rajaiakshmi.edu.in 

s nent Date Fn Sep 30 14:44:48 IST 2022 

Cleared Balance 245954 40 

Uncieared Amount :0 00 

Drawing Power :0.00

Interest Rate 13 800 
Value Post 
Date Date 

Remitter
Branch 

Chq No/REF 
No/UTR No 

Description DR CR Balance

BALANCE B/F 55954.70CR 
22500.00| 78454.70CR| 23/03 23/03 VALARPURAM |BY CHQ/TT TFR 

TRANSFER FROM 
|479135159 
MEMBER 
SECRETARY, 
TAMILN tn state 
COuncil/rajalakshmi 
|institute 

/2022 /2022 

Satement Downicaded By THE PRINCIPAL RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY on Fri Sep 30 14:44 48 

uniess a consttiuent notifies the Bank immediately of any discrepancy found by him/her in this statement of a/c, it will be taken that he has found 

comect

END OF STATEMENT from Internet Banking.

PRINCIPAL 
RAJALAKSHMI INSTITUTE 

OF TECHNOLOGY 
KUTHAMBAKKAM. GHENNAI-600 124 
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